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INTRODUCTION
Poverty has been a lived reality for most people
throughout most of human history. Just 200
years ago, an estimated 94 percent of the world’s
population lived in poverty. By 1990, that had
been cut to 37 percent, and by 2019, to less than
10 percent. This stunning recent decline is a
matter of both celebration and investigation,
as scholars and policy makers attempt to discern
the various drivers of progress.

WORLD ’ S POPUL ATION
LIVING IN POVE RT Y

94%

1820s

1

37 %

One key driver has been the spread of private enterprise and enterprise-friendly regulatory environments. With some 2 billion fewer people
worldwide living in extreme poverty since 1990, it is hard to miss the power
of entrepreneurial strategies for securing human dignity and promoting
human potential.

1990

Given both innate human creativity and the widespread desire to “end
poverty in all its forms everywhere” (as articulated in the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals), it is not surprising that across the globe we find massive enterprise activity.
At the same time, capitalism unfettered from any concern except maximizing
shareholder return has threatened to undermine the contribution of markets
and enterprise to lift people out of poverty. Increasingly, we are recognizing
that while free markets are unrivaled in their ability to create opportunity
and enhance human flourishing, a form of capitalism that prioritizes shortterm returns for the few has hurt the planet and exacerbated inequality. 2
Not surprisingly, we have witnessed the emergence of a diverse array of
efforts to reform capitalism in response. Over the past twenty years, new
groups and initiatives promoting “conscious capitalism,” “triple bottom
line accounting,” and “corporate social responsibility” are proliferating and
gaining adherents. Today, we see these efforts developing into recognizable
brands and fields of professional practice, serviced by a growing number of
dedicated research centers, innovation hubs, start-up incubators and accelerators, membership networks, and marquee events.
Corporations increasingly feel compelled to tout their commitments to
stakeholders and not just shareholders while employees increasingly expect
employers to care about their social and environmental footprints. At the
same time, a new generation of socially and environmentally-minded investors
is not only demanding more social good from their investment portfolios; they
are demanding evidence of it. Demonstrating real impact has become a serious business with heavy weights like the S & P 500 establishing a leading ESG
Index for securities and a bevy of third-party evaluators offering specialized
social impact monitoring services and performance certification.
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Meanwhile, colleges and universities commonly
offer programs in social innovation and entrepreneurship like Duke’s Center for the Advancement
of Entrepreneurship (CASE) and Oxford’s Skoll
Center for Social Entrepreneurship. Influential
journals like Stanford’s Social Innovation Review
publish studies and reviews on the state of
the field. Global gatherings and networks like
SOCAP, the Global Impact Investing Network
(GIIN), the Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs, and the World Economic Forum all
provide platforms for the exchange of ideas and
best practices to inform and advance the field.
All of this activity and innovation has elevated
the promise of enterprise approaches to poverty
as one critical way of aligning capitalism with a
more just, equitable, and sustainable economy.
Enterprise solutions to poverty combine insights
and practices from economic development, social
entrepreneurship, and impact investing into an
identifiable field of practice.

Second, the sheer scope and scale of poverty in
the world today begs for redoubled interest by
and engagement of people of all faiths, not least
Christians. By virtue of their number of adherents globally, their institutional reach, and their
ethical commitments to care for the poor, few
things can rival the power of the world’s religions
to mobilize responses at the scale that the challenge of global poverty presents.
Finally, despite its many contributions to date,
the full potential of the Christian community in
the enterprise space is largely untapped. The
Christian mainstream is still largely beholden to
a charity mindset and relief model of care that
makes enterprise and economic development approaches less compelling, or even imaginable. Yet,
even modest shifts in mindsets and models could
be transformative, making billions of dollars more
available and turning thousands of organizations
and congregations into active players. +

Yet, despite the growth, dynamism, and significance of this field, it has only recently begun to
receive the serious scholarly attention it deserves, and there remain important dimensions
that are still largely missing from the existing
research efforts. It is the goal of this field guide
to fill in one vital gap in our understanding of this
space: the role and contributions of Christians to
the “enterprise solutions to poverty” field (ES2P).

4 6% of the
world live s
on le s s th a n
$ 5 . 5 0/day

Understanding the role of Christians in enterprise solutions to poverty is far from being
either of only academic or parochial interest.
First, though largely unappreciated–even
amongst themselves–Christians have historically played a pioneering role in this arena. They
continue to do so today. Understanding where
and how Christians have advanced the field is
important for anyone interested in this work.

s ou r c e

4 6%

| World Bank, “Piecing Together the Poverty Puzzle 2015”

Still, according to the World Bank, nearly half the world
lives on less than $5.50 a day and struggles to meet basic
needs. Moreover, every 10th person in the world lives in
extreme poverty and half a billion people are projected to
be trapped in extreme poverty by the end of the decade.
3
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Why this topic?
Over the last few decades, we have witnessed a surge of interest in market-based
approaches to economic development and poverty alleviation, such as the tremendous
popularity of microenterprise and microfinance strategies. At the same time, we have
also seen an explosion of entirely new ways of doing business—from the embrace of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), to the growth of social entrepreneurship and
social impact investing, to the rise of B Corps and third way business models promoting
stakeholder value. Today, “business with a social purpose” has clearly evolved into
more than a niche arena for do-gooders. Instead, investors and consumers alike expect
and demand it.
This Christian Enterprise Solutions to Poverty Field Guide seeks to better understand
the role faith plays in Christian organizations using market-based approaches to
address poverty–and through this, a window into the state of the field overall.

Purpose
OF FIELD GUIDE

The field guide
model is intended
to be a tool for
building and
promoting the
field of Christian
ES2P, not simply
for studying it.

8

To address this gap in knowledge,
during 2021–2022 Duke Divinity
School’s Ormond Center and its partners
conducted the first-ever comprehensive landscape analysis of Christian
entrepreneurs, investors, and capacity
builders committed to leveraging their
work for social impact.
This Christian Enterprise Solutions to Poverty Field Guide
summarizes our findings.
We intentionally compiled those findings in a “field guide”
rather than publishing a traditional study. Our goal was both
to survey the field of practice and to offer recommendations
for how insights generated could shape future practice and
research. The field guide model is intended to be a tool
for building and promoting the field of Christian ES2P, not
simply for studying it.
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Primary Objectives
& Key Audiences

Four primary goals
drove our work:

one

t wo

three

four

Scan and map
the main actors
and trends across
the ecosystem of
Christian ES2P.

Highlight leading
models and frontiers
of practice.

Identify the most
pressing gaps
and barriers to
enterprise-based
approaches in
practice and policy.

Suggest priority
issues for attention
and action.

We hope that this field guide will enable peer
learning, promote frontiers of innovation among
practitioners, identify fruitful places for investment
in the support of the field, and establish a basis for
future research.
The Christian Enterprise Solutions to Poverty Field
Guide is intended for three main audiences: social
entrepreneurs, impact investors, and capacity
builders, especially those who are faith-motivated.

Overview
OF FIELD GUIDE

At the heart of this field
guide, we closely
examine the field’s three
sectors (entrepreneurship,
investment, and capacity
building) and the actors
and activities therein.

Additionally, we believe its contents will be
illuminating and instructive to policy makers,
researchers, and philanthropies seeking effective
strategies to end poverty at home and abroad.
A glossary of key field terms and acronyms follows
this introduction. The project’s Key Research
Findings are then listed for quick reference.
A separate Executive Summary is available from
the project’s website.

Each section includes three case studies of organizations that
have innovated particular “frontiers of practice” in the sector.
Some of these organizations stand out as veteran trailblazers,
and others as young, emerging pioneers.
We have also included nine profiles throughout the guide.
Some profiles show how organizations implement ES2P
among different vulnerable populations; others illuminate
how leading organizations in the investment and capacity
building sectors understand and do their work. Each of the
main sections concludes with an overview of observed trends
and key insights.
We begin, though, by offering a look back in history to the
ways Christians have engaged in ES2P. We then offer a brief
overview of the field today, including a discussion of the role
faith plays in the lives and work of the field’s actors.
In the final part of the field guide, we discuss major barriers in
the field, offer sector-specific recommendations for advancing
the field, and closing observations about the way ahead.

Join us for this journey across the ES2P landscape.

Introduction
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INTRODUC TION

GLOSSARY
of Terms, Acronyms, and Abbreviations

The following key terms list is not intended to be
an exhaustive lexicon of the field. It is meant to
serve as a reference guide for readers, providing
brief definitions of the technical terms we use
throughout the field guide.

ENTE RPRISE SEC TOR

BAM

L3C

Bottom of the Pyramid

LLC

Business as Mission

also

Low-Profit Limited Liability Corporation

| Base of the Pyramid

The poorest two-thirds of the economic
human pyramid, composed of some
four billion people

Limited Liability Corporation

Majority World

Community Development Corporation

The two-thirds of countries where most
of the world’s population resides; sometimes used synonymously with “developing world” or “developing countries”

CLT

Microenterprise

CDC

Community Land Trust

A business operating on a very small
scale, often a sole proprietor (or fewer
than 5-10 employees)

Co-Op
also

| Cooperative

An association of individuals who come
together voluntarily to form a jointly
owned and democratically controlled
enterprise for their common benefit

Montes Pietatis

ES2P

R&D

Fraternal Benefit Society

Redemptive Entrepreneurship

Enterprise Solutions to Poverty

| Mutual Benefits Society
or Mutual Aid Society

also

A voluntary organization/association
formed to provide mutual aid, often in
the form of insurance

Gentrification

The process of changing the character of
a neighborhood through the influx of
wealthier people, often resulting in both
business growth/increasing property values and displacement of current residents

Inclusive Capitalism

An economic system seeking long-term
value creation for all stakeholders

10

Charitable pawnshops operated by
Catholic monks in medieval times to
offer affordable credit to the poor

Stakeholder Capitalism

A form of capitalism in which the interests of shareholders are balanced with
those of other stakeholders such as customers, employees, communities, and
the environment

SME

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

Underemployment

When a person does not work full time
or labors in a job not reflective of his/
her training or financial needs

Upstream Issues in
Fighting Poverty

Addressing root or systemic problems
influencing persistent poverty

Relief and Development

A framework crafted by Praxis to
explore redemptive possibilities in
an organizational setting by defining
three ways to work (exploitive, ethical,
redemptive) and how those can be
embodied through three dimensions of
work (strategy, operations, leadership)

SE

Social Enterprise or Social Entrepreneur

Shareholder Capitalism

A form of capitalism in which the interests of shareholders come first and
business operates to maximize shareholder return

chris tian enterprise solutions to povert y
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INVE S TMENT SEC TOR

C APACIT Y BUILDING SEC TOR

Accredited Investor

Matched Savings Program

Angel Investor

Microfinance

A person or entity that is allowed to invest
in securities that are not registered with
the Securities and Exchange Commission;
usually a person of at least $1M in net worth

An incentive program through which
an individual’s personal savings are
matched on a 1:1 or more favorable
ratio by another entity

Typically, a high net worth individual who Financial services (e.g., loans, savings
provides capital to start-up entrepreneurs accounts, insurance products) made
available to small businesses and sole
proprietors who lack access to tradiBRI
tional banking services
Biblically Responsible Investing

CDFI

Community Development Financial
Institution

Concessionary Return
also

| Concessionary Capital

A below-market return, accepted by
investors willing to accept that in exchange for social impact

Convertible Loans

A loan that can either be repaid in cash
or that converts to equity at a future date

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

DAF

Donor Advised Fund

Retail Investors

Individuals who invest money in their
own accounts, typically through traditional or online brokerage firms, who
are not professional investors and do
not meet the financial requirements
of accredited investors

ROI

Return on investment

Shareholder Advocacy
also

| Shareholder Activism

Leveraging the power of stock ownership in a publicly traded company
to promote various kinds of changes
from within

Social Impact Bond

The financial value of a property or of an
interest in a property in excess of claims
or liens against it; a degree of residual
ownership in a firm or asset

A contract financed by investors
between the public sector and organizations implementing projects aimed
at certain social outcomes, whereby
savings (if achieved) are passed on
to the investors

Equity Crowdfunding

Venture Philanthropy

Equity

Raising capital from investors (retail as
well as accredited) through the sale of
securities (shares, convertible note, debt,
revenue share, etc.) in a private company

ESG

Environment, Social, Governance

ICCR

also

| Performance Philanthropy

Using charitable capital to make an
investment into an enterprise, whereby
that capital (and sometimes a concessionary return) is repaid to investors
after a predetermined time period,
enabling them to deploy the same
capital repeatedly

Business Accelerator

Typically, an accelerator helps earlystage entrepreneurs with training,
coaching, mentoring, and sometimes
financial support (or access to investor
capital) to grow their business

Business Incubator

Typically, an incubator helps entrepreneurs refine their business ideas and
build the company from the ground up.
It may offer office space, “back
office” support, and connections to
other entrepreneurs and/or mentors

CCDA

Christian Community Development
Association

FDE

Faith Driven Entrepreneur

FDI

Faith Driven Investor

GEM

Global Entrepreneurship Monitor

NPO

Nonprofit Organization

Pitch Competition

An event in which entrepreneurs
present their business ideas before
potential investors

Racial Wealth Gap

The disparity in assets of typical households across race and ethnicity

SEC

Securities and Exchange Commission

SOCAP

A thought leadership platform
convening diverse actors in the
global marketplace

Interfaith Center on Corporate
Responsibility

Introduction
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INTRODUC TION

KEY RESEARCH FINDINGS
Between 2021–2022, Ormond Center and its partners launched
a first-of-its-kind research initiative—including a survey of
200 Christian entrepreneurs, investors, and capacity builders
working in the enterprise solutions to poverty (ES2P) field,
in-depth interviews with a diverse sample of leaders from
across the field, and a series of case studies of organizations
highlighting innovative practice. This research is summarized
in the following 12 key findings:

1

2

Christians have a long, venerable,
but mostly unacknowledged
tradition of pioneering work in
enterprise approaches to poverty.
→ Christians have served as forerunners

in thought and implementation in 10
diverse enterprise solutions to poverty,
some dating back to medieval times,
if not before.

→ Some Christians in the field place more

emphasis on the biblical values of creativity,
productivity, fairness, responsibility,
and opportunity.

→ The common focus of these strategies

emphasizes both wealth generation
and wealth protection for vulnerable
populations as a matter of biblical generosity and justice.

3

Perhaps surprisingly, the majority
of Christian practitioners in our
research said that they either did
not engage in evangelism or see
proselytization as a priority.

For Christians working in this field today,
faith is not incidental but central to
their work. For many, it permeates all
levels of enterprise activity, from personal
motivations to the articulation of organizational missions to strategic operations
and outcomes.

→ Others emphasize the biblical values of justice,

community, solidarity, service, restoration,
and redemptive suffering/sacrifice.

→ This was especially true of the entrepreneurs: social impact

was their top priority.

→ Capacity builders were the one exception to this finding.

They were more likely to say that evangelism was an important
dimension of their work.

→ Nearly all respondents—including the most highly evangelistic

organizations in our sample—reported that they would collaborate
with non-Christian partners.

12
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4

5

Christians in this field
share a relational and
multidimensional conception of poverty that
challenges the conventional view of poverty
as simply insufficient
levels of income. Their
holistic definition
shapes their work in
four distinctive ways:

→ In their emphasis on relational programs (not just helping the poor but

centering them as solution-creators and getting proximate with them through
ongoing contact, training, and coaching).

→ In their goals (emphasizing transformation—lifting people out of poverty by

treating the whole person rather than simply alleviating poverty’s symptoms).

→ In their metrics for assessment (using both economic and noneconomic

indicators to measure progress).

→ In their commitment (in some cases) to addressing “upstream” causes

of poverty through policy reform advocacy.

There is no single “Christian” way or model of enterprise solutions to poverty. Mirroring the
broader field, Christians engage in ES2P through several organizational formats and specialize in serving a variety of populations. They pursue the work in a range of geographies:
INTERNATIONALLY

→ Through relief and development organizations

engaged in microfinance (e.g., Opportunity International) and small and medium-sized enterprise
(SME) development (e.g., Partners Worldwide).

→ Through individual companies invested

in business development in the Majority
World, with poverty reduction through job
creation as a specifically intended and tracked
outcome (e.g., Verdant Frontiers).

→ Through organizations equipping churches and

nonprofits across the country in enterprise solutions (e.g., Christian Community Development
Association’s “Marketplace Solutions” initiative).

→ Through networks offering education, fellowship,

and peer-to-peer learning among like-minded social entrepreneurs and impact investors (e.g., Faith
Driven Entrepreneur, Praxis, Faith + Finance).

LOCALLY

→ Through shareholder activism in multinational

→ Through congregational efforts to repurpose

→ Through investment companies operating

→ Through microlending to local entrepreneurs

corporations, with initiatives aimed at
protecting human rights, particularly labor
rights (e.g., ICCR).

mutual funds that make investments in social
impact bonds and community development
projects (e.g., Praxis Mutual Funds).

NATIONALLY

→ Through networks providing training and resourc-

es to churches and nonprofit organizations that
offer job training programs for the un- and underemployed (e.g., Jobs for Life).

6

Strikingly, local congregations are conspicuous by
their absence in this field.

church facilities for community good (e.g., United
Methodist church projects assisted by Wesley
Community Development).

(e.g., 1K Churches initiative).

→ Through business founders and capacity builders

animated by their faith to seek “deep scaling,” that
is, a strong place-based, long-term focus (e.g.,
Blueprint Local).

→ Through CDCs and Community Land Trusts

committed to community economic development
initiatives that genuinely benefit local residents
and avoid displacement.

→ While some innovative churches engage in impressive local efforts, on

the whole, congregations have not awakened to their role as vital economic actors in their community’s thriving.
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7

ES2P as a field attracts people from opposing theological traditions and political
policy perspectives and thus offers a rare space for bridging differences. Although
they largely operate in separate areas and emphasize different solutions, mainline
Protestants, Catholics, and Evangelicals, free-market boosters and knockers, those
working exclusively in the US or abroad—all share a conviction that enterprise has
both instrumental and inherent virtue for lifting people out of poverty:
INSTRUMENTAL

→ Through entrepreneurship, people

can launch for-profit and nonprofit
ventures that create new wealth
and jobs. These enterprises offer
further positive economic ripple
effects (benefiting other businesses that act as suppliers, vendors,
etc., potentially raising property
values in a community).

8

INHERENT

→ The journey of entrepreneurship also becomes one of

personal empowerment, through which people grow in
problem-solving skills and “other-centeredness.” They
enlarge their creative capacities and learn to become
good listeners. By the very nature of the entrepreneurial
journey, they must work hard and delay gratification. All
of these things shape them as potential changemakers
for social good, as grassroots leaders seeking greater
flourishing and justice in their communities.

These diverse actors also converge around the conviction that being
Christian requires reimagining one’s role in the economy. This expresses
itself differently among different groups:
→ Organizations such as Faith + Finance, 1K Churches, and the Interfaith Center for

Corporate Responsibility want to see Christians reflect more deeply on “biblical
economics” in ways that will encourage them to (a) resist the ways in which some
actors in the contemporary capitalist system are increasing inequality and/or participating in activities that demean human dignity; and (b) engage in community
wealth-building efforts and “economic democracy.”

→ Organizations like Praxis and Seattle Pacific University’s Center for Faithful

Business focus on Christian entrepreneurs and businesspeople, teaching them
ideas around “redemptive entrepreneurship” and helping them to creatively and
comprehensively deploy their talents and assets to promote shalom. Faith Driven Entrepreneur helps venture founders “think more biblically” about their work,
encouraging generosity, ethical character, gospel witness, and acting out of a
“steward” rather than “owner” mentality

→ Some nonprofits focus on congregational leaders, encouraging them and providing

training that enables them to steward their churches’ assets more strategically for
the common good (e.g., RootedGood’s Oikos Accelerator). The Chalmers Center
hosts the Innovate program to train Christian leaders/congregants to use design
theory to craft economic projects promoting shalom and wholeness (including but
not limited to economic growth). Thriving Cities’ Community Craft and Made to
Flourish’s Incubator train congregational leaders in asset-based community development based on biblical ideas of flourishing and ES2P.

14
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Christians are no different
from their secular counterparts when it comes to two
major debates operating
within the broader field
of ES2P:
→ Whether there is an inherent

tension between seeking
strong financial and social
returns at the same time.

→ Our research indicates that the ecosys-

tem is well-defined, marked by distinct (if
sometimes overlapping) roles as people of
faith engage in business, capital, empowerment, and policy activities.

→ How to measure social impact.

Christians generally work with
mainstream economic metrics (e.g., employment rates,
increases in household income)
but desire to better identify
indicators for noneconomic
outcomes, such as increases
in social capital. Notably, one
place where Christians differ
from their secular counterparts
is in their desire to measure
“spiritual” outcomes. This is
an active frontier of discussion.

11

The Christian ES2P ecosystem is
maturing into a vibrant and fully
developed subset of the wider field
of enterprise solutions to poverty.
The number of active participants,
the scale of investment directed into
it, the global reach, the rich diversity
of enterprise solutions being advanced,
and so much more testify to this
development.

→ While our research did not shed light on

the level of impact Christians are having—
either in comparison with their nonChristian counterparts or in the overall
quality of the ecosystem—we see new
intermediary organizations being formed.
These organizations are increasing the
amount of cross-learning and knowledgesharing, networking, and collaboration.

Despite meaningful and maturing participation in ES2P at present, the full potential of what Christians could contribute
to this field is largely untapped.
→ A huge gap exists between what is and what

could be. Hundreds of thousands of US
congregations not currently engaged in this
work could be mobilized into it.

→ Enormous amounts of financial and human

capital in the hands of millions of practicing
Christians presently sits outside the ES2P field.

→ Total annual giving by religious donors to

education, human services, and international
relief and development is estimated at
approximately $16 billion.4 By comparison,
Endel Liias estimates that Christians hold
some $360 billion in investments—and that
is counting only those he categorizes as
“Biblically Responsible Investing.” 5 Just this
one slice of Christian investment is 22 times
larger than the noted $16 billion in religious
charitable giving.

Introduction
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The two greatest barriers
to progress in the Christian
ES2P field are the prevailing
“relief-oriented” mindset
among congregations and
Christian nonprofits, and
a “two-pocket” financial
stewardship paradigm that
continues to characterize
many Christian philanthropists and investors.
→ The two-pocket view under-

stands investment as simply a
means for generating financial
gain, while charitable giving
is viewed as the avenue for
achieving spiritual and/or
social return.

15

POVERTY &
CHRISTIANITY

HI S TORIC AL IN S IG HT S
FROM THE FIE LD

Although people have
experienced poverty
for centuries, “poverty”
as a concept has a more
recent history.
Definitions are many and contested.
Various global institutions including
the World Bank and the United Nations
define “extreme poverty” as living on
less than $1.90 per day. 6
At the same time, these and other
governmental and academic organizations recognize that “poverty” includes such dimensions as access to
adequate food, shelter, and health care.
The UN’s Human Poverty Index, for
example, understands poverty to involve
deprivations in three basic dimensions:
a long and healthy life, knowledge, and
a decent standard of living.

16
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The Bible on Poverty
In the Judeo-Christian tradition, poverty is both relational and multidimensional. The Bible recognizes absolute
poverty as well as relative poverty. Its
multiple words for “poor” reveal the
social dimensions of poverty, acknowledging the isolation, alienation, and
sense of powerlessness that the poor
can suffer.

One relational, holistic definition of
poverty is particularly popular within
the Christian community today and
used by many practitioners in both
overseas relief and development agencies and in domestic poverty fighting
ministries. In his seminal book, Walking
with the Poor (1999), Bryant Myers
articulated this approach.

These terms (see The Poor in Scripture,
below) also spotlight the vulnerability
of the materially poor to economic
and political injustice and to physical violence. Their variety points to
Scripture’s understanding of poverty
as something that includes but goes
beyond a material condition.

Myers argues that God’s normative
intention for all his creation is shalom:
rightly ordered, healthy relationships
between humankind and God, between
humans, between humans and the created order, and between human beings
and their sense of self. Poverty is the
absence of shalom and is manifested as
a spiritual, social, material, and psychological reality.

The rich tradition of Catholic social
teaching has influenced Catholics and
Protestants alike in their understanding
of poverty and their hands-on work
among the poor. In Rerum Novarum
and subsequent papal encyclicals, the
essential dignity of the human person
is championed: the poor are made in
God’s image and must never be objectified. The encyclicals highlight God’s
demands for justice for all and solidarity
with those in material want. They call
believers to attend to the voice of the
voiceless and oppressed.

Authors Brian Fikkert and Steve Corbett
reiterated Myers’ definition in their 2009
book, When Helping Hurts. That volume
sold over a half million copies and is one
of the most commonly cited references
by contemporary Christian development
practitioners. In Ormond Center’s
2021 survey of Christian actors in the
ES2P field, 49 percent of those who
wrote their own definition of poverty
affirmed this relational definition.

The Poor in Scripture
dal | People comprising the lower economic class.
ani | People oppressed by the rich and powerful.
ebyon | People in dire want, dependent on others.
rus | The desperately poor, those weak and unprotected.
pene s | The working poor.
p toche s | Poor beggars.

“
Blessed is the one who
considers the poor.
P s alm 41 :1 (E S V )
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Like those of some other world religions, the Judeo-Christian Scriptures make plain God’s deep compassion for the poor and oppressed—
over 400 texts address the topic. Study of this corpus indicates that
God expects followers to respond to poverty in three main ways,
depending on the situation and context:

In the Judeo-Christian tradition, poverty
is both relational and multidimensional.

Relief

God’s people are to offer charity when addressing poor people unable
to work (e.g., children, the elderly) or able-bodied people devastated by
some kind of natural disaster or illness or victimized by theft. (See, for
example, Deuteronomy 15:7.)

Development

God’s people are to offer work and opportunities to create wealth when
responding to able-bodied people experiencing poverty. (See, for
example, Leviticus 19:9-10.)

Advocacy

God’s people are to both act justly themselves in all economic transactions and promote justice in public policies for all people, with special
attentiveness to the vulnerable. (See, for example, Isaiah 1:17.)
These three approaches continue to mark Christian responses to poverty today. At times, this work alleviates the symptoms of poverty. Other
times, it enables the materially poor to grow their income and wealth in
ways that move them securely out of destitution. And sometimes—as
Fikkert and Corbett describe in When Helping Hurts—efforts by Christians fail to apply effective remedies and instead create dependencies.

Effective obedience to the clear biblical command to
clothe the naked and give food to the hungry requires
asking the question of how. Thoughtless responses
run the real risk of strengthening the chains of poverty
that bind captives around the world.
PETE R GRE E R
CEO, HOPE International
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The 10 Enterprise Solutions to Poverty
In this field guide, we describe a particular set of strategies that we call “enterprise solutions to poverty” (ES2P).
People of faith have long been engaged in these strategies and, in fact,
have sometimes been their originators.
Today, a wide variety of faith-motivated
actors are implementing these
strategies. These include nonprofit
and for-profit organizations from
different theological traditions and
with diverse opinions about economic
principles, practices, and policies.
These enterprise solutions respond
to market dynamics, and they aim
to achieve enduring transformation
through various forms of value creation.
Some of the strategies focus on employment and economic development.
These approaches seek to leverage the
power of market exchanges for producing new wealth, and for creating
jobs and value in the economy. They
are informed by business principles
about supply and demand, pricing,
and productivity. They emphasize
creativity, entrepreneurship, empowerment, employment, and—crucially—
sustainability. These strategies seek to
multiply resources through risk-taking
and innovation.
Another set of strategies focuses
on financial inclusion. These seek to
make the benefits of safe savings and
affordable credit available to all people—including those who have been
historically shut out from mainstream
financial institutions.

These strategies are founded on confidence in the materially poor’s ability
to save, to make effective investment
decisions, and to repay loans. They
work on the basic principle that capital
can beget more capital when invested
in activities that lower business costs
and increase efficiencies. They see
access to credit as a vital means of
providing materially poor people with
opportunities to better their economic
condition through enterprise development/expansion and participation in
wealth-building investments.
Finally, a third set of enterprise strategies seeks to buffer vulnerable people
from the exploitation that can occur in
market systems due to abuse of power,
corruption, or discrimination. Some are
motivated by a critique of global capitalism itself. The resulting strategies are
based in a vision of economic democracy that promotes group cooperation
and ownership among vulnerable people. Some examples include individuals choosing to support one another
through membership in a mutual aid
society or through worker cooperatives
in which enterprises are jointly owned
by members.

Christians have
been hugely
influential as both
thought leaders
and pioneering
implementors of
enterprise solutions
to poverty.

All of the various enterprise-oriented
solutions take seriously not only that
Christians must respond to the needs
of the poor, but how that can be done
in ways that bring lasting, positive
change. Enterprise solutions go
beyond short-term charity or relief to
long-term economic empowerment.

Forerunners in Enterprise Solutions
A key finding of this study on ES2P is that Christians have been hugely influential as
both thought leaders and pioneering implementors. Today’s Christian practitioners
of enterprise solutions stand on the shoulders of dynamic, creative disciples of
ages past. Specifically, Christians have served as forerunners in 10 enterprise
solutions described on the following pages. Disciples practicing these models do
so today in front of a “great cloud of witnesses” gone before (Hebrews 12:1).
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Employment and Economic Development Strategies
The first three enterprise solutions focus heavily on jobs and jobs creation. It is no secret that
both unemployment and underemployment
share links with poverty. Creating employment
opportunities for poor people is a foundational

enterprise solution. Christians have been
forerunners in two employment-oriented
strategies of note: beneficent enterprise
and precursors to what we would today call
social enterprise.

one

Beneficent Enterprise

A job is a necessary but sometimes insufficient factor in lifting a person out of
poverty. For much of history, poor people
have faced harsh and often unsafe working
and living conditions. Only when business
owners have provided jobs at decent wages and invested in the well-being of their
employees were many workers positioned
to graduate out of poverty.
Such “beneficent enterprise” was practiced in earlier centuries by a variety of
Christian industrialists. The Irish brewer
arthur guinness is archetypal. Guinness’
business practices in the latter half of the
18th century were heavily influenced by
the teachings of the Methodist leader
john wesley.
Biographer Steven Mansfield reports that
Guinness paid “20 percent more for salaries than most other people and provid[ed]
benefits to his employees that would challenge the accomplishments of Microsoft
and Google today.” 7

The brewer also built quality homes for his
workers. Employees enjoyed access to
company-provided medical and dental
care, pensions, and a savings and loan that
provided affordable home mortgages.
For the Quaker John Cadbury, faith also
shaped business practice. As Guinness
had, Cadbury provided educational and
social programs for his workers. He deliberately moved his cocoa factory out of
the slums of Birmingham, England, to the
healthier rural countryside. There, he built
nearly 8,000 homes for his workforce. He
employed a local architect and charged
him to design the homes to be beautiful,
clean, and efficient. 8
These and other like-minded Christian industrialists sought to honor human dignity
and go the extra mile for employees—both
out of Christian love and duty, and with the
conviction that well-treated workers would
be loyal, reliable workers contributing to
their firms’ overall prosperity.

t wo

Social Enterprise Precursors

Methodist John Wesley (top)
and Guinness beer (bottom)

While the terms “social enterprise” and “social entrepreneur” are modern, the concepts
are centuries old. The early forerunners of
these enterprises sought to help various
groups (e.g., vulnerable women, orphans)
by providing work opportunities and/or job
training as first steps to securing mainstream
employment.
In 1796, the Society for Bettering the Condition
and Increasing the Comforts of the Poor,
founded by the evangelical social reformer
William Wilberforce and his friends, supported
“schools of industry” that provided job training in various trades (gardening, shoemaking,
carding wool) for poor and/or orphaned teens
in London.9

20

Evangelicals also “set up businesses specifically to employ the poor, which they thought
was a much better way to help them than
giving them charity.” 10
In 1902, the Rev. Edgar J. Helms of Boston
founded what would become one of the
country’s most recognizable social enterprises:
Goodwill Industries. Formed as a way of providing a “hand up, not a hand out” for the poor,
Goodwill began employing low-income community members to repair and sell donated
goods. Funds generated then supported the
nonprofit’s community programs.
In this way, Goodwill both helped poor people
gain economic stability and modeled selfsustainability organizationally.
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Community Development Corporations
A variety of factors in the 1950s to 1960s influenced serious decline in
US urban neighborhoods: federal housing policies that redlined primarily
Black communities, the growing appeal of suburban housing developments to white middle-class families, and government transportation
policies, such as the interstate highway projects that undermined economically vital Black neighborhoods.
The concept of community development corporations (CDCs)—locally controlled developers seeking the revitalization of their neighborhoods—arose to
combat the concentrated poverty in these increasingly distressed urban communities. CDCs aim to jumpstart economic development, leading to increased
property values, better quality housing, and new jobs for local residents.
In the mid-1960s, Senator Robert Kennedy introduced legislation to create CDCs. Discussing the proposed work of the first one in a New York City
neighborhood, he argued that “the program for the development of Bedford
Stuyvesant will combine the best of community action with the best of the
private enterprise system. Neither by itself is enough, but in their combination
lies our hope for the future.”1 1 Kennedy’s efforts were successful, and the federal government and the Ford Foundation began investing in CDCs.
In working to revitalize their neighborhoods, CDCs typically engage in a range
of activities such as building affordable housing, facilitating business development and community organizing, or providing educational or social services to
local residents. Community residents themselves comprise at least one third
of the board. A watchword for many CDCs is “empowerment.”

Some
Leading
Faith-Based
CDCs
Abyssinian
Development Corp.
NEW YORK CIT Y

FAME Renaissance
LOS ANGELES

Nueva Esperanza
PHIL ADELPHIA

West Los
Angeles CDC
LOS ANGELES

[CDCs] combine the best of community
action with the best of the private enterprise
system. Neither by itself is enough, but in
their combination lies our hope for the future.
ROBERT KENNEDY
Former US Senator

Trinity Village
Non-Profit Housing
MICHIGAN

Bethel New Life
CHICAGO

ACTS CDC
Scholars of the movement report that “Black Church leaders served in the
vanguard in setting up CDCs.”12 These pastors and laypeople championed the
establishment of two of the earliest CDCs—one in the Bedford Stuyvesant
neighborhood in Brooklyn and another in the Hough neighborhood in Cleveland, Ohio. Other early faith-based CDCs included New Community Corporation of Newark, New Jersey, and the St. Nicholas CDC in Brooklyn.
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Religious congregations, denominations, and orders have all
been, and continue to be, important financial supporters/
sponsors of CDCs. CDCs have been birthed from both small
Methodist Churches (e.g., The ABCD in Canton, Ohio) and
Black megachurches (e.g., FAME Renaissance in Los Angeles).
The Catholic Campaign for Human Development is a major
funder of CDCs and their community organizing efforts. The United Methodist Church’s pension fund provides capital for loans
to CDCs. The Presbyterian Foundation has made loans
and grants for community development.
Additionally, since 1980, several Episcopal dioceses have enacted
significant revolving loan funds. 13 Although Black churches in
urban centers have been particularly involved in CDCs, rural
communities also host them. LaCasa in Goshen, Indiana, is an
example—with some two dozen congregational sponsors serving
Hispanic workers. 14
An Urban Institute study assessing the collective work of CDCs
in five urban communities concluded that “these communitycontrolled, market-responsive development organizations can
indeed spark a chain reaction of investment that leads to dramatic improvements to neighborhoods.” The study showed that
CDC investments in residential and commercial development
have led to substantial increases in property values. 15

Financial Inclusion Strategies

Maggie Lena Walker
Richmond, Virginia
At the turn of the century, MAGGIE
LENA WALKER of Richmond became
the first Black woman to charter a
savings bank. An active Christian,
Walker had been leading the St. Luke’s
Society and advocating that Black
families pool their funds in order to
create credit for building up wealth.
By 1902, she had gathered sufficient
shareholders to open the St. Luke’s
Penny Savings Bank. By 1920, it had
issued over 600 home mortgages.

For much of history and into our own time, materially poor people
worldwide have had little access to financial services that could
help them grow their capital or obtain credit to build businesses.
In the United States, low-income individuals frequently cannot
secure bank loans. They often have limited access to banks, which
tend to be located in better-off communities.
In developing countries, too, traditional banks serve the wealthy,
pricing their services well out of reach of the poor. For these
reasons, throughout history the poor have often been unbanked.
In response, Christian innovators created Penny Savings Banks,
credit unions (and their forerunners, the montes pietatis of
Europe and the caisses populaires of Quebec), and microfinance.

four

Workingman’s and Penny Savings Banks
Historically, Christians founded special banks to serve the working
classes. In 1831 in Rochester, New York, for example, following a
series of revivals as part of the Second Great Awakening, a group
of wealthy evangelicals established a “workingman’s bank.” The
bank provided capital for budding entrepreneurs among Christian
workingmen by forming business partnerships with them.16
In the 1850s, the faith-based Boston Industrial Home opened a
Penny Savings Bank for youth/young adult residents and taught
the young people financial literacy skills. In 1902, maggie
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lena walker became the first Black woman

to charter a private bank, the St. Luke’s
Penny Savings Bank in Richmond, Virginia—
an outgrowth of the St. Luke’s mutual aid
society. By 1920, the bank had made over 600
mortgage loans.

Other Black Christians also started banks to
meet the needs of working-class Blacks. In 1890,
Reverend William Reuben Pettiford founded the
first Black-owned financial institution in Alabama.
Over time his Penny Savings Banks established
branches in Selma, Anniston, and Montgomery.

African Methodist Episcopal Church denomination announced a new partnership with 19 Blackowned banks, aimed at increasing wealth in the
Black community.
Bishop Reginald Jackson, president of the Council of AME Bishops explained, “This initiative will
strengthen [B]lack banks across the United States
and increase their capacity to lend to small businesses, to secure mortgages, to provide personal
lines of credit, and to offer other forms of credit to
AME churches and our members. This, of course,
includes enabling members and their families to
become homeowners.”17

The Black church continues today to support
Black-owned banks. In 2018, for example, the

Catholics & ES2P
The BLESSED BERNARDINO DE FELTRE
was one of the most active Catholic friars in
promoting medieval charitable pawnshops
(called montes pietatis), throughout Italy.
of New Hampshire
established the first credit union in the US
in 1909. He was assisted by the Canadian
Catholic layman ALPHONSE DESJARDIN s ,
whose caisses populaires in Quebec were
forerunners of the modern credit union.
FATHER PIERRE HEVEY

FATHER JOSE MARIA ARIZMENDIARRIETE

founded the Mondragon co-op in Spain
in 1956.
FATHER ALBERT MCKNIGHT, a Black civil
rights activist, played the leading role in
establishing agricultural cooperatives in the
Deep South and co-founded the Federation
of Southern Cooperatives.

five

Benevolent Pawnbrokers
Contemporary pawnbrokers often have shady reputations and are viewed as taking advantage of people in need. This was not the case during the medieval period, when compassionate Catholic friars established montes pietatis. These charitable pawnshops gave low-interest
loans to the poor, to either make purchases toward immediate needs or to capitalize some
kind of microbusiness.
The loan capital was provided by wealthy donors, often collected at churches during holy
days. Poor people facing crises could receive small loans, offering clothing or household
items as collateral. In this way they could avoid turning to cruel, high-interest money lenders
in emergencies.

The pawnbrokers
symbol.19

The Franciscan order was particularly active and opened over 150 montes pietatis. In 1514,
Pope Julius II issued a formal edict endorsing these institutions, recognizing that they “had
become the lifeblood of poor European peasants.”18
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six

Credit Unions
In 1900, the Catholic layman Alphonse Desjardins,
heavily influenced by the papal encyclical
Rerum Novarum, founded the first caisses
populaires in Quebec. These not-for-profit
financial cooperatives were the forerunner
of the modern credit union.
Desjardins wanted to find ways to help urban
working classes and rural farmers obtain credit.
He desired to develop credit unions “where the
bond between members was based on social or
religious links, with the Roman Catholic priest
having an influential role.”20 For Desjardins and
his supporters, the caisses populaires offered
an alternative to state-sponsored socialism for
assisting the working classes. Within 10 years,

over 100 caisses populaires had been established
in Quebec.
Desjardins assisted Father Pierre Hevey in New
Hampshire to open the first credit union in the
United States in 1909. 21 In 1920, a Christian named
Roy Bergengren worked closely with a nonpracticing Jewish man named Edward Filene to
co-found the Credit Union National Extension
Bureau. As the name suggests, the organization
promoted the adoption of state laws to charter
credit unions and provided help to groups seeking
to establish new credit unions. Today, some 133
faith-based credit unions exist, including some
located inside church buildings. 22

se ven

Microfinance
The strategy of lending to the very poor to enable
them to launch microbusinesses gained international attention in 2006 when Muhammad Yunas,
founder of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, won
the Nobel Peace Prize. But by then, Christians
had already been engaged in microlending for
over three decades. Moreover, William Carey, the
“father of modern missions,” had facilitated rotating savings and credit associations among poor
women in India as far back as the late 1700s. 23
In 1971, Christian businessman Al Whittaker left
his job as president of Bristol Myers International
Corporation to found the Institute for International
Development Incorporated (IIDI). The organization
pioneered microlending to poor entrepreneurs in
several Latin American and African countries.

1977; he later came aboard at IIDI to expand its
work into Asia. A decade later the two ministries
merged, forming Opportunity International. By
2019, Opportunity was making over $3 billion in
loans to some 7 million clients across 27 countries. 24
By 2003, according to Bussau’s research, over
1,200 Christian microenterprise organizations
operated in the Majority World. 25 World Vision, a
Christian international relief and development organization founded in 1950, launched Vision Fund
in 2004—now the world’s largest faith-based
microfinance organization. Other important
Christian organizations engaged in this strategy
include Catholic Relief Services, Mennonite Economic Development Associates, HOPE International, World Relief, and Oikocredit.

Australian Christian businessman David Bussau
launched a similar initiative (Marantha Trust) in

Group Cooperation and Ownership Strategies
Vulnerability is an important dimension of poverty.
Poor people who can meet their basic needs one
day may be unable to do so the next—in the wake
of natural disasters, economic oppression, the
unexpected death of a breadwinner, illness, accidents, and other vicissitudes. Lacking emergency
savings, the poor find that such incidents can
push them into destitution.
In the long centuries before the rise of government
social safety nets, the Christian church played an
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important role in creating and/or implementing
and promoting organizations that offer economic
protections to people in poverty.
Among the poor, religious and ethnic minorities
have faced economic discrimination for centuries. In theory, the free market is open and accessible to all; yet in practice, cultural prejudices and systemic racism shut out certain groups
from economic opportunities. The free market
requires the fair and transparent rule of law.
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So where unjust and discriminatory economic practices are left unchecked, markets are distorted. These practices include paying certain people groups lower
wages for the same work or lower prices for the same goods, shutting out people
groups from certain occupations,or stealing people’s land through fraudulent
titling procedures.
To counteract these economic injustices, the working poor, immigrants, people
of color, and social reformers have created new forms of economic cooperation
and solidarity. Historically, Christians have been involved (and some are still
engaged) with at least three of these vehicles: mutual benefit societies, economic
cooperatives, and Community Land Trusts.

eight

Mutual Benefit Societies
Over the past five centuries, Christians established special voluntary societies
that render mutual benefits to members. The societies typically center on various kinds of insurance (health, fire, burial, unemployment), thus assisting vulnerable families by distributing risk. Members pay small fees and then, after
a certain period of time, can make claims for aid if covered situations arise.

“People Need
Jesus … and
a Job”
So says John Perkins regularly.
Perkins, a civil rights hero
and founder of the Christian
Community Development
Association (CCDA), believes
in the dignity of work. He
encourages CCDA members
to actively create jobs and
provide job training to help
low-income individuals gain
marketable skills.
—
Rev. Leon Sullivan established
the first opportunities
industrialization
center in 1964, offering job

training to young Blacks in
Philadelphia. Today 23 OIC
affiliates have collectively
trained and placed 2.5 million
people into jobs.
—
jobs for life is a national

faith-based nonprofit that
trains congregations to
operate a biblically based
job-and-life skills program.
Over 500 congregations and
faith-based nonprofits have
participated.
—
work life is a similar

initiative sponsored by the
Chalmers Center. In the past
five years, 71 ministries have
hosted Work Life classes.
—
christian women’s jobs
corps/christian men’s job
corps has nearly 200 sites

nationwide providing training
and mentoring.
—
Large faith-based nonprofits
such as Catholic Charities,
the Salvation Army, Lutheran
Social Services, and St.
Vincent de Paul also provide
employment-related services.
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These fraternal societies were necessary in an era that predated both the
public social welfare system and the modern health insurance industry—which
targets commercial insurance products to the wealthy. Mutual aid societies
proved highly popular from the mid-18th century through the first part of the
20th century. One historian estimates that by 1895, mutual benefit societies
held fully half the life insurance policies in force in the United States. 26
Black Christians in particular have consistently organized mutual benefit societies.
The Free African Society, established in 1787 by Philadelphia ministers Richard
Allen and Absalom Jones, is considered the first Black Christian benevolence
society. 27 It offered help with funeral expenses, provided financial assistance for
widows, and paid for orphans’ education or apprenticeships. Throughout the next
half century, Black congregations continued creating and promoting mutual benefit societies—one scholar calls them “the handmaiden” of the Black Church. 28
By 1847, a census by the Pennsylvania Abolition Society found that free Blacks had
formed some 80 mutual aid societies in Philadelphia alone. 29 Immigrant groups in
the 19th century also made extensive use of mutual aid societies. Notably, most of
these societies not only redressed a market failure but also offered convivial fellowship and sometimes educational programs to members (thus addressing social
aspects of poverty).

nine

Economic Co-Ops
Business co-ops are collaborative endeavors to create meaningful labor and
economic democracy in enterprises through shared decision-making, responsibility, and profits. A number of scholars have noted the overlapping values of many
faith communities and the co-op movement. Although the first co-op, founded in
England in 1844 by the Rochdale Society, was not explicitly faith-based, the social
reform-minded evangelicals of 19th-century Britain actively adopted this economic form. Groups working with poor women, for example, encouraged the development of consumer co-ops through which the women could achieve savings by
buying in bulk and using community ovens. 30
The world’s largest and probably best-known economic cooperative is Mondragon
Co-op in Spain, founded by Father Jose Maria Arizmendiarrieta in 1956. Arizmendiarrieta also helped set up the bank Caja Laboral Popular, which became “the
entrepreneurial force behind subsequent developments of the co-operatives.”31
Cooperative economic activity has played a vital role in Blacks’ self-help efforts to
combat poverty. A leading 19th-century proponent of cooperatives, W.E.B. DuBois,
studied economic co-ops in 1907, looking at 154 examples in the Black community. 32 To further the movement, Du Bois founded the Negro Cooperative Guild in
1918 and then later served as president of the Cooperative League of America. 33
Black Catholics actively promoted agricultural co-ops in the Deep South, particularly Louisiana. Father Albert McKight and laymen Charles Prejean and John
Zippert established a network of small co-ops called the Federation of Southern
Cooperatives in 1967. More recently, the Catholic Campaign for Human Development has supported a variety of worker co-ops (e.g., Opportunity Threads,
Community Blend) and co-op incubators/developers (e.g., Cooperation Texas,
Democracy at Work).

26
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Community Land Trusts
The CLT model seeks what its proponents call “development without displacement.” A nonprofit organization acquires plots of land and owns/manages those
on behalf of a community. Homes or other structures are then built on the land,
and individuals or organizations can purchase those, with very long ground leases
(usually 99 years). This makes homes more affordable for moderate income households and takes the land off the market, thus keeping it out of the hands of private
developers whose visions for the land’s use may not benefit community residents.
The land trust model in the United States was forged in the heat of the Civil Rights
struggle. The first CLT was New Communities, Inc. in Albany, Georgia, organized
in 1969 primarily by civil rights activists—including Rev. Charles Sherrod, a Black
Baptist, and Black Christian laymen Slater King and C.B. King. It served Black
sharecroppers who had lost their homes and jobs for registering to vote. New
Communities “was a product of a fertile seedbed of theoretical ideas, practical
experiments, and social movements built up over the span of a hundred years.”34

The Bible that declares how the poor shall always live among us (Mathew 26:11)
is the same Bible that calls us, repeatedly, to champion each person’s essential
dignity and work toward justice and enough for all. Throughout history, Christians
have heeded that call and worked to bring lasting change. Eschewing short-term
charity, they led the way in championing creative, effective enterprise solutions for
long-term economic empowerment. +
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Key Moments
& Milestones
CHRI S TIAN

14
c.

1521

1740

S ECUL AR

Catholic friars establish
montes pietatis

throughout Europe,
providing low-interest
loans to the poor.

John Wesley establishes
the foundry society
in London, which made
small loans to help the
working poor start or
maintain their businesses.

Martin Luther calls
parishes to establish
community chests to

distribute relief to the
disabled poor and nointerest loans to artisans.

1950

1969

1956

1944

Fr. Jose Maria
Arizmendiarrieta
founds the

Black Christian civil rights
advocates and others found
new communities, Inc. ,
the first community
land trust in the US.

The National
Association of
Evangelicals
establishes

world vision

founded.

mondragon
co-op in Spain.

world relief.

1980

1971

1973

Al Whittaker founds institute

Forty Evangelical
leaders issue the

for international development incorporated, the first

1989

Bill Drayton
founds ashoka .

John Perkins founds the
christian community
development
association (CCDA).

chicago declaration
of evangelical
social concern .

overseas Christian microfinance ministry.

2018

2017

2019

faith driven
entrepreneur

launched.
—
Business Roundtable’s

2010

National Black Church
Initiative launches black
homeownership
51% program .

BAM Global and the
Lausanne Committee
issue the wealth
creation manifesto.

corporate purpose
statement shifts to

stakeholder paradigm.
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2014

Dave Blanchard and Josh Kwan
launch praxis to equip Christians
in redemptive entrepreneurship.
—
acton institute releases
documentary, poverty inc. ,
critiquing the foreign aid
based approach to global
economic development.
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Maryland becomes
first state to
establish legal
b corporation
status . By 2013, 19

states have adopted
the structure.

1776

1787

1878

Adam Smith publishes

Ministers Richard Allen and
Absalom Jones found the
free african society in
Philadelphia, the first Black
mutual aid society in the US.

the wealth of nations .

1891

William Booth founds the
salvation army, seeking
to ameliorate both material
and spiritual poverty.

Pope Leo XIII
issues the encyclical
rerum novarum .

1933

1895

1900

President Roosevelt’s
new deal offers socioeconomic responses to
the Great Depression.

Catholic layman Alphonse
Desjardins, heavily influenced
by rerum novarum, founds
the first caisses populaires
( forerunner to the modern
credit union) in Quebec.

Rev. Edgar J. Helms founds
goodwill industries .

1991

1990

1996

Fr. Robert Sirico and
Kris Mauren found the
Acton Institute to “help
bring sound economics
to good intentions.”

Pope John Paul II issues
the encyclical centesimus
annus , with a solid
defense of market-based
strategies, private property,
economic liberty .

2008

Vermont becomes
first state to pass
low profit
limited liability
corporation

2001

President Bill Clinton
signs the personal
responsibility and
work opportunity
act, commonly referred

to as Welfare Reform.

2006

Microfinance pioneer
Muhammad Yunas,
founder of the grameen
bank in Bangladesh, wins
the Nobel Peace Prize.

Lynn Green and Mark
& Jo Plummer found the
business as mission

(BAM) Resource Team
(affiliated/housed
within YWAM).

2003

World Vision launches
vision fund, which

becomes the largest
Christian microfinance
operation in the world.

(L3C) status.
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HIS TORIC AL INS IGHT S FROM THE FIELD

Black Christians

Advancing Enterprise Solutions to Poverty
Consider the legacy of just a few
of those who have fought over the
decades to uplift Black communities.

Rev. Elias
Camp Morris

In the 1880s, REV. ELIAS CAMP MORRIS —
founder of the National Baptist Convention—preached that “entrepreneurship
and faith went hand in hand.”
s ou r c e

| See below.

BOOKER T. WASHINGTON ardently encouraged economic development by Blacks
via entrepreneurship. In 1900, he founded
the National Negro Business League in
Boston.

Maggie Lena Walker

Charles Clinton
Spaulding

In Richmond, Virginia, in 1902, MAGGIE
LENA WALKER established St. Luke’s
Penny Saving Bank, thus becoming the
first African American woman to charter a
bank. By 1920, it had made over 600 mortgage loans to Black families.

A.J. McKnight

As a prominent Black businessman and devout Christ-follower, CHARLES CLINTON
SPAULDING (1872-1952) is characteristic
of numerous Black Christian entrepreneurs: He sought not simply to make money
but to do all he could for the economic
uplift of struggling Black communities.
Spaulding’s faith intentionally and consistently shaped his business practices as
president of North Carolina Mutual Life
Insurance. The company sold affordable
burial insurance, employed many, and gave
generously to the community—helping
fund two local hospitals, three newspapers,
several churches, a bank, and a savings and
loan association.

Rev. Leon
Sullivan

Black Christians innovated economic
interventions throughout the Civil Rights
Era. In the 1950s, Catholic priest A . J.
MCKNIGHT encouraged the development
of Black agricultural cooperatives in rural
Louisiana. Black farmers needed greater
access to capital, so he co-founded the
Southern Consumers Cooperative in 1964.
This regional investment cooperative
attracted funding from outside sources and
steered it into multiple small co-ops.
While McKnight and fellow Black Catholics labored in the deep South, REV. LEON
SULLIVAN of Philadelphia deployed consumer power to redress racial injustice in
the economy. His 1961 “selective patronage”
campaign urged Black churchgoers to
avoid purchasing from businesses that did
not hire or promote Black employees.

Sullivan’s campaign helped shape the
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE ’s “Operation Breadbasket”

in Atlanta the following year. By 1967,
OPERATION BREADBASKET had negotiated

“Alabama civil rights movement: Selma to Montgomery march, halted at the
Edmund Pettus bridge (Tuesday, March 9, 1965)” by Penn State Special
Collections Library is marked with CC BY-NC-SA 2.0. To view the terms,
visit creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=openverse
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jobs that brought a total of $25 million a
year in new income to the Black community.
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In 1981, ROBERT WOODSON founded the
National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise to champion grassroots-led economic
development. The Center equipped and
lobbied for public housing residents who
desired to become owner-managers of the
properties in which they lived, winning
passage of the idea in federal housing legislation in 1987.

John Perkins

Two years later, JOHN PERKINS launched
the Christian Community Development
Association. Today, CCDA boasts some
1,800 members.

Arguing that “entrepreneurship is our
communities’ way to wealth creation,”
DR. KELLY BURTON established Founders
of Color in 2017 to help Black and Latinx
business owners grow their enterprises.
Dr. Kelly Burton

In 2018, NFL star JAYLON SMITH launched
the Minority Entrepreneurship Institute
to provide investment capital and business
training to Black and Latinx entrepreneurs. By 2021, it had raised and deployed
$800,000 into minority-owned companies.

In addition to powerful Black Christian
leaders, entire denominations have long
been active in economic empowerment.
The AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH , for example, formed a Department of Extension in 1892 to raise capital
from local church offerings and to disburse
small business loans. The AME has partnered often with Black-owned businesses
and Black banks. Many individual AME
congregations in large cities (e.g., LA,
Atlanta, Miami, NYC) have birthed
community development corporations
to build affordable housing and spur retail
business development.
The NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION
is another denomination committed to
economic engagement. Its Housing Commission, organized in 1984, has built over
1,000 units of affordable housing for lowand moderate-income Blacks, particularly
the elderly, in 27 cities.
Together, over the decades, Black Christians have faithfully invested in their communities—encouraging entrepreneurship
and fueling economic growth.
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Relentless Innovation

C ATEGORY

Entrepreneur
T YPE

Veteran
Trailblazer
E S T.

1971
LOC ATION

Chicago, IL
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Relentless innovation requires
steadfast devotion to a singleminded purpose.
t wo

Sometimes the most influential innovation is not a new
solution, but operationalizing
and massively scaling an
existing solution.
three

Innovation thrives when an organization’s culture affirms risk,
latitude, and freedom to fail.

Visit Atul Tandon’s office, and you’ll spot a
red toy truck on his desk. Tandon, CEO of
Opportunity International, explains that
it’s a reminder of one of the organization’s
greatest lessons.
Some 80 percent of people in extreme
poverty live in remote rural villages. About
20 years ago, staff at Opportunity—a global
trailblazer in microfinance—were considering how to increase access to banking
services for these communities. “Someone
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had the idea of putting ATM machines on
the backs of these red trucks and driving
them around to villages,” Tandon recalls.
It worked—but driving from community
to community was expensive and laborintensive.
Another staff member suggested putting the
machines permanently in the villages. “So
we put a bunch of ATMs in villages.”
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Frontier of Practice
WH0

One of the oldest and largest faith-based
international humanitarian nonprofit
organizations focused on microfinance,
livelihood enhancement, and access to education for those living in poverty worldwide.

WHAT

Creating a culture of relentless innovation
that has multiplied effective solutions, reaching
millions of the world’s poorest people.

WHY

HOW

Innovation is not only about solving problems
but also about dramatically multiplying existing
solutions so that they reach more people.

Opportunity International identifies ideas and
activities that are working in the lives of those
living in poverty and builds on and extends the
reach of those solutions through local partners.

A culture of continuous innovation [starts with]
single-minded devotion to a single purpose.
ATUL TANDON
CEO, Opportunity International

It was a great idea but had its own set of challenges. Without sufficient training, no one
knew how to use these new machines.

phones. Many clients began conducting
transactions using text messages, and then
team members realized the potential of adding call centers to our mobile services.

Opportunity heartily celebrated the success
of mobile banking and the call center ideas,
Tandon says. “But we also celebrate the people who brought the first two solutions. They
were what we needed for a season.

“We could laugh all day long,” Tandon says,
“thinking about all we’ve learned from
“Poor, illiterate women could call and speak
past projects.”
with a banker,” Tandon explains, “getting
“I keep that red truck in front of me,” he
fast access to their savings.”
adds. “It’s a message to me and to our entire
After two more iterations, Opportunity
staff: We try new things. We learn. We keep
landed on the idea of mobile banking, since
Today, over 14 million savers use mobile ser- moving forward.”
many people living in poverty used cell
vices through Opportunity’s local partners—
phones. However, these were not smartwith average deposit balances of about $156.

Serial Innovators
Banking call centers, agent bankers, and
mobile access are just a few of the many
creative solutions Opportunity has
implemented over the past 50 years as the
first faith-based organization to engage in
microenterprise. Founder Al Whittaker
was “a businessman who recognized that
the solutions to poverty were businesses,”
Tandon explains.

“What poor people needed were financial
resources, training, and support to run
small businesses, build an income and
escape poverty.”
In its first two decades, the organization
helped thousands of people access small
loans to fund their microenterprises.
Then in 1991, a group of women supportive of Opportunity invented a new way of

thinking about microlending that would
allow even more people to access capital:
the Trust Group.
The idea was to bring together small groups
of peers—usually women—to ensure one another’s loans. Members used the financing
to expand the operations of their tiny home
and street businesses, and they kept each
other accountable for repayment.

Continued on page 34

Case Study
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Continued from page 33

Opportunity began implementing
Trust Groups in the Philippines
the following year, enabling both
increased income and household
savings. The loan repayment rate
of Trust Groups affiliated with
Opportunity and its local partners now surpasses 98 percent.
“Without that innovation,” Tandon says, “we
would have stayed in the thousands served,
not the millions now served.”
Opportunity’s Agriculture Finance arose
as another initiative when staff members
recognized that traditional microbanking
services were not adequately meeting the
unique needs of farmers.
“Farmers needed financing that wasn’t due
back until harvest,” Tandon explains. “They
needed access to buyers and suppliers; they
needed insight into how to increase their
yields with modern farming practices.”35
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So Opportunity introduced “production
loans”—where repayments don’t start
until after the harvest—and technical
assistance for farmers. To date, over half
a million farmers in sub-Saharan Africa
have benefited.
Another breakthrough innovation unfolded
in 2008 with the launch of MicroEnsure, the
world’s first microinsurance intermediary.
As a group, those at the Base of the Pyramid
represent a huge market opportunity, yet
they also present greater risk than typical
insurance customers—and they can only afford minuscule premium payments. The big
innovation of MicroEnsure was to bundle
insurance with products that those living in
poverty already use, such as microloans and
mobile phone airtime.
In sub-Saharan Africa, for example,
people can acquire basic life insurance
coverage (enough to pay for a funeral) at
no direct cost. The benefit is linked to
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the amount of mobile airtime they purchase each month or the
amount of money they hold in a savings account at a bank or
microfinance institution. As individuals experience the value of
this insurance product, they become more open to purchasing
additional types of coverage, such as health or crop insurance.
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation showed its enthusiasm for
the concept with a $24.2 million grant to Opportunity. Today,
MicroEnsure is its own company and serves over 65 million people.

Building on Success
Notably, for Tandon, innovation is not only about solving
problems. It’s also about building on existing successes. “My
MBA taught me to solve problems,” he says. “My education in
the streets and slums of the world has taught me to capitalize
on solutions, to do more of what works.”
Don’t ask the people you serve what their problems are, he
explains. Instead, “identify those solutions that are working for
them and then pour gas on those fires. Outsiders trying to serve
materially poor people must focus on their successes, assets,
and giftedness, not merely their needs.

Innovation Spurred by Neighbor Love
Opportunity’s passion for innovation springs from its
commitment to building better systems that work for
the poor. Tandon says that the Good Samaritan story
has been foundational for the organization’s DNA:
“We believe we are called to very practically demonstrate love of neighbor.”
The Good Samaritan parable, he continues, has compelled Opportunity toward a dual purpose: getting the
wounded traveler back on his feet and repairing the
road itself. +

“It’s about tapping into their strengths and then adding what
is missing.”

Case Study
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L ANDSC APE OF THE FIE LD

ECOSYSTEM
OVERVIEW

The Key Actors in the Ecosystem
In our landscape
analysis of the
Christian Enterprise
Solutions to Poverty
(ES2P) field, we
observed three
broad (and sometimes overlapping)
categories of actors:
entrepreneurs,
investors, and
capacity builders.

Entrepreneurs
Frontline entrepreneurs constitute the first
group in the ecosystem—those working directly
with the poor or on business activities designed
to create fresh opportunities for poor or
vulnerable populations at home and abroad.
This group of actors is described in greater
detail in Part IV of this field guide. Below, we
briefly introduce the six primary types of
entrepreneurs operating in this ecosystem.

one

Social Purpose Businesses
We use the term “social entrepreneurs” to describe those who
launch business enterprises aimed at both financial and social return.
General research on the social enterprise sector indicates it has been
growing steadily. Still, we could find little research on the size of the
faith-motivated segment of social entrepreneurs. That Christians are
involved, though, is beyond doubt.
Rose Lee Harden, co-founder of SOCAP, estimates that 30 percent
of its attendees are people of faith. She’s also seen a rise in the number
of Christian congregations and organizations getting involved in social
enterprise. “It’s trendy,” she says.

FIGURE 1

Depicts the three broad categories
of organizations inhabiting the
ES2P ecosystem: entrepreneurs,
investors, and capacity builders.
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Seattle Pacific University’s Faith & Co. film series has showcased a
number of faith-based founders starting up social businesses. Faith
Driven Entrepreneur, launched in 2018, reports it has engaged some
3,000 Christian entrepreneurs in study groups. Somewhere between
35,000 and 40,000 entrepreneurs subscribe to FDE’s newsletter—
some of whom would describe themselves as social entrepreneurs.
Praxis Accelerator has engaged 190 social entrepreneurs through its
programs. Christian capacity building organizations that host business
incubators—such as LAUNCH Chattanooga, Rising Tide Capital,
StartSpark, Transformational Business Network, Own Our Own, and
Sparktank—have trained hundreds of Christian social entrepreneurs.
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Christian Enterprise
Solutions to Poverty

three

Foundational
Ideas

Nonprofit Organizations
Practicing ES2P
A third type of entrepreneur is the variety of nonprofit
organizations in the United States practicing ES2P. Many
consider Homeboy Industries, founded in 1992 by Father
Greg Boyle in Los Angeles, as the grandfather of Christian
social enterprise. Other notable faith-based nonprofits
with a focus on ES2P include Advance Memphis (see case
study, page 78), Central Detroit Christian Community
Development Corporation, and the Opportunities
Industrialization Center in Philadelphia. Rev. Cecilia
Williams, president of the 1,800-plus member Christian
Community Development Association, estimates that
roughly 17 percent of its members engage in business
development or social enterprise. 38

Holistic, relational
definition of poverty.
“Transformational
development” as
the response.
An emphasis on work
and asset-building.
A commitment to relief
when needed but
otherwise to sustainable,
scalable development.

four

Community Development
Corporations

t wo

Overseas Relief and
Development Organizations
A second category of frontline entrepreneurs,
relief and development organizations,
implement ES2P in the Majority World.
A 2016 study estimated that roughly 60
percent of the 5,900-plus US-based overseas
relief and development organizations
are faith-based. 36 It is difficult, though, to
determine what percentage of these groups’
work would fit the label of “ES2P.” A 2017
survey of the ACCORD Network (a group
of roughly 100 primarily evangelical relief
and development organizations) concluded
that 57 percent were engaged in “economic
development” activities. 37 Leading examples
of Christian R&D ministries engaged in
enterprise solutions include: Opportunity
International, with roots in the early 1970s;
Partners Worldwide, founded in 1991; and
HOPE International, founded in 1997.

38

CDCs are also important frontline actors—spurring economic
development in distressed communities across the United
States. Several years ago, researchers estimated that some
800 faith-based CDCs were active. 39 Black church leaders
served as early pioneers of the CDC movement, and
predominantly Black congregations in several major cities
operate vibrant CDCs. Some well-known ones include Reid
CDC (out of Reid Temple AME Church in Philadelphia) and
Metroplex Economic Development Corporation (associated
with The Potter’s House Church in Dallas).

five

Community Wealth Builders
We’ve given the label “community wealth builders” to
describe a fifth type of entrepreneur in the ecosystem.
These organizations engage in market-based practices that
serve as buffers against economic oppression and help
preserve individual and community wealth. Two prominent
examples include economic cooperatives and Community
Land Trusts. Cooperatives protect vulnerable economic
actors by distributing risk across a group and create access
via group power that would not be possible for individuals.
Community land trusts make the dream of home ownership
more realizable for people of limited means and preserve
land ownership against encroachment by more powerful
economic actors.
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six

Congregation-Based Social Entrepreneurship
Finally, we also find a small number of churches active in the ES2P ecosystem. Most
commonly, they get involved through job training and placement programs. For example,
congregations comprise about half of the 500 or so organizations that have implemented
the Jobs for Life curriculum in the United States. A small number of congregations implement matched savings programs and/or financial literacy programs in their communities.
Some launch co-working spaces serving local entrepreneurs or operate entrepreneurship
academies. Still others start new social enterprises to provide jobs to residents in their
high-unemployment neighborhoods. Other churches are facilitating creative property
redevelopment projects to address community needs such as affordable housing.

Investors
The second major category of actors in the ES2P field are
investors. In this group, individual Christians and faithmotivated organizations financially support ES2P at home
and abroad. We examine investors in greater detail in Part V.
We observed investors differentiated on several dimensions:
size of investments, financing types, stage of investment,
anticipated return on investment (ROI), avenue by which they
got connected to “deals,” and degree of engagement in the
enterprises (or funds) they supported.

Investment Size
Investors in the ES2P field range from retail investors to accredited investors. The former are
ordinary people with some discretionary funds they want to put to good use. Some examples:
a college student who decides to invest $50 in a “community investment note” with the
Calvert Foundation or a middle-aged professor who invests $2,500 with Praxis Mutual
Funds. Engaging in socially responsible investing (SRI) is fairly easy for such investors, given
the plethora of SRI mutual funds focusing on various issues that align with particular values.
Engaging in impact investing generally requires more effort, but it is doable for the person
willing to take time to learn about available opportunities—most of which will likely offer
concessionary rates of return.
Accredited investors, in simplified terms, are individuals with a net worth of over $1 million
or an annual income of over $200,000 who are deemed financially sophisticated. These
investors find many more options because they are permitted to trade securities that may
not be registered with financial authorities; i.e., to invest in private companies. Such “private
placement” investments are more risky, and so they are limited to those deemed to have the
capacity to both understand and absorb that risk.

Landscape of the Field
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Faith institutions helped create the impact investing market
as we know it today. Over the decades, faith communities have
served as true pioneers and risk takers, demonstrating again
and again that impact investing is a viable strategy in pursuit
of justice, offering opportunity to our most vulnerable and
disenfranchised communities, locally and globally.
AMANDA JOSEPH
Calvert Foundation

Investment Type

Investment Stage

Impact investors may make regular or convertible loans
to entrepreneurs. Such loans will vary in terms of the
interest rate (at market, below market, or above market)
and the length of time the entrepreneur has in which to
repay. For example, The Leviticus Fund—a New England
community development financial institution (CDFI)—
offers retail investors the opportunity to invest $1,000
or more in a fund that provides capital to entrepreneurs
developing affordable housing. Investors choose their
term (one or more years) and receive a concessionary
rate of return.

Investors may get involved with enterprises at early or late
stages. Early stage investments—like “pre-seed” capital
to help develop the entrepreneur’s business idea or seed
capital to launch the new business—are inherently more
risky, but also offer the possibility of large reward. A retail
level investor may be involved because the entrepreneur is
a friend or family member and is seeking to bootstrap her
new venture with capital raised from her personal network.
Retail investors might also be involved in early stage investing by supporting a business incubator that helps entrepreneurs define their idea and launch their new company.
At the other end of the spectrum, an “angel investor” may
provide a large infusion of cash at the start-up stage, but
likely for a significant equity share.

Or, investors might seek to become part-owners
in the enterprise through an equity investment. This is
generally more feasible for accredited investors, who
might, for example, invest $200,000 in a venture in
return for a certain percentage (share) of ownership.
With the recent emergence of equity crowdfunding,
retail investors now can invest limited funds in private
companies—including those promising positive social
impact. In late 2021, Significant Matters, a Christian
nonprofit that encourages sustainable transformation
in poor communities, pursued SEC certification as the
first explicitly faith-based equity crowdfunding portal.

Later stage investments are made when the business is more
established, to provide capital needed to grow the enterprise.
Most enterprises need to find outside funding in several
rounds in order to achieve a level of growth that puts the
business at a point of self-sustainability through its profits.
Investors could be engaged in later stage support directly
by investing in an enterprise or indirectly by supporting a
business accelerator whose focus is to help established companies grow and scale.

Investment ROI
As already noted, impact investments offer a range of risks and returns. Many of the opportunities for
retail investors offer below-market financial return on investment (ROI) but are attractive for their social
impact (e.g., creating new livelihood opportunities for impoverished women). Other impact investments
offer the possibility of market-rate financial returns (or above). Often, these higher-risk, higher-reward
opportunities are limited to investors capable of making large ($50,000 and above) investments.

40
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Avenue of Connection
Investors get connected to investment opportunities in
a variety of ways. Some receive professional advice and
direction from financial advisors or investment firms whose
business it is to circulate such opportunities (e.g., Sovereign’s
Capital). Others are personally invited by entrepreneurs
seeking funding to participate. Still other investors may
hear about opportunities via pitch competitions, such as
the Lion’s Den DFW in Dallas or through platforms like
Indianapolis-based Commonwealth. And other investors

may learn of opportunities through their relationships with
faith-motivated business incubators/accelerators that
connect them to entrepreneurs seeking capital. Options
for individuals to invest in religious mutual funds—some of
which practice a mix of SRI and impact investing—have grown
considerably (from six choices in 1993 to 89 in 2006).40 Retail
and accredited investors can also engage in impact investing
through secular platforms that seek out people of faith, such
as Calvert Impact Capital.
These logos display a sampling
of ES2P organizations.

Landscape of the Field
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Degree of Engagement
Investors range from passive to active. Some may seek out an impact investment and
then have little interaction with the firms they invest in. An example would be the person
who elects to invest some of his retirement savings into a mutual fund that supports
community development projects. An accredited investor providing seed capital for a
social entrepreneur, by contrast, may get personally involved as a business coach for that
founder or assist the founder in connecting with additional investors. Another segment of
the Christian investing community includes those who are active as policy advocates of one
stripe or another. For example, some investors choose to engage in “shareholder activism,”
through which they hope to influence corporate decision-making. The religious groups
comprising the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility are strong examples of highly
active investors.

Capacity Builders
In order for business founders and social entrepreneurs to
succeed and for Christian investors to find “investable deals,”
the ecosystem requires capacity builders—those focused on
supporting and coaching enterprises and their backers. These
organizations strengthen the business knowledge and skills of
entrepreneurs, and/or educate investors about ways to support
social entrepreneurs. Capacity builders also assist faith-based
nonprofits and congregations that desire to implement enterprise
solutions to poverty but lack the requisite knowledge and skills.
This group is discussed in greater detail in Part VI.

Focused on Business Entrepreneurs
One main category of capacity builders in the ES2P ecosystem are those focused specifically
on business founders and social entrepreneurs. They operate business incubators, accelerators, or networks that help entrepreneurs in various phases of their operations, from start-up to
growth. These organizations may focus on a particular population (e.g., immigrants or minority
founders) or on a particular locale (such as a city or neighborhood), or they may offer their
programs to any entrepreneur meeting their eligibility criteria. Among those working in the
United States, some examples of faith-motivated capacity builders include Hustle PHX,
Prison Entrepreneurship Program, Rising Tide Capital, Own Our Own, Make Good, OCEAN,
Academies for Social Entrepreneurship, and Praxis.
Some, but not all, of these capacity building organizations exclusively serve entrepreneurs
whose ventures intentionally focus on poverty reduction. Others build capacity among entrepreneurs that are linked to poverty reduction in other ways. For example, capacity builders
like LAUNCH Chattanooga and Rising Tide Capital focus their services largely on underserved, low- and moderate-income entrepreneurs. As they help these individuals—often
un- or underemployed—to start businesses, they contribute to their economic advancement.
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Photo courtesy of Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship. See case study, page 144.

Others in this category, such as Founders of Color
or the Minority Entrepreneurship Institute, work
specifically with historically disadvantaged citizens.
The individuals in their coaching programs and
networks may not themselves be poor. But their
businesses’ growth can contribute to reducing
the racial wealth gap and increasing employment
opportunities for minorities. This is because
minority-owned businesses that grow will create
jobs; and their owners—more often than white
business owners—hire fellow minorities to fill
those jobs. 41
Some capacity builders in this category support
entrepreneurs in the Majority World. Some train
impoverished men and women to start their
own microbusinesses and thus raise household
incomes. Well-known examples include
Opportunity International and World Vision.
Others, like the Transformational Business
Network and Partners Worldwide, focus on
founders of small and medium-sized enterprises.
Accelerating growth among these SMEs can
catalyze poverty reduction through job creation.
Still others, like Dreams in Deed, support indigenous social entrepreneurs who create a variety
of poverty-reducing interventions.

Focused on Frontline
Poverty Ministries
Another type of capacity builder more broadly provides training and technical assistance to nonprofit
social service organizations or congregations—
those that tackle poverty in their communities
or abroad through sustainable enterprise solutions. In the United States, some examples of this
group include the Chalmers Center, the Christian
Community Development Association, and Seed
to Oaks. These capacity builders train nonprofit
and congregational leaders to start earned income
ventures, or employment or financial literacy programs. Overseas, this type of capacity builder includes organizations like Hope International, which
works with congregations to help them organize
and run savings groups. +
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FIGURE 2

As depicted in F I G U R E 2 , the actors
in the field of Christian enterprise
solutions to poverty engage in four
main types of activities:

The Key Activities
in the Ecosystem
|

BUSINE SS

|

CAPITAL

|

Business

EMPOWERMENT

|

POLICY

|

Just as entrepreneurs are the most easily recognizable actors
in the field, so business-related activities are the most visible
pursuits. Here, entrepreneurs create new companies and (often) grow and scale those ventures. When successful, these
efforts create new jobs and new wealth. Depending on their
nature and size, they may influence:

Another type serve as networkers and connectors. The Lions
Den DFW, for example, is a Christian organization hosting
pitch competitions. Faith Driven Investor has launched a new
initiative called the Marketplace—an online platform where
accredited investors can review hundreds of investment opportunities in businesses led by faith driven entrepreneurs.

MICRO-LEVEL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (raising the
income of the individual entrepreneur and her family)

Empowerment

MEZZO-LEVEL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (affecting the

community in which the venture is located, through
relationships with vendors and suppliers and through
the increased consumption enabled by local people
finding work in the business)

MACRO-LEVEL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (as large-scale
corporations catalyze direct foreign investment, transfer
technology, build new infrastructure, and spur growth
among their suppliers)

Capital

Mobilizing and deploying financial capital are vital activities
in the system. Capital enables new ventures to launch and
existing businesses to grow. Obviously, investors are the main
actors engaging in such activities. Some make direct investments via equity or debt into single businesses. Others create funds through which multiple persons or organizations
can invest capital into a portfolio of companies vetted by the
fund managers. Still others create equity crowdfunding platforms through which both accredited and retail investors
can search for opportunities to invest in start-up enterprises.

Policy

Legal Forms for
Social Enterprise

By the end of 2017, 38 jurisdictions across the United
States had enacted at least one social enterprise statute.
The most common legal form is the Benefit corporation
(B Corp), recognized by 33 states and the District of
Columbia. Eight states recognize low-profit limited
liability corporations (L3C); four recognize “social
purpose corporations” (SPC); and three recognize the
benefit limited liability company (BLLC).

In our research, we observed two kinds of empowerment
activities: equipping entrepreneurs and safeguarding stakeholders. Capacity builders in the ecosystem are the main
actors engaged in equipping entrepreneurs. That is, these
organizations offer training, coaching, mentoring, and networking opportunities to help entrepreneurs start and grow
their businesses. In the Christian ES2P field, these capacity
builders often bring a faith-based or biblically informed
vision to their work. The training they offer assists entrepreneurs not only with basic business knowledge and tools (e.g.,
how to create a business plan or track financial performance)
but also with theological insights that shape the enterprises’
purposes and practices. They help entrepreneurs wrestle
with the “why-to” of business as well as the “how-to”—
offering guidance in applying principles of faith to business
activities (e.g., hiring, supervising, firing, pricing). Thus, they
provide frameworks to help entrepreneurs act redemptively
in their industrial sectors or in the culture at large.

The second kind of empowering activity we see in the field
involves safeguarding stakeholders. These are marketinformed activities that protect the health and wealth of
workers and communities from abuses or dislocations in the
economy. Entrepreneurs, capacity builders, and investors
may all be involved in these safeguarding activities, for example, by establishing consumer or worker cooperatives, mutual
aid societies, or community land trusts.

Policy

Some investors and some capacity builders take part in advocacy aimed at influencing policy. In some cases, they focus
on public policies and regulations that affect the “climate for
entrepreneurs”—that is, how difficult it is to start and operate
a business or how onerous the regulatory environment is
for funding its growth. Lobbying and/or advocacy activities
focus on local, state, or federal officials or may be directed
at various regulatory bodies.

In other cases, actors try to influence the policies and
practices of corporations and/or those who invest in them.
The main form this takes is shareholder activism. +
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Mobilizing
Capital
Financing

FIGURE 3

Ecosystem Dynamics

Like most ecosystems, the field of enterprise solutions
to poverty is dynamic and complex.
To help describe the field, we have been speaking of different categories of organizations and activities. But in reality, the lines between the
categories often blur. Additionally, while a certain actor may be the main
player engaged in a particular activity (such as investors in what we’ve
labeled “capital activities”), one or both of the other main actors may
also be involved in that activity.
FIGURE 3 attempts to depict the dynamic and overlapping relationships
and engagements in the ecosystem. An abstract theory of the field might
posit a linear relationship: investors and capacity builders combining
efforts to support entrepreneurs. The reality is far messier. Some entrepreneurs, for example, emerge without the assistance of either. Others
might receive only financial support or only training. Some capacity
builders launch business ventures themselves (thus acting like entrepreneurs) even as they help others to do so. Some capacity builders focus
exclusively on coaching entrepreneurs while others see their role as
educating and equipping both entrepreneurs and investors. Meanwhile,
some investors engage not only in providing capital but also in training
and coaching entrepreneurs (thus serving also as capacity builders).
Some entrepreneurs not only build businesses but also get involved
in policy advocacy. +

Landscape of the Field
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L ANDSC APE OF THE FIE LD

THE ROLE OF FAITH IN
THE ES2P ECOSYSTEM

In 2021, Ormond Center fielded
an online survey to gain a better
understanding of the primary actors
in the ES2P ecosystem. The survey
was intended to establish a baseline
of knowledge where none currently
exists on the role of faith in the
enterprise solutions to poverty field.
While the survey does not claim to be
either exhaustive or conclusive, we
believe it is a reliable referent point of
mainstream practice for the field.
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Through the survey we desired to learn more about
the activities and convictions of these various actors
in the field, as well as the role that faith plays in their
self-understanding and work.
A total of 200 INDIVIDUAL S completed the survey. As
depicted in FIGURE 4 , 41 PE RCE NT identified as capacity
builders, 39 PERCENT as entrepreneurs, and 24 PERCENT
as investors.
Because of the blurred lines between sectors, it’s worth
noting that some survey respondents had difficulty selfidentifying with any one role.

Faith Identities & Influences
Survey respondents were asked at the outset whether
their organizations were “motivated by Christian values and
beliefs.” Only those who said yes were invited to continue
taking the survey. Included respondents also needed to be
headquartered in North America and focused at least in part
on poverty reduction.

Christian Identity

Despite their faith motivations, respondents varied in the
ways those were expressed. Most survey respondents
reported that their organizations had explicit religious
identities (see TABLE A , next page). Roughly two-thirds
formally articulate their Christian beliefs in their mission
statement or other self-descriptive texts.

A strong majority of respondents (73% ) reported that most
of their clients know that their organization is Christian. A
smaller majority (62% ) indicated that an outsider would
“definitely” or “probably” be able to identify the organization
as Christian through marketing materials and/or websites.
While the majority of organizations embraced an explicit
Christian identity, this did vary among the three different
groups. Capacity-building organizations were significantly
more likely (p < .05) than their peers to be identifiably
Christian, with 7 2 PE RCE NT of these groups indicating
that “most clients would know our organization is Christian.”
Entrepreneurs were, by contrast, significantly less likely
(p < .01) to be identifiably Christian. For example, only
47 PERCENT of entrepreneurs claimed that outsiders would
identify their organizations as Christian based on their website or marketing materials alone.

FIGURE 4

Category Types

4 0%

3 0%

2 0%

1 0%

0%
c apacit y
builders

entrepreneurs

inve s tors

s ou r c e | Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021. n=200.
Because the categories are not mutually exclusive, the number
does not add to 100%.
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Operationalizing
Faith

TA B L E A

|

Faith Identity

characteristic

We observed a wide
variety in the ways
faith-motivated actors
thought about their
faith identity and
integrated faith with
their work.

Some social enterprises, like
Purposeful Design, engage in
explicit Christian discipleship
activities with their employees.
Advance Memphis is another
social enterprise providing
employment opportunities;
its training curriculum is
explicitly faith-based. Other
actors, like the Miller Center
for Social Entrepreneurship,
report that their Jesuit values
are inherent and provide a
“common imagination” for
all of their projects.
For businessman Chris Chancey
of Amplio Recruiting, faith
vitally shapes how he thinks
about future planning. “We’re
completely dependent on the
Lord … like a cloud by day and
pillar of fire by night, leading
us on.” For Justin Straight,
co-founder of LoanWell, faith
motivates a desire to work for
institutional reform in the
financial sector, that credit
might become accessible to
all entrepreneurs who need it.
Scott Friesen, CEO of Verdant
Frontiers, says faith drives
him to ask how his company
can “be a good neighbor” in the
communities where it is located.
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Organization is motivated by Christian values and beliefs.

percent

100%

Organization formally articulates its Christian beliefs in its
mission statement or other self-descriptive texts.

65%

Organization was founded by a religious group.
e.g. a church or denomination.

29%

Organization currently affiliates (formally or informally)
with a religious group, such as a church or denomination.

28%

Agreed that “Most clients would know our organization
is Christian.”

73%

Agreed that “An outsider would definitely or probably
be able to identify our organization as Christian through
our marketing materials or website.”

62%

s ou r c e

| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021. n=200.

Operationalized Faith

Most respondents affirmed that Christian faith is operationalized in
their organizations. For example, 71 PERCENT noted that Christian
beliefs made “a great deal” of impact in their organization’s day-today decision-making, with another 78 PERCENT claiming a similar
degree of impact in their big-picture decision-making (see TABLE B ).
Then, 66 PERCENT indicated that their organizations applied religious
criteria for the selection of senior leadership. Moreover, 71 PERCENT
of respondents reported that people pray aloud “often” or “very
often” during meetings, with another 7 2 P E R C E N T reporting
that people discussed their faith with this same degree of frequency
during meetings.
Not surprisingly, we found a strong correlation between the
operationalization of an organization’s faith and how explicit they
are about it.

Christian organization leaders
addressing poverty overwhelmingly
agree that Christian beliefs are central
to both their big-picture and daily
decisions, yet two-thirds don’t see
evangelism as part of their mission.
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Partnering

It was clear among survey respondents that
robust Christian identity does not preclude
organizations from working with groups that
do not share their faith. Fully 89 percent
of respondents indicated that they were
“probably” or “definitely” willing to partner
with a non-Christian organization, and 88
percent were similarly willing to accept
support from such groups. In addition, 72
percent indicated willingness to accept
government funding. However, most (57% )
are not willing to accept aid from sources
that conflict with their religious beliefs.

Evangelism

Notably, when asked whether evangelizing
(“teaching non-Christians about your faith”)
was part of their organization’s mission,
approximately two-thirds of all respondents
said no. Respondents working for capacitybuilding organizations were the ones most
likely to be engaged in evangelism. This may
be because a significant number of capacity
builders provide their training and coaching
services to entrepreneurs of no faith or nonChristian faiths. +

|

Operationalized Faith

characteristic

percent

Christian beliefs make “a great deal” of impact
in the organization’s day-to-day decision-making.

71%

Christian beliefs make “a great deal” of impact
in the organization’s big-picture decision-making.

78%

People in the organization pray aloud often
or very often in meetings.

71%

People in the organization discuss their faith
often or very often in meetings.

72%

Organization applies religious criteria in the
selection of senior leadership.

66%

s ou r c e

| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021. n=200.
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ENTREPRENEURS

Entrepreneurs are the
frontline implementers
of enterprise solutions
to poverty (ES2P). As
noted earlier, Christian
entrepreneurs of several
stripes have been forerunners in 10 different
enterprise solutions.
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Christian Entrepreneurs and
the Drive to Overcome Poverty
Today, a variety of Evangelical, Catholic, and Protestant
individuals and organizations continue to implement
those solutions. Based on our research and survey, we
have observed six groups that comprise the population of
Christian entrepreneurs active in ES2P (see box below).
C A S E S TU DY

Photo courtesy of Advance Memphis.
See case study, page 78.

Extraordinary Growth

The social enterprise field has grown exponentially in recent
years. According to a 2019 report by the Global Entrepreneurship
Monitor (GEM), “of the 202 MILLION working-age adults in the
United States, 27 PERCENT are starting a business or running a
business they own and manage.”42 The number of these companies
that would qualify as social enterprises is unknown. However,
66 PERCENT of US respondents in GEM’s study cited “impact
motives”—having a goal to make a positive difference in the
world—as reasons for their start-ups. A coalition including Pacific
Community Ventures, Social Venture Network, SOCAP, and Social
Enterprise Alliance fielded a short “social enterprise census” that
garnered about 200 RESPONSES . Its 2020 preliminary findings
noted that social enterprises surveyed contributed some $375
MILLION in annual revenues and employed over 15,000 PEOPLE . 43
The number of social enterprises that are specifically devoted to
poverty alleviation is unknown. In a 2020 article, researchers with
the Annie E. Casey Foundation offered a glimpse into one kind
of social enterprise—those focused on providing employment
opportunities for the underserved. The article reported on “an
estimated 500 EMPLOYMENT-REL ATED SOCIAL ENTERPRISES in the
US market, generating over $1 BILLION in revenue and employing
56,000 PEOPLE annually.”44
Our research did not identify any studies offering insights into
the overall size of the faith-motivated segment within the social
enterprise movement. Wherever we have gleaned insights into the
scope and scale of such groups, we have referenced those in the
discussions on the next pages.

Christian Entrepreneurs Active in ES2P
communit y de velopment
corpor ations

social purpose busine s se s
npos pr ac ticing e s 2 p

communit y we alth builders

overse a s relief &
de velopment agencie s

congregations engaged in
social entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurs
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Six Christian ES2P Groups
one

Social Purpose Businesses
Social purpose businesses are ventures that
have a specifically social mission at the core of
the business.
Their primary influence in decreasing poverty
arises from the new jobs they create, especially
when the enterprise deliberately seeks to employ
poor or disadvantaged people such as subsistence
farmers in the Majority World or refugees or
ex-offenders here in the United States. These
enterprises nurture economic development at
the micro, mezzo, and macro levels. Secondarily,
for-profit enterprises can have positive economic
ripple effects in a community through their
purchase of inputs and services from suppliers and
vendors, whose own businesses thereby prosper.
The legal and organizational structures adopted
by these entrepreneurs vary, based on the
different types of goals founders pursue, such as
job creation, wealth creation, asset preservation,
access to the mainstream economic institutions
and markets, and control over the enterprise.
Some organize as traditional private companies,
some as B Corps, and some as low-profit limited
liability companies (L3Cs).

FIGURE 5

Challenges Faced by Entrepreneurs

11%
16%

2%

Examples

Amplio Recruiting (see profile, page 56), launched
in 2013, is a B Corp whose mission is to connect
the United States’ refugee workforce to companies
needing reliable employees. Launched as a
“mom-and-pop shop” in Atlanta, it has grown
to 23 employees working in six US cities with
large refugee populations. It seeks to live into its
identity as a redemptive enterprise by putting
people before profits in an industry sector often
rife with unethical practices.
Within the staffing services sector, Amplio
chooses to focus on “temp-to-permanent” hiring.
Its greatest win, says co-founder Chris Chancey,
occurs when refugees earn full-time positions
at the firm where they started as temps. To date,
Amplio has helped place 7,628 REFUGEES into
permanent jobs.
Verdant Frontiers (see case study, page 76)
seeks to combat poverty by making investments
in large-scale projects that can create jobs for
significant numbers of low-income Africans.
Founder Scott Friesen was moved by the plight
of Ethiopian parents he saw giving up their new
baby to an orphanage because they didn’t have
enough money to feed an additional mouth.
“That poverty was caused by a lack of economic
development in the country,” Friesen says. “And
how does a country like Ethiopia develop a robust
economy? Part of the answer is that you have to
have thriving businesses.”
In the past seven years, Verdant has raised
$130 MILLION in investments and created over
3,000 JOBS .
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Key Challenges

Through our research, we identified multiple categories of challenges noted
by faith-based entrepreneurs. We then counted the occurrence of different
challenges within those categories (see FIGURE 5 ). This exercise indicated
that the top three types of challenges mentioned most often were:

Technical

Lack of skills, lack of staff capacity.

Financial

Lack of access to sufficient capital.

Cultural

Organizational culture conflicts and/or mindsets held by stakeholders.

Wealth creation
through business
has proven power
to lift people
and nations out
of poverty.
BAM GLOBAL
Wealth Creation Manifesto

All entrepreneurs leading social purpose businesses seem to wrestle at some
level to balance social and financial returns, and faith-motivated social
entrepreneurs are no different. In addition, the latter also grapple with
what it means to engage in redemptive activity, how to express their faith
commitments, and how to truly put people before profits. 45

t wo

Christian Nonprofit Organizations
Implementing ES2P
A second entrepreneurial actor is the nonprofit organization
that creates a revenue-generating enterprise seeking
both social and financial return. These enterprises
often contribute to poverty alleviation by creating job
opportunities for vulnerable people or sheltered work
opportunities that enable employees to grow their human
capital and marketable skills. At other times, such social
enterprises focus on providing access to capital. This might
look like a community development financial institution
(CDFI) that offers credit to underserved entrepreneurs to
start or expand their ventures. Or it could be a nonprofit
establishing an alternative to payday lending—thus enabling
people impoverished by debt traps to climb out of poverty.
Other nonprofit social enterprises focus on alleviating
some particular aspect of poverty—for example, by
providing clean water, sanitation facilities, or electricity.
Here, the venture may or may not employ poor people but
is creating affordable, accessible goods and services that
improve the quality of life of low-income consumers.
In other cases, the enterprise may be established
specifically for the sake of creating new wealth-generating
opportunities for suppliers. Freedom Business Alliance
(see profile, page 134) is a good example. This nonprofit
association helps small businesses that employ trafficking
survivors by networking them to facilitate peer-to-peer
learning and creating new marketing platforms for them.

PROFILE

Photos courtesy of Prison Entrepreneurship Program.
See profile, page 60.

Entrepreneurs

—
Continued on page 58
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ORGANIZ ATION PROFILE

Amplio Recruiting

Enterprise Solutions
for Refugees
ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

Enterprise
B Corp
E S T.

2014
LOC ATION

United States
MI S S ION

Connecting
refugees to
affordable jobs
IMPAC T

ENTREPRENEURS

7,628 refugees
placed into
employment

Some people might say that Amplio Recruiting
celebrates unorthodox things. The business
makes money when it places individuals into
temporary positions at client companies.
When those people shift to full-time work at
the firms, Amplio’s revenue stream stops.
“As a business, it’s not ideal,” co-founder
Chris Chancey admits. “But we celebrate
it, because the employee is moving to
greater stability. And that is the goal.”
That mission is rooted in Chancey’s desire
to use business to help those in need. His
Christian faith initially led him to Denver
Seminary, where he studied to become
a pastor. While there, though, he gained
fresh insights into what Scripture had to
say about work and stewardship. He began
to imagine how he might make a positive
difference in people’s lives through business.
When Chancey and his wife, Sarah, moved to
Atlanta to be closer to family, they bought a
home in Clarkston, Georgia. It’s been called
the most diverse square mile in the United
States, with residents from 40 different
nations. “We obviously were running into
people who did not grow up in the US,”
Chancey says, “and that led to conversations.
Seems like those always ended in people
asking us, ‘Can you help me find a job?’”

you actually meet someone, when you
look in their eyes, it’s not an issue anymore,” he says. “It becomes personal.”
Resettled refugees are “legal to work” upon
arrival, and most scramble quickly to find
jobs. Atlanta offers few immediate opportunities, Chancey reports, so “people
have to take what’s offered.” He estimates
that 60 percent or more end up working in
meat-processing plants well outside the city.
Many want a better job, and some find their
way to Amplio. They might hear of the firm
through a resettlement agency, a nonprofit
working with new arrivals, or via a referral
from fellow countrymen. Many are employed today in the light manufacturing,
hospitality, or construction industries.
Amplio focuses on the temp-to-perm part of
the staffing industry, which Chancey says is
well-suited to the refugee workforce. Employers contract with Amplio to provide employees for a specific term, such as three months.
Amplio handles payroll and workers’ compensation. Meanwhile, refugees have a chance to
prove themselves as reliable and resilient.

The couple decided to begin a staffing company
that would connect refugees with employers needing dependable workers. Initially,
“And that’s all they’re asking for,” Chancey
Chancey worked on Amplio as a side venture
says. “They love proving themselves. That’s
while serving as a development officer with
what they’ve been doing for a long time in
HOPE International, an overseas microfitheir lives.”
nance ministry. After a few years he began
concentrating full time on the business.
Those who perform well are hired into
permanent positions and then shift onto the
The Refugee Workforce
company’s own payroll.
Roughly 50,000 refugees are resettled in
the United States annually. Chancey says
Since the company’s inception in 2014, over
that most people hear about refugees as
7,600 refugees have found work through Ama news item, a political issue. “But when
plio. Virtually all who complete their initial
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contract go on to permanent jobs. Seventy
percent of these are still with the same
company after one year—a far better
retention rate than the industry standard
of 40 percent. This low turnover rate
makes for “drastic savings in hiring and
training costs” for the firms, Chancey says.
Research backs up Chancey’s claim. A
2018 study by the Fiscal Policy Institute
found that refugee turnover rates in
three industries (manufacturing, hotels, and meat-packing) were lower than
that of the overall employee population,
by seven to 15 percentage points. 46
Increasing employment among refugees
makes for good economics all around.
“Think about the money they earn, the
taxes they are paying, how that is being
spent in their local community,” Chancey says. “Refugees are hyper-local. They
live their lives here like they did back
home—all within the span of a few blocks
from where they live. Their dollars get
recirculated in their community.”

People Over Profits
The Chanceys pursued B Corp certification because they desired to show that
Amplio puts people over profits. “[It]
allows us to say, ‘We can be trusted.
We really care about the people that
we’re engaging with,’” he believes.
Chancey is proud that Amplio is the first—
and only—such B Corp staffing agency in
America. He’s perplexed and saddened by
what he sees as the industry’s widespread
tendency to “take advantage of people
and treat them like cogs in a wheel” rather
than “as people made in God’s image.”
Others share Chancey’s concerns. The
Equal Rights Center and ProPublica,
for example, have documented racial
discrimination and the “permatemping” phenomenon that keeps temporary
workers in those positions for years.

$12/hour—almost $5 above minimum
wage in Georgia. Exceptions are made
for employers who pay less but provide
training or certifications that increase a
worker’s earning capacity. Most importantly, Amplio wants to ensure that each
customer plans on hiring well-performing
refugee workers into permanent positions.

Operationalizing Faith
Chancey emphasizes that mission, not
riches, is what Amplio is all about. The
company’s gross profit margins stand
at around 15 percent, he says. “We’re in
this industry because of the kingdom
impact we can have,” Chancey says,
“not because of how profitable it is.”
The Chanceys’ faith influences Amplio’s
business practices in three ways. First,
the company addresses its employees
holistically—especially important for
those who’ve experienced trauma and
brokenness. “If God’s called us into this
moment, to care for these individuals,”
Chris Chancey says, “we have to recognize
that they’re not just physical beings.
“Employment alone doesn’t create flourishing. It’s certainly a great catalyst. But we
want to be able to serve them physically,
emotionally, mentally, and spiritually.”

so deeply, and who shed his blood for
them, then we’re not being as faithful as
we should be with what God has given
us and what he has called us to do.”
Amplio was recently acquired by new
owners with deep experience in and passion for business-as-mission. So Chancey
says they will be training Amplio staff
in starting spiritual conversations, then
tracking the time and monetary investments in those conversations.
Third, Chancey says he has come to rely
on God for guidance in a much deeper
way than he did at the business’ outset.
At the start, he admits he sort of looked
over his shoulder, saying to God, “Hey, do
you see what I’m working on, and can you
send down some magic dust to help us?”
Now, he says, he recognizes that “God is not
over my shoulder. He is in front of us. He is
the cloud by day, the fire by night, leading
us on.”
Trying to follow God’s leading has become
a daily practice for Chris and Sarah
Chancey—spotting where God is at work
and looking for ways to join in. +

The Chanceys’ approach to integrating
their faith at Amplio, he says with a smile,
is like sweet tea. “You’ve got sugar mixed
into the tea. You can’t remove it. The way
we do staffing, we just can’t remove that
redemptive faith element in what we do.”
Chancey’s team intentionally builds
dignifying, long-lasting relationships
with its refugee workforce. To better
track how well Amplio is meeting its
long-term goals, next year the company is
rolling out a new process for measuring
growth in socioeconomic stability among
the refugees via longitudinal surveys.

Second, Chancey encourages team members to speak about their Christian faith
Amplio’s people-first approach means a
with refugee clients, when appropriate.
thorough, 30-point vetting process for
“Placing thousands of refugees into jobs
potential employer clients. For example,
is a great thing, and it’s redemptive,” he
Amplio looks for employers located within
says. “But if we don’t also leverage the
a half hour’s drive and offering consistent
work schedules. Generally, they only accept opportunities to help them connect to
the God who made them, who loves them
clients offering a starting salary of at least

Profile

We’re in this
industry because
of the kingdom
impact we can have,
not because of how
profitable it is.
CHRIS CHANCE Y
Co-Founder, Amplio Recruiting
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Impact cannot be achieved without profit. ‘Someone always pays
in the end. If it’s not your customers (via earned income) or your
funders (via contributed income), it will be your employees (via
lower wages) or you (via bootstrapping).’
RISA BLUMLE IN
Social Venture Network

Continued from page 55
—

Examples

Founded in 1994 in Denver, Belay Enterprises
operates Bud’s Warehouse, a home improvement
thrift store selling donated and recycled building
materials. The Warehouse provides job and life
skills training for individuals seeking to rebuild
their lives. With the Warehouse’s revenue stream,
Belay can incubate additional businesses that
provide supportive employment.

Catholic Charities of Southern Missouri launched
Purpose Home Repair and Plumbing to provide

Key Challenges

Christian nonprofit social enterprises face a
number of challenges, with a major one being
access to capital. A 2009 study by Community
Wealth Ventures, the Social Enterprise Alliance,
and the Center for the Advancement of Social
Entrepreneurship at Duke University reported
that nearly 80 percent of the 740 nonprofit-run
social enterprises surveyed indicated that they
needed increased capital to help their ventures
grow. Over two-thirds also said that finding
seed capital to launch a new venture was a
big challenge. 47
A second challenge—the lack of adequate legal
forms for nonprofit social enterprises—contributes
to the funding issues. Nonprofits registered as
501(c)(3) entities cannot distribute profits, which
limits their access to investors and equity capital.
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apprenticeships in construction trades for individuals with significant barriers to employment.
Exodus Lending is a Christian payday lending
alternative in St. Paul, Minnesota, founded in
2011 by members of Holy Trinity Lutheran Church
concerned about the establishment of payday
loan stores in their neighborhood. Exodus
Lending has helped over 350 people get out
of the payday loan debt trap.

They also must pay taxes on any earned income
that is not related to their nonprofit mission. 48
Management is a third challenge. Nonprofits are
often led by people without specific business
training or experience—and they may find it
difficult to attract business people since they
often cannot offer competitive salaries. Moreover,
the nonprofit’s dual pursuit of financial and social
returns can raise tensions within the organization.
As social enterprise guru Greg Dees noted several
years ago, “It is difficult to gain acceptance of
a hybrid model when the common view is that
charity is about giving.”49
Finally, like for-profit redemptive enterprises,
nonprofit social entrepreneurs also struggle to
evaluate their social impact.
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Opportunity International.
See case study, page 32.
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Overseas Relief & Development Agencies
Faith-based groups were some of the first
nongovernmental organizations established in the
post-WWII era to tackle poverty abroad. World
Relief, for example, launched in 1944 and World
Vision in 1950. Today, the scope/scale of overseas
relief and development efforts by US-based
Christian organizations is huge. As noted earlier,
roughly 60 PERCENT of all US-based overseas
relief and development organizations are faithbased (and the vast majority are Christian).
Additionally, “most of the very large international
social and economic development organizations
are faith-based.” 50 For example, World Vision’s
annual budget is $2.75 billion. Save the Children’s
is $2.2 billion. R&D agencies associated with
the World Council of Churches mobilize some
$1 billion per year. The Catholic development
organization Caritas International employs some
440,000 individuals worldwide and has annual
expenditures of about $5 billion.
It is difficult to determine what percentage
of these groups’ work would fit the label of
“enterprise solutions to poverty.” In 2017, two
scholars of Christian relief and development,
Stephan Offutt and Amy Reynolds, surveyed
the roughly 100 members of the ACCORD
Network, an association of primarily evangelical
R&D agencies. The survey asked respondents
to describe their work. The most common
response, chosen by 57 percent, was “economic
development.” 51 In their 2016 study, researchers
Dan Heist and Ram Cnaan examined a small
subset of faith-based R&D agencies and found
that they tended to be engaged in a wider range

of activities than their secular counterparts.
Their programs included ES2P such as microfinance, but they were also engaged in many
other efforts (e.g., agriculture, education,
health care, clean water). 52

Examples

Opportunity International (see case study,
page 32), with roots in the early 1970s, is a
leading example of Christian development
work emphasizing enterprise solutions. In
2019, Opportunity disbursed $3 billion in loans
to over 7 million families across 27 developing
countries. Some were loans for small-scale
agriculture businesses. Others were microloans
(average size $200) to small peer groups whose
members take turns using capital to support their
microbusinesses.
Partners Worldwide, founded in 1991, and HOPE
International, founded in 1997, are two additional
examples of Christian R&D groups with a focus
on ES2P. HOPE works with churches in poor
villages to establish savings and microlending
groups. It also provides biblically based training
and coaching to microentrepreneurs. Partners
Worldwide proclaims that “business is the most
effective way to fight poverty.” It works in some
30 countries through dozens of local partners
focused on supporting small and medium-sized
enterprises (SME). It provides mentors, training,
advocacy, and capital to help these partners
flourish. In 2020, these partners’ work resulted
in over 15,000 new jobs being created and
some 254,000 jobs being sustained, by new
or expanding SMEs.

—
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Prison Entrepreneurship Program

Enterprise Solutions
for Returning Citizens
ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

Nonprofit
E S T.

2004
LOC ATION

Texas
MI S S ION

Transforming
inmates and
executives
through entrepreneurship
education
and mentoring
IMPAC T

ENTREPRENEURS

100% of PEP
grads employed
within 90 days
of release; 600plus businesses
launch by PEP
graduates; and
8.3% threeyear recidivism
rate among
graduates

According to research by the Brookings
Institution, only 55 percent of former prisoners have any earned income, and “those
that do tend to earn less than the earnings
of a full-time job at the minimum wage.”53
Returning citizens face steep barriers to
employment. Employers often hold negative
perceptions about job seekers with criminal records. One “paired study”—where
researchers create two essentially identical resumes, but one indicates a criminal record—discovered that the latter
produced 50 percent fewer callbacks. 54
Bryan Kelley, who spent 22 years behind
bars but now heads the Texas-based Prison
Entrepreneurship Program (PEP) says, “It’s
markedly more difficult to obtain employment
as an ex-felon. Essentially, every sentence is
a life sentence due to their criminal history
that follows them to every job interview.”

PEP is attractive to many inmates, he adds,
because “they can see themselves as entrepreneurs. From their poverty-stricken survival
in life, they know a lot about business concepts like supply chains, risk management,
profit margins, marketing, and sales. They
have a sense about supply and demand; they
recognize opportunities. What’s more, their
resilience and determination mark them as
strong candidates for success in business.”
Johnson agrees. “At the very core of the
Prison Entrepreneurship Program is the
recognition that many inmates come to
prison with a thirst for entrepreneurship,
as well as a practical knowledge of concepts
such as competition, relationship-building,
risk management, and sales channels.”57

These limited job prospects contribute to
the US’ high recidivism rate. According
to the Harvard Political Review, two out of
three released prisoners are rearrested within
three years, and 50 percent return to prison. 55
PEP graduates fare far better. Virtually all are
employed within 90 days of their release, and
of those nearly 100 percent are still employed
12 months later. Their recidivism rate has
averaged just 8.3 percent over 18 years.
Baylor University’s Byron Johnson, a sociologist with expertise in criminal justice
issues, conducted an in-depth evaluation
of PEP several years ago and compared its
results with those of other prison education
initiatives. “Simply put,” he concluded, “PEP
participants are dramatically less likely than
other former prisoners to be re-incarcerated
following release from Texas prisons.”56
Among the keys to PEP’s effectiveness:
entrepreneurship education and coaching
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relationships with veteran businesspeople. “PEP
uses entrepreneurship training as a means of
promoting life change, economic empowerment,
and decreasing recidivism,” Kelley explains.
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It’s markedly more
difficult to obtain
employment as an
ex-felon. Essentially,
every sentence is a life
sentence due to their
criminal history that
follows them to every
job interview.
BRYAN KELLE Y
CEO, Prison Entrepreneurship Program

post-release, PEP launched a hybrid
in-person and virtual training program
called “eSchool.” Business executives and
MBA candidates teach the weekly classes.
Topics range from life skills such as time
management, to business skills such as
website development, strategic thinking,
and marketing.

Faith-Driven Values
and Relationships

Obtaining access to growth capital is difficult for all second-chance citizens due to
barriers including low credit scores, no/bad
credit, and felony convictions. PEP graduates are no different.
mentors were “solid role models, with the
ability to hold ex-prisoners accountable.”

To minimize these obstacles, PEP formed
Entre Capital (“Entre”), a Community
PEP graduate Thomas J. says that his relaDevelopment Financial Institution (CDFI)
tionships with volunteer coaches sowed fresh wholly owned by PEP that connects
hope and helped him believe he had worth.
second-chance businesses to capital and
business mentorship. Second-chance busiPEP mentors—successful business men
ness owners and borrowers are provided
and women—continue to walk alongside
mentorship, advisement, and access to
graduates post-release. This is somewhat
specialized consultants along with a deeper
unique among prison ministries. While
business education. Entre lives by the motto
church-based prison ministries most
“Transforming the credit by transforming
commonly focus on evangelism behind bars, the man.”
Johnson sees the program as “faithPEP’s model has volunteers focused both
driven” or “faith-infused.” It’s different
pre- and post-release, helping men to grow
To date, Entre has originated 11 loans at
from traditional prison ministries that
in personal character and gain employment
roughly $300,000, all of which are current
focus on evangelism. Rather, PEP leans more skills. Kelley says this “inside-out” model is
with payments. Sixty percent of these
on mentorship or discipleship. At the same
another key to PEP’s success.
loans support minority-owned businesstime, Johnson adds, “PEP is committed to
es. In addition to Entre, PEP also helps its
the notion that the only way to bring about
The volunteers bring to the table not only
graduates connect with financing sources
holistic, sustained transformation is through encouragement and friendship but also
such as PeopleFund (a microlender) and the
the teaching of essential life skills, moral
social capital. Their connections afford recrowd-sourcing platform Kiva.
decision-making, and spiritual discipline.”
turning citizens access to diverse networks,
through which they can find support with
To date, over 600 businesses have been
Following the Leadership Academy, PEP
transportation, housing, and employment. 58 formed by PEP graduates. While PEP celeparticipants complete a six-month minibrates such new businesses, its key perforMBA course that uses college texts and case Additionally, PEP itself provides intensive
mance metrics focus on employment rates,
studies from Harvard Business School. An
post-release support to the graduates,
increases in income, and avoiding re-arrest.
emphasis on character development and life including opportunities to live in PEP-run
The primary focus of the program involves
is woven throughout the curricula.
transitional housing. About two-thirds of
preparing returning citizens to “face the
graduates move into PEP housing when they decisions and challenges of everyday life.”59
“Case studies on real-life situations are used
leave prison. PEP staff and volunteers also
to inspire integrity and moral excellence,”
help the men with transportation, emergen- PEP wants to see its graduates be faithful,
Johnson concluded in his report. “Life
cy financial assistance, access to bus passes,
reliable employees with the requisite “soft
topics are diverse and include interviewing
counseling, social events, and referrals to
skills” and communications skills to adtechniques, dining etiquette, fatherhood,
discounted medical services.
vance in their workplaces. Internal records
drug and alcohol abuse, marriage, dating, reshow that graduates who remain employed
spect for authority, spirituality, and more.”
“We’re trying to remove any of the barriers
three years earn on average ~$25/hour.
and pitfalls that might send a man back to
During the MBA “bootcamp,” PEP participrison,” Kelley explains.
Kelley says, “It’s amazing to see what happants engage with business veterans who propens when a man stuck in a cycle of poverty
vide mentoring and coaching. They help the
Entrepreneurship Training
and crime collides with real, intentional
inmates prepare for the program’s culminatas a Re-Entry Strategy
support to realize his true potential in life.
ing event: the annual Business Pitch Competi- To help PEP entrepreneurs further their
That man becomes a producer, job creator,
tion. Johnson’s study found that the business
personal and professional development
community impactor—a good neighbor.” +
Male inmates nearing release in Texas are eligible to apply, but the program only accepts
those with a commitment to change. Participants spend the first three months attending
an intensive Leadership Academy. There they
learn about PEP’s “10 Driving Values.” While
not explicitly religious, these values—such
as love, servant leadership, accountability,
integrity, and wise stewardship—draw from
the Judeo-Christian tradition.
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Transformational
Development
Paradigm
Two scholars of
Christian relief and
development, Stephan
Offutt and Amy
Reynolds, contend
that “a distinctively
evangelical approach
to development slowly
began to emerge in
the 1970s.”
Rooted in the “integral development” paradigm articulated by
Latin American evangelicals
like Rene Padilla and picked
up by key leaders in the field
like Chris Sugden and Vinay
Samuel, this approach reached
its most definitive articulation in
Bryant Myers’ 1999 seminal book,
Walking With the Poor. Myers
wrote about “transformational
development,” an approach
founded on the idea that poverty
is primarily a matter of broken
relationships.
Drawing on the biblical notion
of shalom and how that was lost
in the fall of humankind, Myers
described poverty as consisting
in four broken relationships:
between people and God
(spiritual poverty), between
people groups (social poverty),
between people and the created
order (material poverty), and
between persons and their
self-conceptions (psychological
poverty). Organizations that
base their work among the
poor on this transformational
development paradigm are
not just faith-based or faithmotivated, but “faith-infused.”
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Key Challenges

A 2016 survey of Christian aid organizations revealed that “the question of
the role of religion in development work is something that stimulates a lot of
discussion and debate within these organizations themselves and to which
there is a very broad range of responses.”60 As scholar Dena Freeman explains,
there is a difference between “Christians doing development” and “doing
Christian development.”61 The latter, she argues, requires an articulation of a
“theology of development which seeks to combine material development with
spiritual development into a holistic model of good change.”62
Offutt and Reynolds found consensus among the organizations they
surveyed around the concept of “transformational development” (see
“Transformational Development Paradigm” at left). This notion is rooted in
a holistic and relational understanding of poverty that seeks both personal
and systemic transformation. This paradigm—also called integral mission—
animates the Micah Network, an association founded in 1999 that now
includes over 500 agencies and national networks in some 80 countries. 63
Its work and that of other groups like the Chalmers Center has led to
the transformational development paradigm becoming well-known and
increasingly mainstream among Christian R&D organizations across various
theological expressions.
At the same time, conservative evangelicals and Pentecostals in the Majority
World do not always embrace this approach, preferring a stronger emphasis
on spiritual salvation. Some of these faith communities tend to engage
only in relief or in economic development projects that are viewed as a
means to the true end of conversions to Christian faith. In addition, even
R&D organizations embracing the transformational development paradigm
debate what actually embodying it should look like. Most agree that it means
working with local churches in the Majority World, but they disagree on the
nature of that partnership. 64

four

Christian Community Development Corporations
Christian Community Development Corporations (CDCs) are important
frontline actors in spurring economic development in underserved
communities. Researchers with the Federal Reserve explain that “CDCs
are nonprofit organizations organized under the Internal Revenue Service
section 501(c)(3) to support and revitalize communities, especially those
experiencing economic and social distress. CDCs most often develop
affordable housing and other community services that meet local needs,
such as education, job training, health care, commercial development and
food services.”65
CDCs may also engage in community organizing, mobilizing residents to
affect public policy decisions influencing their neighborhoods. Typically at
least one-third of a CDC’s board is composed of community residents. This
means people in the neighborhood have direct participation in projects and
policies affecting the quality of life in their community.
Several years ago, researchers estimated that some 800 faith-based CDCs
were active in the United States. 66 Black church leaders were early pioneers
of the CDC movement, and today many predominantly Black congregations
in several major cities operate vibrant CDCs. Catholic, mainline Protestant,
and evangelical congregations have also established CDCs.
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The small amount of extant research on faith-based CDCs 67 indicates that, like
their secular counterparts, their principal activity lies in affordable housing
development. Christian CDCs have also founded charter schools, built senior care
facilities for the low-income elderly, developed strip malls to jumpstart economic
development in urban cores, and hosted financial literacy and homeownership
programs, among other activities.
Some researchers assert that faith-based CDCs can bring unique resources to
the work of economic development. 68 They and their associated congregations
may be among the only viable institutions in certain highly distressed urban
neighborhoods, for example. They bring organizational and leadership resources
to bear. In addition, they may be better able to mobilize individual volunteer and
financial support, and their evaluation criteria for projects may be more holistic.

CDCs contribute a significant amount to
their local economies through housing and
commercial development and a range of
community services, while also increasing
household wealth, building the local tax base,
revitalizing neighborhoods and creating jobs.
FEDER AL RE SE RVE BANK
of St. Louis

In their study of faith-based organizations involved in housing development in
Michigan, scholar Richard Hula and his colleagues listed additional resources:
that faith-based organizations tended to be “trusted by their communities,” served
as “cultural anchors within” their communities, and “could reach individuals and
communities that might not otherwise be served.”69

Examples

A number of large, historic Black churches in major cities have operated or
partnered with CDCs since the 1980s. Abyssinian Development Corporation, for
example, was birthed in 1989 by the Abyssinian Baptist Church. The church began
in 1808 by a group of Black Christians who refused to abide by segregated seating
at First Baptist Church in New York City. The Development Corporation embodies
the church’s core value of service “focused on progress, economic empowerment,
and justice in the Harlem community.” Over three decades, the Development
Corporation developed over 1,200 units of affordable housing.

—
Continued on page 66
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ORGANIZ ATION PROFILE

Grace in Action Collectives

Enterprise Solutions for
Urban Youth through Co-Ops
ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

Enterprise
E S T.

2013
LOC ATION

Detroit, MI
MI S S ION

Activating
residents, both
youth and adults,
as leaders in
Southwest
Detroit through
education and
cooperative
economic
development
IMPAC T

ENTREPRENEURS

Trained 2,075
Detroit youth;
created 52
new jobs, with
average wages
$20–$50/hour

64

In the hardscrabble community of southwest
Detroit, one ancient word has given rise to
a church plant and six economic co-ops.
The word is ekklesia, a Greek term used over
100 times in the New Testament for “church”
or “churches.” Pastor John Cummings translates it “democratic assembly”—and it is key to
the DNA of his congregation, Grace in Action.
Cummings explains that people joined
the church of the first century because it
provided not only spiritual food but also
deep community and economic solidarity.
He thought his church planting work
should start with community organizing,
since “that’s what church was originally.”

endured harsh working conditions or low
pay: typically $16,000–$23,000 annually.
Local teens also voiced interest in technology and an eagerness to earn money.
In response, Cummings and Sobocienski
talked about developing economic co-ops—
where people make their own decisions
and get paid fairly. “With their democratic
practices,” he says, “co-ops are a natural fit
with our concept of what church should be.”
Research suggests that co-ops outperform
traditional businesses on survival and
turnover rates, with smaller pay differentials between executives and nonexecutive
workers than in most conventional firms. 70

In 2010, he and his partner, Meghan Sobocienski,
moved to southwest Detroit and began learning about their neighbors’ economic realities.
“We started with physical needs,” Cummings
explains, “and then moved more into the
spiritual, instead of the other way around.”

Co-ops make workers into owners and
can raise their median income 71 and help
stabilize local communities. Despite
64,000-some co-ops in the United States
today, Sobocienski notes, “they are underutilized in the faith community.”

Adult laborers in the community—which
is 67 percent Latino and 17 percent Black—

Grace in Action’s first youth-led co-op was
Radical Productions—specializing in web
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and graphic design. All 12 original
owner-workers were local teenagers. Sobocienski says that the teens
had visions of getting rich making the
next “Angry Birds” game app. Meanwhile, she laughs, “we didn’t even have
any computers or other equipment.”
Following Radical Productions, the
church spun off a nonprofit called Grace
in Action (GIA) Collectives. That, in
turn, incubated a second youth-led
co-op: a screen printing business called
Stitching Up Detroit (founded 2012).
GIA Collectives also helped some local
Latina women launch Cleaning in Action,
a co-op offering green cleaning in Metro
Detroit. More recently, it helped establish
three more ventures: a childcare co-op, a
translation and interpretation services coop, and the Equitable Internet Initiative.

In total, the six co-ops boast nearly 50
owner-members, with average wages of
$20–$50 per hour.
According to Sobocienski, each co-op was
“intentionally created at the intersection
of what people care about, what people
need, and what the market can [do] to
help people to thrive.” GIA Collectives
supports the co-ops by providing backoffice services, including bookkeeping
and connections to legal aid, as well as by
identifying new markets and customers.
The church provides office and workspace
until the businesses can secure their own.
The nonprofit also hosts skills-based
trainings for adults and teens in the
wider community—including graphic
design, screen printing, coding, and sound
engineering—which opens a pipeline of potential new employees and co-op members.

To date, GIA Collectives has trained over
2,000 Detroit youth. Its vision is to create
200 co-op jobs by 2030, Sobocienski says,
“so that more people living in southwest
Detroit can work in southwest Detroit.”

Cooperative Faith
Before starting any project or proposing
an agenda, Pastor Cummings listens to
neighborhood leaders and residents.
This integrates the practice of community
organizing into the church’s decisionmaking processes.
Altogether, they’re conceiving a new
model of what “traditional Sunday church”
looks like—replacing it with an everyday
faith community that lives out its theology everywhere.
“We don’t believe Sunday is the only day
that counts.” +

Each co-op was intentionally created
at the intersection of what people care
about, what people need, and what the
market can [do] to help people to thrive.”
MEGHAN SOBOCIENSKI
Executive Director, Grace in Action

Profile
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On the West Coast, First AME Church of
Los Angeles launched FAME Renaissance
Corporation in 1992 to serve as the
congregation’s economic development arm.
Today, the organization operates an array of
housing, transportation, education, youth,
and financial services programs. Its subsidiary
FAME Housing owns and manages 320 units
of affordable housing.
Englewood Christian Church, a progressive
Christian community on the near eastside
of Indianapolis, formed Englewood
Community Development Corporation in 1997.
Congregational leaders formed this CDC after
observing the neighborhood’s economic decline
over the previous two decades. It offers affordable
rental housing in the neighborhood and assists
home buyers. Englewood CDC has also created
job opportunities by establishing a bookkeeping
business and a mowing service.
Esperanza is a Philadelphia-based CDC
founded by Rev. Luis Cortes in 1987. Focused
on the Hunting Park neighborhood in the city’s
north end, it is active in education programs,
economic development initiatives, and public
policy advocacy.

Key Challenges

Christian CDCs face similar challenges as
secular CDCs. One is the unintended stimulation
of gentrification in the communities where
they develop residential and commercial
properties—gentrification that can price out
some of the very neighbors CDCs seek to serve.
A second is the tension that can arise when
CDCs attempt simultaneously to be “savvy
developers” and community organizers and
advocates. 72 Many CDCs also face the problem
of “Not in My Backyard” when attempting to
construct affordable housing near more affluent
neighborhoods.
From their study examining both faith-based
and secular CDCs operating in the low-income
housing market in Michigan, Hula and his
colleagues found that the former reported
more challenges in dealing with the technical
aspects of certain kinds of housing development.
The faith-based organizations needed “more
technical assistance on tax credit housing,
neighborhood planning, and market studies,” for
example. Faith-based organizations were also
more likely than their secular counterparts to
“identify staff capacity as a problem.” 73

five

Community Wealth Builders
Christians have established or supported a variety of economic organizations that
serve as buffers against dislocations created by laissez-faire markets or economic
discrimination. These include fraternal benefit societies, economic co-ops, and
community land trusts.

Fraternal Benefit Societies

These nonprofit groups, also called mutual aid societies, were popular in the
United States from the latter half of the 1800s through the first part of the 20th
century, particularly among immigrants. These voluntary organizations collected
member dues and then provided various kinds of insurance in return. They also
served as hubs of community social life, sponsoring educational and recreational
activities for members.
Black Christians pioneered this organizational form over two centuries ago in
the context of racial discrimination and the absence of a state-sponsored social
safety net. Black clergy and congregations continued to facilitate their growth
through the early 20th century. At that time, nearly half of all life insurance
policies in the United States were issued through fraternal benefit societies. 74
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Today, such societies are far less common. A 2019 report listed 73 societies
in operation. 75 Of those, 30 percent were religiously affiliated, usually of the
Catholic faith. While some continue to provide a variety of services and products,
most benefit societies today focus on life insurance and financial advising.
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Economic Co-Ops

Worker co-ops are employee-owned
businesses in which members share
decision-making authority, risk, and
profit. Consumer co-ops gather buyers
together in arrangements to facilitate
wholesale purchasing at reduced costs.
Farmers and artisans form producer
cooperatives so that they can market
their products directly rather than
through brokers. Modern co-ops
usually operate on a one member/one
vote system. This differs from modern
corporations, where individuals with
more shares in the company have a
greater voice. Co-op champions argue
that this form of enterprise protects
workers. As Kevin Jones of Faith +
Finance says, “If everybody is an owner,
no one is a commodity, an exploitable
human resource.” 76

Although the first-known cooperative
was not faith-based, the economic
co-op tradition enjoys considerable
resonance with historic Christian
virtues of justice, community, equity,
solidarity, and social responsibility.
Catholic social teaching affirms the
value of cooperative economic forms,
and the worldwide Catholic Church has
invested financially in many co-ops. Coops also have deep roots in the Black
Christian community. Historian Jessica
Gordon-Nembhard explains that in the
decades following the Civil War, freed
Blacks found that co-ops were “the way
to get around” employer discrimination
and lack of access to credit from whiteowned banks. 77
According to the US Federation of
Worker Cooperatives, the number of
co-ops in the United States is growing:
465 verified worker-owned co-ops
now (an increase of 36 percent since
2013), with about 450 more co-ops in
the start-up phase. 78 Scholars of the
sector say that the shuttering of many
small businesses during the COVID-19
pandemic has increased worker interest
in forming co-ops. 79
The number of investors supporting coops is also rising, says Kevin Jones, with
“dozens” of interested new funds. He
notes that some children of Boomers,
inheriting their parent’s firms, hope to
convert those traditional businesses

Worker cooperatives are
needed to counter the
harms and injustices of
our current economic
system.…Cooperatives are
one means of obtaining
[a] liberation from the
Egypt of corporate
capitalism that views
profit maximization as the
highest priority and places
people and their labor as
subordinate to capital.
BENNY OVERTON
Co-Founder, Southeast Center
for Cooperative Development

into co-ops. Organizations like Project Equity provide
technical assistance and access to capital to implement
such conversions.

Community Land Trusts

In Making Housing Happen: Faith-Based Affordable Housing
Models, author/editor Jill Shook writes that the community
land trust (CLT) is an underutilized but innovative strategy
for helping moderate income families become homeowners.
In a CLT, a nonprofit organization purchases land and places
it in a trust, keeping it out of speculative real estate markets.
Working alone or with partner developers, the CLT then
builds or renovates homes on the land. New homebuyers
purchase only the house, not the land. This arrangement
keeps the purchase price within their means.
There are 225 CLTs nationwide today, up from about
160 in 2005. 80 The very first CLT in the United States (New
Communities, Inc.) was connected with Christian leaders
in southwest Georgia.
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Examples

Thrivent, founded by Lutheran immigrants in 1902,
is one of the largest fraternal benefit societies in
the United States, with over 88,000 members.
It is structured as a nonprofit and provides
insurance and investment counsel and products.
Historically related to the Lutheran Church, in
2014 Thrivent opened membership to nonLutherans. Anyone with a Thrivent investment
account or a Thrivent life insurance policy is a
shareholder in the $90 billion company.
Everence is another denominationally affiliated
benefit society. Its roots lie in the Anabaptistfounded Mennonite Mutual Aid Association,
launched in 1966 to provide members with
hospitalization insurance, auto loans, and burial
benefits. It merged with other Mennonite
financial institutions to become Everence in 2010.
Our research also identified about 20 Catholic
fraternal benefit associations, including Catholic
United Financial, Catholic Family Life Insurance,
Catholic Knights, and the Loyal Christian Benefit
Association, among others.
Perhaps the best-known Christian economic
cooperative is Goodwill Industries. In 2020, it
helped place nearly 127,000 people into jobs.
Its programs include job training for youth,
immigrants, and ex-offenders and sheltered
work experience for people with disabilities.
The Catholic Campaign for Human Development
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supports a variety of cooperatives, including
Brightly—an immigrant women-owned cleaning
co-op launched by the Center for Family Life in
Brooklyn. The Center was founded by two nuns
from the Sisters of the Good Shepherd in 1978.
Grace in Action Church in Detroit sponsors the
Grace in Action Collectives (see profile, page 64).
Jill Shook reports that the strongest faith-based
CLT she has found is H.O.M.E. (Homeworkers
Organized for More Employment) in Orland,
Maine. Catholic sister Lucy Poulin, of the
Carmelite order, established it in 1970. 81 Poulin
grew up in a large, poor farming family in another
Maine community. Her background gave her
compassion for the low-income residents of
Orland and led her to seek holistic solutions.
A believer in what she calls “self-development
economics,” Poulin started a co-op to provide
jobs and provide training in a variety of artisan
trades. Later, H.O.M.E. founded a community
land trust to create home ownership
opportunities for very low-income families.
It began with a 700-acre tract and by 2019
had created 54 simple and affordable homes.
The nonprofit keeps home prices low in part by
running its own sawmill to produce shingle siding
and cabinetry and actively soliciting hundreds
of volunteer laborers. In 1994, the state of Maine
gave H.O.M.E. a large land grant to develop
more housing in other parts of Maine.
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Key Challenges

Fraternal benefit societies’ main challenge is declining membership. Additionally, some
smaller societies simply lack staff capacity to keep pace with an increasingly complex and
regulated financial services industry. To meet these challenges, mergers between likeminded societies have become common. One example is the 2019 merger of Milwaukeebase Catholic Financial Life and Minnesota-based Catholic United Financial. Through their
new joint venture, Conventus Now, the two organizations hope to develop and operate
new “state-of-the-art technology solutions to better serve current members and facilitate
membership growth.”82

For co-ops, a key challenge is creating the agility to respond to shifting market conditions.
“The ownership and governance construct of cooperatives … creates distinct challenges,”
according to researchers with McKinsey and Co. 83 Their study showed that democratic
decision-making unfolded at a slower pace than is the case at traditional firms and that
co-ops “less consistently measure and manage business performance.” This, they argue,
translates into “slower action to address problems or opportunities as they arise.”84 Moreover,
some observers say that health insurance benefits for co-op workers lag behind those
provided by traditional businesses. 85
Perhaps the largest challenge facing community land trusts is the ability to scale up
operations in the face of the affordable housing crisis. Most struggle to be fully selffinancing and thus have to rely on government and philanthropic aid. Nationwide, the
average number of units held by land trusts is just 10.86 One promising avenue: if local
governments increase municipal land grants to CLTs, these trusts can better cut their
costs and move toward self-sustainability.
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Congregations Engaged in
Social Entrepreneurship
The best way
to scale up
the amount
of ‘enterprise
solutions’ activity
here in the US
and abroad is
to revolutionize
how the Church
thinks about
and responds
to poverty.
TOM BA S SFORD
Significant Matters

National studies of community engagement by religious
congregations show that while most (over 80%) provide
community services, they tend to offer short-term relief rather
than economic development programs.87 City and regional
studies have found similar patterns. 88
Nonetheless, a small number of pioneering congregations buck
that pattern. For example, congregations comprise about half of
the roughly 500 organizations that have implemented the Jobs
for Life program—which provides soft skills training and mentors
to job seekers and connects them with community employers.
Moreover, hundreds of US congregational leaders have learned
from the Chalmers Center how to respond to poverty with
holistic, developmental strategies; some of these have gone on
to establish matched savings, job training, and financial literacy
programs in their communities. An estimated 17 percent of the
1,800-plus members of the Christian Community Development
Association engage in business development and/or social
enterprise, and some of these are congregations. With the help
of the Criterion Institute’s 1K Churches initiative (see case study,
page 108), a small number of congregations have established
microlending programs to support grassroots entrepreneurs in
their communities.
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Examples

The multiethnic Overflow Church in Benton
Harbor, Michigan, commits to holistic ministry
in its community. Through its sister organization
Mosaic Christian Community Development
Association, Overflow Church created various
social enterprises (e.g., a thrift store, a lawn
services company, a construction company) that
provide jobs to community members.
Since 2013, North Avenue Presbyterian Church
in Atlanta has offered “Faith and Finances,” a
biblically based financial literacy course developed
by the Chalmers Institute, to neighborhood
residents—including homeless individuals living in
a nearby shelter. The church couples the course
with mentoring and a 1:1 matched savings program.
Class graduates can earn up to $1,000 in the

Key Challenges

The central issue for expanding the activity of
congregations in ES2P concerns a mindset
shift: from overemphasis on relief to genuine
economic development strategies. A handful of
organizations are working to accomplish that.
The Acton Institute, through its Poverty Cure
initiative and other programs, desires to shift
clergy’s thinking, as does the Chalmers Center
(whose leaders penned the bestselling book
When Helping Hurts) and the small Kansas
City-based nonprofit Significant Matters.
The Kern Family Foundation has invested well over
a million dollars in a multiyear “Faith, Work, and
Economics” portfolio of grants to seminaries—all
to help future clergy gain economic literacy and
enthusiasm for engaging their business-oriented
parishioners in sustainable community ministries.
Kern is also the anchor donor for Made to Flourish,
a national network of some 3,000-plus clergy
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months following the program, with the church
matching every dollar saved.
Church of the Good Shepherd in Ruxton,
Maryland, adopted the 1K Churches program
in 2015, with a small group of congregants
completing its study on biblical economics. Those
congregants, led by a retired banker from the
church, encouraged church leaders to devote a
portion of the benevolence fund toward making
microloans to low-income entrepreneurs. To date,
the church has lent $50,000 in 15 no-interest
loans. Eight have been repaid and the capital
recycled; the others are still active. Loans have
ranged from $750 to $4,500. Only $400 from
one loan has had to be written off as a loss.

committing themselves to the common good
of their communities. Its training initiatives include
an emphasis on helping churches see themselves
as economic actors with potential for spurring
development and sustainable transformation in
their communities.
More and more of this sort of work is needed to
turn the massive ship of American Christianity
in the direction of ES2P. The potential impact
is enormous. As Tom Bassford of Significant
Matters says:
The Church is the largest mobilizer of
charitable dollars and of volunteer hours.
Its DNA includes emphasis on compassion,
empathy, and human flourishing. It has
a massive delivery system. The best way
to scale up the amount of “enterprise
solutions” activity here in the US and
abroad is to revolutionize how the Church
thinks about and responds to poverty. 89
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ES2P Survey Snapshot

Listening to Christian Entrepreneurs
Seventy-seven entrepreneurs participated in our 2021 survey.90 Their responses provide
a variety of insights into the current state of the field as it applies to entrepreneurs.

Organization Type

Roughly 47 percent of the organizations were registered as nonprofits (with various 501(c)(3)
classifications). Of those, 27 percent were LLCs, just under 4 percent were co-ops, and
3 percent were sole proprietorships. There were four B Corps in the sample. A few others
were subsidiaries and S-Corps.

Organization Size

Most enterprises were small, with 14 percent reporting no employees, and 60 percent reporting
10 or fewer employees. Only 13 percent employed over 50 people. Annual revenues of the
organizations were also generally modest. About 34 percent of the organizations were small,
with revenues under $100,000 (see FIGURE 6 ). Roughly a quarter (23%), though, had annual
revenues between $1 million and $5 million dollars. Few (just under 9%) reported revenues over
$10 million.
These findings were similar to those observed among respondents to the “Great Social Enterprise
Census” (described earlier). Thirty-eight percent of those social enterprises also declared under
$100,000 in annual revenue. In addition, respondent organizations in both our study and the
Great Social Enterprise Census tended to be relatively young: more than half in Ormond Center’s
study were under 10 years old; over half in the census had been started after 2008.

FIGURE 6

Revenue During Past Fiscal Year
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s ou r c e | Ormond Center
ES2P Field Survey, 2021.

Geographic Focus

The entrepreneurs who participated in our survey were more likely to be operating in the United
States than abroad. Nearly half (49%) operated exclusively in the United States. A third (35%) worked
both abroad and domestically, and 15 percent focused exclusively on work internationally. However,
this may be a reflection of who took the survey rather than of the field itself.
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Faith

To What Extent Is Addressing
the ‘Upstream’ Causes of Poverty
a Focus of Your Organization?

FIGURE 7
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| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021.

Our analysis suggests that respondents characterized
their organizations as Christian for two main reasons. The
first concerns their people. Eighty-four percent of those
organizations with boards of directors reported that every
board member was a Christian. And 83 percent reported that
all of their senior leaders are Christians. Of those organizations
that had employees beyond the founder, half indicated that all
of their employees were Christians.
Second, respondents reported that Christian faith is operationalized in their world. Ninety-three percent of entrepreneurs
surveyed said Christian beliefs influenced their organization’s
day-to-day decision-making “a great deal” or “quite a bit.” The
same reported that their Christian beliefs influenced the organization’s big-picture decisions “a great deal” or “quite a bit.”
While faith is clearly central in these organizations, many
entrepreneurs were not interested in being publicly explicit
about their Christian identity. For example, 45 percent reported
that their organization does not articulate a Christian faith in
its mission statement. Less than half (47%) said that individuals
observing their organization’s website and marketing materials
would “probably” or “definitely” identify them as Christian.
The vast majority of the entrepreneurs were not exclusive in
terms of working with non-Christians organizations. Fully 95
percent reported that they were open to partnering with nonChristian organizations, and more than three-quarters (77%)
indicated openness to receiving forms of government support.

C A S E S T U DY

The majority (65%) say that evangelism is not part of their mission.

Photo courtesy of Advance Memphis.
See case study, page 78.
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TA B L E C

|

Business Activities to Increase Impact

activit y t ype

no.

c apacit y building
Making investments within your organization that improve its effectiveness and performance.

35

partnerships & alliance s
Collaborating with other organizations to deliver services or products.

33

supporting ecos ys tems
Fostering networks of independent organizations working together to strengthen operating
environments in national or local service regions .

31

consumer cultivation
Building awareness and market share by aligning cause (products, services, programs) with consumers through
education and advocacy .

27

technology delivery
Increasing impact through technology-enhanced services or products.

21

technic al a s sis tance
Providing technical assistance, training, or consulting to others interested in offering similar programs or activities.

14

volunteer engagement
Training volunteers to mobilize in different locations to deliver your organization’s services.

14

organiz ational br anching
Replicating branches in new locations that remain part of your organization.

11

lobbying & advoc ac y
Influencing policy makers and regulatory environment.

6

pack aging & licensing
Packaging a successful product, service, or program and licensing it to other organizations.

6

supply chain de velopment
Investing time and resources developing a healthy supply chain.

4

fr anchising
Extending reach to new locations and populations through the selling of franchises to local owner operators.

3

s ou r c e | Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021. n=72. Since respondents could choose as many response choices as fit,
the total numbers in the table exceed the number of respondents.

Engagement in Fighting Poverty
Two-thirds of these entrepreneurs did not define poverty in any particular way. Their most common
solution to poverty, chosen by 61 percent, involved job creation.
As shown in FIGURE 7 to the left, many entrepreneurs see their work as influencing upstream causes
of poverty. Generally, these entrepreneurs’ organizations work to lift people out of poverty (68%)
rather than simply ameliorating poverty (4%). About 15 percent reported that they focused about
equally on both.

Activities and Methods
Asked what strategies their organizations pursued to achieve impact, many struggled to identify
a primary approach. Half (51%) noted that “increasing quantity” (that is, increasing the number of
people employed, people served, products made, or investments made) was central. Entrepreneurs
reported being involved in a variety of business activities to increase their impact. As shown in TABLE C ,
the three most common strategies cited were: building their organization’s capacity, collaborating
with other organizations to deliver services or products, and fostering a supportive ecosystem.
We were also interested in learning about the networks in which Christian entrepreneurs engage. A
variety of associations were noted, including Praxis, Social Enterprise Alliance, B Corp, Purpose Built
Communities, Mosaix Global Network, and Leadership Foundations.
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TA B L E D

|

Sources of Funding

sources of funding

no.

Funding and Performance

friends and family

35

Profitability

phil anthropic angel s

28

bank s

18

Despite the size and youth of most of the
responding enterprises, 48 percent reported
profitability. Only 19 percent of the enterprises in
our sample reported a loss.

government

17

Financing and Funding

busine s s angel s

13

private equit y/ venture c apital

12
9

crowdfunding

TA B L E E

|

Types of Financing

t ypes of financing

no.

founder’s self-financing

40

donations

30

gr ant s

27

organiz ation’s self-financing

27

regul ar loans

10

guar anteed loans

8

equit y

8

participations

6

crowdfunding

6

convertible loans

2

subsidie s

2

social impac t bond

1

TA B L E F

|

Return Types Important
to the Organization

return t ype

percent

environmental

24%

financial

69%

social

93%

spiritual

67%
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Entrepreneurs reported receiving diverse sources
of funding for their organizations. As shown in
TABLE D , the most common source was friends
and family members and the least common
source was crowdfunding. Less than a quarter
(18% ) reported receiving funding from banks.
We also explored the kinds of financing these
organizations had received (see TABLE E ). Not
surprisingly, the most common was the founder’s
self-financing. A considerable number of respondents also noted donations and grants. This likely
results in part from the fact that 45 PERCENT of
the enterprises in our sample are incorporated as
501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations.

Returns
Asked to name the most significant types of
returns, respondents from these enterprises most
commonly identified social returns. Nearly every
respondent (93% ) desired this kind of return, while
a far smaller number (69% ) mentioned financial
returns. We also asked whether the organization
would make a business decision promising large
social or spiritual impact for a small financial
return. Ninety five percent said they would
“probably” or “definitely” do this. The importance
of social returns to these entrepreneurs was
highlighted in their response to other questions
too. We asked, “Would your organization make a
business decision that promised a large financial
return for a very small social or spiritual impact?”
Of the 55 respondents who answered this query,
40 PERCENT said definitely or probably not.
Roughly two-thirds (67% ) of the entrepreneurs
reported that spiritual returns were important.
As shown in TABLE F, only 24 PERCENT of the
enterprises noted environmental returns as
important to their organizations.
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Nearly every entrepreneur indicated that social returns were
important to their organizations. This exceeded the number
who said financial returns were important.

Measuring Impact
Although a strong majority of entrepreneurs
emphasized the importance of social returns, less
than two-thirds (58%) used an official measure to
gauge that social impact. Among those who did
not, the most common reasons given were: lack
of knowledge of an adequate measure or lack of
time to put toward such measurement.
About a quarter of the entrepreneurs attempted
to measure the spiritual impact of their work.
When asked about the most important spiritual
metrics, their open-ended responses varied
widely and included:
→ Employees understanding God’s

redemptive character

→ Stakeholders in vibrant relationships

with a local church

→ Neighbors helping one another
→ Number of times the gospel is presented
→ Asking participants about the current

state of their faith

→ Community involvement by customers

and staff

→ Conversions to Christian faith

+
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C A SE S TUDY

VERDANT FRONTIERS

Going to Scale
to Fight Poverty
C ATEGORY

Entrepreneur
T YPE

Emerging
Pioneer
E S T.

2013
LOC ATION

Austin, TX
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Achieving large scale in Africa
requires raising substantial,
long-term, “value-oriented”
investment.
t wo

World-class management
and local knowledge are nonnegotiable keys to success.
three

In difficult contexts like
Africa, perseverance, scale,
and diversification are
necessary for handling the
problems that arise.
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Scott Friesen thinks big. His vision for
the company he co-founded, Verdant
Frontiers, is to become “the Berkshire
Hathaway of Africa.”

If you’re going to set up all the processes in
order to make two things, why not do 20?”
Second, large scale means serious impact.
“Good business has a massive impact on
poverty,” he argues. And he defines “good”
as “fairness across the board.”

“We’ve introduced that phrase,” Friesen
explains, “in order to counter common
myths or ways of thinking people have when
approaching doing business in Africa.”
“The employees get paid a fair wage” he
continues; “the vendors and partners get
Otherwise, people typically think “micropaid a fair price so that they can make a fair
enterprise.” But Friesen wants people to
profit; and the shareholders take a fair reunderstand that Verdant Frontiers is “about turn on their investment. When that’s your
big, about financially successful, about a
approach, when your business has a moral
portfolio of companies making impact.”
framework, wanting humans to flourish,
then having that new business in town is
Verdant has raised $61 million in US capital
amazing for reducing poverty.”
investment. Friesen says the firm’s mission
is to create a $2 billion portfolio, deliver reThird, according to Friesen: going large
turns above 20 percent, and create 100,000
scale brings momentum for when you hit
life-transforming jobs over the next decade.
challenges. “Ordinary Africa problems
become total crises and a threat to the exAsked why scale matters, he offers three
istence of the business. With scale, you can
reasons. “One is that it’s capital-efficient.
weather those storms more effectively.”
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Frontier of Practice
WH0

WHAT

Intentionally designing and building largescale businesses to deliver compelling returns for
investors and life-changing jobs for Africans.
VERDANT
FRONTIERS

A for-profit company that invests early-stage
capital into new businesses it builds in Africa.

WHY

HOW

Large scale is necessary in the African
context to provide the resiliency and
expertise needed to overcome significant
challenges to development.

Verdant has raised $140 million in investment
capital to launch enterprises that have created
some 3,000 jobs so far.

If you don’t have scale, you don’t have momentum to push
through.… Ordinary Africa problems become total crises
and a threat to the existence of the business. With scale,
you can weather those storms more effectively.
SCOT T FRIE SEN
Co-Founder, Verdant Frontiers

Friesen knows something about those problems. One of his first ventures in Ethiopia
was Verde Beef. At its height, the cattle
feedlot and processing center exported
$7 million worth of beef annually and employed 400 people.
But local beef operators felt threatened,
and the Ethiopian government told Verde
it could no longer sell its beef products
locally. In addition, Verde’s attempts to
grow were hindered by a lack of sufficient
numbers of healthy cattle to permit the
company to continue scaling with higher
grades of beef.
Ultimately, Friesen reached the painful
decision to sell the company. But since Verdant Frontiers had launched other thriving
enterprises, even the “catastrophic failure”
of Verde Beef didn’t sink the firm.
Two key moments mark Friesen’s Africa
journey. One was when God used Ephesians
4:28 to change his motivations. “The text
talks about doing work with your own hands
so that you have something to share with
those in need,” Friesen says. “For me, that
Scripture connected the ideas of work and

serving others. I realized my motivation—
which had been about becoming a millionaire—needed to be redirected.”
The other moment happened years later
when he and his wife were visiting an
orphanage in Ethiopia. They discovered
that families were giving up children
because they couldn’t afford to feed them.
The Ephesians text came back to Friesen,
and he realized God was calling him to
not simply tithe to charity what he was
earning from business, but to do business
there in Africa, deploying his skills so
that others could flourish. The Friesens
put most of their personal funds into the
venture. “We really believe in it,” Friesen
says. “We are all-in.”

Wealthy Americans or Europeans may
bring in significant capital, but they may
lack the contextual understanding for
working in Africa. Meanwhile, African
entrepreneurs know the context but can
falter because they may lack industry
expertise or needed capital.
Tony Chen, a serial entrepreneur with
experience investing in financial and tech
companies in Kenya, recently joined Verdant Frontiers. He speaks passionately of
business’ ability to “create so much good in
the world.”
He embraces enterprise solutions to poverty
because he thinks businesses are the only
types of organizations that are truly scalable. He compares the number of billiondollar charities worldwide (“maybe two”)
to the number of billion-dollar companies
(“almost a thousand”).

Since Verdant’s founding in 2013, Friesen’s
team has raised $140 million and created
over 3,000 jobs through nine diverse enterprises—including building a high-end
housing complex for diplomatic personnel “It’s not that the billion-dollar valuation is
in Kenya and launching a large citrus farm the goal for everything, but it does give you
in Mozambique.
some clues on the scalability of whatever
solution you’re trying to create. So why not
Friesen acknowledges the challenges
use the tool of business in the kingdom, for
entrepreneurs face in trying to scale-up.
kingdom purposes?” +
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C A SE S TUDY

ADVANCE MEMPHIS

Trauma-Informed Workplaces
“Fundamental” in Workforce
Development Programs
C ATEGORY

Entrepreneur
T YPE

Veteran
Trailblazer
E S T.

1999
LOC ATION

Memphis, TN
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Incorporating traumainformed insights and practices
into workforce development
is critical for job retention.
t wo

Key volunteers working directly
with program participants
should also receive training.
three

Trauma-informed supervision
will require more time, patience,
and investment by staff, but the
pay-off is worth it as employees’
attendance and longevity on
the job improve.

“It’s easier to get a job than to keep a job,”
says Steve Nash of Advance Memphis, a
Christian nonprofit founded in 1999 to
provide job training and spur economic
development in the city’s 38126 and 38106
zip codes.
This insight is common enough among
practitioners of workforce development.
But Nash and his team have been digging
deep into the “whys” underlying the truism. Mark Gosney, Advance’s operations
director, says that they have “woken up” to
the realities of how prior trauma affects
present-day work performance.
Nash tells a story to illustrate. Cory* is
a forklift operator in Advance’s warehousing business. Staff have known Cory
for a decade and are well-acquainted

with his anger issues. Recently Cory
made a mistake when unloading some
inventory and walked off the job site.
“He got frustrated with himself, got really
angry,” Nash says. “And until Cory gets into
excavating the reasons for his anger, then
whether he’s paid $7.75 an hour or $75 an
hour, he’s not holding down that job.”
The warehouse is one of Advance’s two profitmaking social enterprises, launched in late
2015 to provide on-the-job training and
work opportunities to neighborhood adults.
The other is a staffing service business.
For years, the ministry had already hosted
a 12-lesson Work Life job-readiness
program. And Advance still requires that
employees graduate from that program.

*Name Changed
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Frontier of Practice
WHAT

Integrating trauma-informed training and care
into work-force policies and processes to help
employees rise out of the long-term damage
caused by generational poverty.

WHY

HOW

For successful job retention—and thus lifetime
success and growth—employees must possess
sufficient emotional intelligence and resilience
to overcome workplace triggers.

After completing THI training, Advance staff
incorporated elements of it into their ongoing
Work Life curriculum for employees.

ADVANCE
MEMPHIS

WH0

A faith-infused nonprofit that certifies its staff
and volunteers through the Trauma Healing
Institute (THI), where they acquire new mental
health practices and biblical insights.

The difference between $14 and $15 an hour for
an individual may not be as important as how long
they can stay on the job because they’ve resolved
the trauma in their life.
MARK GOSNE Y
Operations Director, Advance Memphis

Over time, however, leaders recognized a
gap. “The content of what we’re teaching
and those ‘aha’ moments in the classroom—it [was] not enough,” Nash says.
“We needed to have more life-on-life
coaching, more modeling.”
Ann Vance, who’s been on staff for two
decades, agrees. “Skills like successful
interviewing or financial stewardship are
important, but we needed to dig more deeply into the internal struggles people have
that can create external obstacles.”
Thus, Advance launched its warehousing
business and its staffing services.
Next, Advance’s leaders began the process
of becoming trauma-informed; the full
staff completed a training course from the
Trauma Healing Institute (THI) in 2018.
The three-day intensive training combines proven mental health practices and
research with biblical insights.
Impressed by all they learned, staff agreed
that the ministry’s “allies”—volunteers
who cheerlead neighborhood residents
through the Work Life program—should

also receive certification. Work Life leaders
then identified places in the curriculum
in which to insert lessons from THI.
Nash reports that significant light bulbs
have turned on for him through the THI
training and his own reading about the effects of trauma (including The Body Keeps
the Score by Bessel van der Kolk). “This
stuff is fundamental,” he says.
Advance now has two top priorities for
serving its neighbors: incorporating the
trauma-informed perspective throughout
its workforce development efforts, and
growing the warehouse business to enable
Advance to pay higher wages.
“From a spiritual and social standpoint,”
adds Gosney, Advance’s operations director, “being trauma-informed may be even
more important than the living wage. The
difference between $14 and $15 an hour for
an individual may not be as important as
how long they can stay on the job because
they’ve resolved the trauma in their life.”

making changes in supervising at the
warehouse. Before, an employee who
failed a drug test was typically suspended for 30 days, then eligible to return to
work if he/she passed a new test. Now the
ministry allows first offenders to continue
working if they agree to attend a recovery
group and keep testing clean. Gosney says
this approach adds to positive stability in
their lives.
Staff member Vance says staff are handling work conflicts more effectively, too,
finding new ways to help employees feel
respected and understood. And they are
finding that employees can surprise them.
“The ones we may consider a ‘hopeless
case’ can become the hardest and most
dedicated workers—with enough tough
love, discipline and grace, and continual
concern for their personal well-being.”
Step by step, Advance is incorporating
principles and practices—most specifically,
trauma-informed training—that help its
employees remove obstacles to workplace
success both now and in the future. +

As part of its efforts to become a traumainformed workplace, Advance has begun
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C A SE S TUDY

PURPOSEFUL DESIGN

Leveraging Corporate
Partnerships
C ATEGORY

Entrepreneur
T YPE

Emerging Pioneer
E S T.

2013
LOC ATION

Indianapolis, IN
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Christian social enterprises
can recruit large, for-profit
companies as deep, longstanding partners by presenting
their work as the answer to the
firm’s need for engagement in
ESG (environmental, social,
and governance issues).
t wo

When a nonprofit appoints an
internal advocate at each corporate partner, that advocate can
facilitate communications and
keep the nonprofit’s mission visible before decision makers.
three

Christian organizations need
to adopt intentional practices
in order to guard their faith
identity in the midst of corporate partnerships.
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Purposeful Design (PD) is a social enterprise in Indianapolis that builds furniture,
employing men whose own lives are in
the midst of renovation. PD’s workers are
referred by staff at local homeless and
recovery ministries who know their clients
need paid work experience. PD teaches
these employees (referred to as craftsmen)
practical wood- and metal-working skills
and employment “soft skills” in a faithinfused environment.

The full staff gathers each morning for
prayer, says founder David Palmer. “We
also have a time of pulling out some nuggets of wisdom from God’s Word,” he adds,
“because around here, we’ve all tried to live
according to our own ways. That didn’t
work out real well, so we’re trying to learn
God’s way.”
Supervisors, he adds, try to “flood this place
with encouragement and patience and
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Frontier of Practice
WHAT

Relying on business partnerships to create a cycle
of selling more quality products and hiring more
employees into its positive environment. Partners
have also strengthened PD’s manufacturing
operations by offering technical assistance.

WHY

HOW

PD wants more work—not corporate charity—so
it can offer life-transforming jobs to men in need.
Businesses also benefit from deeper partnership,
demonstrating to stakeholders a commitment
to give back to the community.

PD’s founder spends 30 percent of his time
building strategic partnerships with large
business customers.

PURPOSEFUL
DESIGN

WH0

A nonprofit social enterprise that handcrafts and
sells custom furniture, while providing on-thejob training for employees as they journey out of
homelessness and addiction.

We’re inviting these companies to throw their weight into
the fight against poverty and to acquire beautiful, quality
furniture for their facilities at the same time.
DAVID PALMER
Founder & CEO, Purposeful Design

kindness,” while also correcting mistakes
and holding employees accountable on
attendance and punctuality.

And not just from the leadership trying to be
nice guys, but the craftsmen being supportive of and helping one another.”

PD leaders also informally mentor and
coach many employees. Increasingly,
Palmer says, he even sees more peer-to-peer
learning and encouragement among the
men. “We have a pretty unique culture here.

The model has produced strong results. On
average, employees stay around 10 months.
Palmer reports that about 70 percent go
on to other jobs or enroll in educational
programs. Some are still working at PD.

Others have slipped back into homelessness,
joblessness, or addictions.
PD has employed 178 men since its founding
in 2013. But its leaders say that number isn’t
high enough. They want many more furniture orders, because more work means more
employees—and more chances to influence
men’s lives.

A High-Priority Ask
To grow PD’s business, Palmer spends about
a third of his time crafting strategic partnerships with large clients. “We’re inviting
these companies to throw their weight into
the fight against poverty,” he says, “and
to acquire beautiful, quality furniture for
their facilities at the same time.”
Palmer’s highest priority “ask” is that
firms maximize their purchases from

PD. That’s because more orders means
more work for its employees—which
perfectly aligns with the company’s
emphasis on work and responsibility
leading to life change.
Plus, he continues, “We’re a legit supplier.
We compete out in the open market everyday on price, quality, and service.”

“We like money donations, too,” Palmer
admits with a laugh, “but we’re not asking
for that. We’re not that ‘little ministry’
looking for charity.”
Leading with a single, clear request, he adds,
is also good practice. “We deliberately try
to be very focused in our early discussions.
We don’t go in with 15 examples of how they
might partner with us.”

Continued on page 82
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Mutually Beneficial Relationships

Social Impact
NO. OF EMPLOYEE S

178

AVER AGE WAGE

$15 / Hour

RECIDIVISM R ATE

11%
vs. 68%
Nationally
DRUG / ALCOHOL
REL APSE R ATE

22%

Palmer quickly learned the importance of
In addition to sales, senior Lilly leaders
asking these large partnering companies
also donate their time. One of the corpoto appoint an internal advocate—someone
ration’s global vice presidents sits on PD’s
to serve as PD’s primary point of contact.
board of managers. An internal change
“Their job is keeping PD on the front burner
consultant at the Fortune 500 company
so we don’t get lost or forgotten,” he explains. serves on PD’s manufacturing advisory
board. The firm has also made in-kind gifts,
Palmer asks internal advocates to highlight
and its leaders have introduced Palmer to
PD’s mission during any bidding process.
other major corporations from whom PD
“We’re looking for them to put an asterisk
has received significant business.
by our bid,” he says, “reminding the person
reviewing potential suppliers that if they
Other strong partners have both purchoose us, they are not just getting furniture chased large orders of furniture and
at X price. They’re buying into an opportuoffered technical manufacturing advice.
nity to change lives.”
For example, PD’s manufacturing processes and potentially dangerous equipment
Eli Lilly, a global pharmaceuticals corpodemanded smart safety protocols. Yet
ration headquartered in Indianapolis, has
Palmer’s personal knowledge of the topic
been a model strategic partner. Since 2016,
was limited and he needed expert input.
Palmer says, “they have given us a steady
A safety expert from Mays Chemical Co.
stream of business: over 80 different purprovided recommendations that Palmer
chase orders worth hundreds of thousands
called “a major answer to prayer.”
of dollars.”
Another partner introduced
PD to a “lean manufacturing”
process called 5S. It involves
a series of specific steps to put
things in order in a work space,
identifying what’s necessary
and what’s not, and keeping
things clean and ready. “We’ve
become a student of 5S now and
use it daily,” Palmer says, which
has increased efficiency and
productivity.
For other social entrepreneurs
who want to build partnerships,
Palmer’s best advice is: “Pray
a lot.” He’s passionate to see
Christian social enterprises put
spiritual ministry first and intentionally guard their identity as
they partner with organizations
that may not share their faith.

vs. 85%
Nationally

“I do not want to lose our public
proclamation that God changes
lives and that we don’t discount
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PURPOSEFUL
DESIGN

that here,” he emphasizes. “I don’t ever want to go
quiet on that.
When people see the cool stuff that’s happening here and ask, ‘How do you do that?’ I don’t
want to lose the God-is-at-work-here part of
the story.”
Next, he advises, “present what you’re doing as a
solution to their need to be doing ESG activity.”
“Also, make sure you’re providing a high-quality
product or service.” Even though companies are
looking for opportunities to make a social impact,
he notes, they are still businesses that need quality,
the right price, and reliable suppliers.
Finally, Palmer stresses the need to secure a great
management team. Providing jobs to people who
don’t have much work experience is challenging. “And simultaneously, you’re trying to get that
workforce to produce an excellent product. Not
every manager can successfully drive toward that
outcome.” Finding the ones who can is vital.
Businesses that become strategic partners with PD
go beyond traditional charity—and typical business
relationships. They’re meaningfully engaged in a
transformative mission that’s changing lives. +

I do not want to lose our
public proclamation that
God changes lives.…
When people see the cool
stuff that’s happening
here and ask, ‘How do you
do that?’ I don’t want to
lose the God-is-at-workhere part of the story.
DAVID PALMER
Founder & CEO, Purposeful Design
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ENTREPRENEURS SEC TOR

KEYTRENDS

1

2

Interest and engagement in social entrepreneurship (SE) has grown exponentially in
recent decades. Roughly 15 years ago, Cynthia
Massarsky, an expert in nonprofit social enterprise, argued that SE had reached a tipping
point and could legitimately be called a “social
movement.”91 The recent “social enterprise
census” coordinated by some of the leading organizations in the SE field found that surveyed
SEs in the United States contribute some $375
million in annual revenues and employ over
15,000 people 92 (and the numbers are likely
far higher).

The size of the Christian subset within the
SE sector is unknown, but it is clear that
Christians are not only present but active
contributors. For example, research suggests
that in general, “social entrepreneurs often
express a common motivation: an aspiration
to integrate their religious beliefs and work”93
and that many entrepreneurs express an
active faith in God and reliance on prayer.94
Based on our qualitative research, it appears
that Christians are increasingly involved in this
field. For example:

3

Interviewees also report a gradually increasing
number of congregations engaged in social enterprise that advances community flourishing
and congregational leaders pursuing training
in community economic development. Cecilia
Williams of the Christian Community Development Association, for example, reports keen
interest in CCDA’s “market solutions” program.
The enormous popularity of the book When
Helping Hurts—which advocates greater involvement by Christians in holistic, sustainable,
asset-based approaches to poverty fighting—
suggests that, increasingly, Christians recognize the need to reform their poverty fighting
efforts. Yet a huge amount of work remains to
engage more congregations in ES2P.

→ We observed new programs in social

entrepreneurship at Christian colleges
and universities.

→ Fifty-one percent of the social enterprises

represented in the 2021 Ormond survey
were less than 10 years old.

→ Interviewees in the field reported an

increase in the number of faith-motivated
business incubators/accelerators and SE
pitch competitions.
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ENTREPRENEURS SEC TOR

SUMMARY INSIGHTS

1
2
3
4

Christians were forerunners in 10 enterprise
solutions to poverty (ES2P) as thought leaders and pioneering innovators.

The latter are more inclined toward
community wealth-building and financial
inclusion initiatives such as cooperatives and
community development corporations. They
are also active in policy reform efforts aimed
at increasing worker pay, protecting labor
rights globally, and reducing dependence
on fossil fuels. They tend to emphasize
biblical values such as solidarity, community,
opportunity, fairness, equity, and justice.

Today, Christians most commonly engage in
ES2P through for-profit businesses, nonprofit social enterprises, overseas relief and
development agencies, and community
development corporations. Small but significant numbers are involved in various types
of community wealth-building efforts such as
workers co-ops and community land trusts.

While the entrepreneurial actors are diverse
in their theological and political perspectives,
they share a multidimensional definition of
poverty and a commitment to holistic and
sustainable responses.

While all the entrepreneurs studied seek to
capitalize on the power of market exchanges
and entrepreneurship, their enthusiasm for
“capitalism” varies. Some are confident that
economic development driven by business
creation and growth brings benefits to all—
owners and workers alike. Others are deeply
concerned that late modern capitalism operates in ways that are environmentally unsustainable and produce substantial inequality.

5
6

The former tend to be involved in large-scale
business development. They emphasize
biblical values such as creativity, productivity,
opportunity, innovation, and risk.

Despite these differences, Christian social
entrepreneurs across the theological and
political spectrum agree on the importance
of opportunity and the dignity of work, and
of market-based solutions as essential to
solving poverty. They believe that new wealth
can be created; none operates from a “fixed
pie” mindset.

Among the Christian social entrepreneurs
Ormond surveyed:
→ Ninety-three percent report that faith

plays a strong role in operational decisionmaking (day-to-day and big-picture).

→ Social impact is their highest priority

impact category (over spiritual,
environmental, or financial).

→ Creating employment is their primary

poverty-fighting strategy.

→ Three-quarters are at least “somewhat”

focused on upstream causes of poverty.

Entrepreneurs
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INVESTORS

Since the beginning of the
Christian church, leaders
have urged disciples
to “remember the poor.”
Christian charitable
activity by the earliest
congregations was wellknown—and, like Jesus,
their leaders taught often
and forcefully about the
stewardship of money.
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Christian Investors and the
Movement Toward Social Impact
Christ-followers in every century have influenced both thought and practice regarding
the best ways to direct financial investments to address poverty. Two themes are notable.
One theme considers the negative effects of a variety of business activities and eschews
investment in such pursuits, not wishing to add to the harm. This has been called “socially
responsible investing.” The other leverages the power of business methods to bring
economic uplift to poor persons and communities. Such activity is a subset of what has
been called “impact investing.”
Both strategies continue today. Christians certainly are not the only people involved in
these strategies. But Christ-followers have played and continue to play key roles.

Avoid the Bad

Negative Screening & Shareholder Activism

The Corporate Finance Institute defines socially
responsible investing (SRI) as “a strategy that
considers not only the financial returns from an
investment but also its impact on environmental,
ethical or social change.”95
In his white paper for the Christian Economic Forum in 2019, Endel Liias of Nexus Impact Investors
defined Christian SRI as “biblically responsible
investing.” This, he suggested, is “an investment
approach that considers an investment’s financial return as well as its alignment with Christian
values and biblical principles.”96
Founded in 1898, the Quaker Friends Fiduciary
Corporation may be the first organization in the
United States to have practiced SRI. The group
was established to avoid investing in any business
activities related to war. Thirty years later, a group
of Boston clerics launched the Pioneer Fund,
which included screens against alcohol, tobacco,
and gaming.
Faith-based SRI among mainline Protestants
and Catholics grew significantly in the 1960s and
1970s. Sister Corinne Florek and the Adrian Dominican order have been trailblazers (see profile,
page 88). In 1973, Catholics Fr. Michael Crosby,

Alphonsa Puls, and Charlita Foxhoven established
Seventh Generation Interfaith Coalition for
Responsible Investment. SGI was the key convener of the National Catholic Coalition for Responsible Investment. The Coalition educated Catholic institutions about SRI and encouraged and
facilitated their practice of it. By 1978, over 150
portfolio-holding Catholic institutions had joined
the group.
In 1994, Arthur Ally, a Christian financial manager, launched the Timothy Plan. It marketed itself
as the first pro-life/pro-family mutual fund. The
Timothy Plan initially focused on screening out
investors in companies related to abortion, pornography, alcohol, tobacco, and casino gambling.
Later, it added screens for “anti-family entertainment and alternative lifestyles.”
Today’s SRI movement involves more than screening out certain companies. It also includes deliberately investing in certain companies and then, as
shareholders, seeking to influence the behavior of
those firms. Generally, this “shareholder activism”
looks like reforming business practices in ways
that better consider the interests of all stakeholders rather than just those of shareholders.

—
Continued on page 90
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ORGANIZ ATION PROFILE

Adrian Dominican Sisters

Nun Money
ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

Investor
E S T.

1859
LOC ATION

United States
MI S S ION

Making socially
responsible
investments in
line with “gospel
social principles”
IMPAC T

$37 million
invested
into 550
communitybased organizations

Talk to anyone in the world of “opportunity
financing,” and you’re likely to hear about
the nuns.
Catholic women’s religious orders have been
forerunners in community impact investing—
especially Sister Corinne Florek and the Adrian
Dominican Sisters in Michigan. Back in the
1970s, they started offering patient loans at
below-market rates to community development organizations, local credit unions, and
cooperatives. They saw investing as part of
their mission to advance justice—helping create
systems that empower people.

INVE S TORS

To date, they’ve poured over $37 million in
loans into more than 550 community-based
organizations that create jobs, entrepreneurial
opportunities, and affordable housing.
The roots of the Adrian Dominican Sisters go
back to the 13th-century work of Saint Dominic.
Dominican life is grounded in prayer, study,
contemplation, and service. That mission
compels the sisters—currently, 500 vowed

88

sisters and 211 associates—to work in poor and
marginalized communities.
 heir spiritual practices also inform the way
T
they deploy their money. For Dominicans,
Sister Corinne explains, social justice work is
the fruit of contemplation, the Eucharist, and
praying the Psalms. “These practices enable
one to read the signs of the times and to listen to
the Spirit within,” she says, “as well as how the
Spirit is working around you and in others.”
Sister Corinne Florek is often called the “godmother of community development finance.”
The social turmoil and riots in 1960s Detroit
broke the hearts of the sisters. That compassion, coupled with their embrace of Vatican II’s
emphasis on social justice, led them to consider
their congregation’s financial stewardship.
Yet they experienced a tension: With many
sisters growing older, the order needed savings
to meet future needs. At the same time, they
wanted to be generous.
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Sister Corinne’s

Catalytic
Capital
Empowering people means building
assets.… Charity does not do that.
Charity just gets them over the hump.
S IS TER CORINNE FLOREK
Adrian Dominicans Portfolio Advisory Board

PATIENT

Not demanding
a quick return.

RISKING

Investing in those
others ignore.

CONCESSIONARY

The sisters landed on the vision of providing low-interest loans that could
empower people in underserved communities who didn’t have access to capital.
This would preserve capital for the order’s future needs while also making
transformative investments in poor communities.
“Empowering people means building assets,” Sister Corinne explains. “That means
giving people the possibility to create a future. Charity does not do that. Charity just
gets them over the hump.”

Confronting injustices
usually won’t pay a
market rate return.

COMMUNIT Y MINDED

Done in conversation with
the community to be served
by the loan recipient.

As befits people of faith, the sisters are willing to take risks in pursuit of doing good.
Staff from the National Federation of Community Development Credit Unions, for
example, recall that the sisters supported them with a no-strings-attached loan
when the group “was flat busted and had no track record.”
“[They] paved the way for us to become a successful national coalition helping the
special class of credit unions who work to help the poorest people, often without
bank accounts and with bad credit, become financially stable.”97
In 1981, the Adrian Dominicans were also the first to invest in FAHE, a CDFI
that attacks poverty in Appalachia. FAHE went on to invest over 1 billion dollars
in the region.
The sisters chose loans over grants not only to preserve capital for their future, but
also to encourage sustainability: building a track record of faithful repayments
could help groups obtain credit from other organizations.
The sisters’ strategic financial stewardship goes even further. In 2019, the Adrian
Dominican Sisters’ congregation in St. Louis needed to sell a home then used as a
novitiate for women preparing to become sisters. Simultaneously, the Center for
Women in Transition—a local nonprofit serving women released from prison—needed a facility.
The Center had an impressive, proven track record: a recidivism rate of 10 percent,
compared with the Missouri statewide average among women of 25-30 percent. Yet
the necessary bank loan seemed out of reach.
So the Adrian Dominicans paired up with another religious order, the Sisters of Mercy, which had already served the Center for years through its own Partnership Fund.
Together, the two groups made the affordable housing happen.
“We are all made in God’s image and likeness,” Sister Corinne says. “Using our finances to seek others’ empowerment is one more very concrete way to embody the belief
that we share a common humanity, especially with the marginalized.” +

Profile
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Examples

Faith-based SRI is practiced by a range of Christian denominations, organizations, and individuals.
Anabaptists, for example, formed Praxis Mutual
Funds in 1994 to direct investments aligned with
their peace-and-justice convictions (see profile,
page 102). The 155-year-old Presbyterian
Foundation employs both positive and negative
screens and engages in shareholder advocacy.
Indeed, people of faith have actively led the way in
shareholder activism. In 1971, church layman and
attorney Paul Neuhauser drafted a letter on behalf
of the Episcopal Church to General Motors, asking
the company to withdraw business operations
from South Africa in protest of apartheid. This
first step by the denomination in shareholder
advocacy eventually led to the Interfaith Center
for Corporate Responsibility (ICCR).

Today, ICCR’s 300-plus institutional investors
from around the world manage some $400 billion
in assets. Leveraging their equity positions, the
coalition seeks to mitigate corporate social and
environmental harm and defend human rights.
As shown in FIGURE 8 , faith-based investors
were the most active type of investors engaged
in shareholder advocacy from 2018 to 2020,
as indicated by the number of filed shareholder
proposals.

Sector Size

Overall, the SRI market is enormous, estimated at
some $12 trillion, or about 26 PERCENT of all assets
under management in the United States. As a
rough estimate of the faith community’s portion
of this sector, Endel Liias of Nexus Impact Capital
suggests $360 billion dollars.98

Promote the Good

Impact Investing

Mutual
Fund Assets
Christians—
institutionally and
individually—hold
some $1.9 trillion
in total mutual
fund assets alone.

SOURCE | Christian
Investment Forum
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“Impact investing” denotes the strategy of investing to
generate a specific benefit (social or environmental) as well as
financial return. The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN),
for example, defines impact investing as “investments made
into companies, organizations and funds with the intention
to generate measurable social and environmental impact
alongside a final return.”99
Christian impact investing adds further goals, with practitioners
seeking what they label spiritual or “kingdom” returns. Amit
Bouri, GIIN CEO and co-founder, describes faith-based
impact investing as a next step after screening and shareholder
activism—going “out into the world [to] find additional
investment opportunities that further the goals chosen in line
with their faith.”
As with SRI, Christians were also engaged as early forerunners
in the field of social impact investing. In 1844, the Earl of
Shaftesbury, an indefatigable British evangelical and social
reformer, founded the UK Society for Improving the Condition
of the Labouring Classes. It connected socially minded
investors with its mission of building affordable rental housing
for working-class families. Investors earned a guaranteed
5 percent return.
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FIGURE 8

Types of Investors Filing Shareholder Proposals
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Investments made
into companies,
organizations, and
funds with the intent to generate
measurable social
and environmental
impact alongside
a financial return.
GIIN, 2009
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| US SIF Foundation, 2020.

Examples

A variety of organizations populate the Christian impact
investing sector. The Impact Foundation, launched in 2015
by Aimee Minnich and Jeff Johns, created a vehicle through
which individuals could establish Donor Advised Funds
(DAFs) and deploy that capital into impact investments.
Assuming those social ventures achieve their financial
objectives, donors receive their capital back into their DAFs
(sometimes with a modest financial return). This “venture
philanthropy” approach enables donors to recycle their
capital repeatedly into various initiatives.
According to Johns, 36 PERCENT of the $261 million that
Impact Foundation has invested worldwide in the past six
years was earmarked specifically for poverty reduction.
Companies that have benefited from these investments
include Masaka Creamery in Kigali, Rwanda. It employs 40
people, most of them deaf-mute young adults. Impact has
also invested in Sunshine Nut Company, which operates a
world-class cashew factory in Mozambique employing over

50 individuals. Most are adult-age orphans. The company
reinvests 90 PERCENT of its earnings back into the community.
Talanton is a faith-inspired impact investing platform for
wealthy Christians to invest large sums from their DAFs
into growth-stage companies in the developing world,
primarily East Africa. These companies operate at revenues
between $500,000 and $500 million. Talanton believes
these companies are key to creating jobs that can lift the
poor out of destitution. Its website proclaims: “Treating only
symptoms like hunger, poverty and hopelessness often
is disappointing because it doesn’t address root causes.
Creating good jobs at scale in redemptive enterprises is the
key to unlocking permanent solutions.”
Other faith-motivated impact investment platforms, like
Eagle Venture Fund, serve accredited investors looking for
opportunities to invest in early-stage companies that “create
significant social and economic impact for all stakeholders.”

Investors
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Impact Foundation
IMPACT FOUNDATION , established in 2015,
provides opportunities for givers to make a
kingdom impact with their charitable capital
while earning a financial return. It garnered
$33 million in investment capital within its first
18 months, then grew steadily. In 2020, growth
skyrocketed 200 percent. The Foundation has
now made $261 million in investments in nearly
280 enterprises. Co-founder Jeff Johns believes
the platform is growing because of three shared
beliefs among its faith-motivated participants:

1 Jobs, not just aid, are essential
to alleviating poverty.
2 Businesses can scale to tackle the
world’s most difficult problems.
3 Business has a unique opportunity that
charity can’t match in terms of the overall
scope of resources it can deploy.

Still other companies seek to serve Christian
investors with particularized interests, such as
Creation Investments, with its focus on the unand underbanked of the world.
Commonwealth, based in Indianapolis, serves
a broad range of Christian investors (see
profile, page 96). It offers opportunities for
charitable investments via DAFs, high-return
opportunities through growth investments,
and impact investments with a variety of
potential financial returns. These impact
investments focus on three targeted causes:
decreasing the racial wealth gap, nurturing
peace in the West Bank through IsraeliPalestinian shared prosperity initiatives,
and decreasing prisoner recidivism.

PROFILE

Photo courtesy of Praxis Mutual Funds.
See profile, page 102.
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In addition to the small but growing number
of Christian impact investing organizations,
some secular organizations have formalized
faith-based “departments,” more intentionally
recognizing and cataloging their religiously
affiliated investors. The nonprofit Calvert
Impact Capital is a good example. In 2020,
Calvert reported that 15 PERCENT of its capital
base, or roughly $75 million, came from faithbased investors.

Sector Size

In 2018, the overall impact investing market was
estimated to be $228 billion. Only very limited
research exists on the size of the faith-based
share of this. Endel Liias from Nexus Impact
Advisors, for example, offers a rough estimate
of $7 billion. Our research identified at least
$13.8 billion. 100
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Debates in the Field
the messy middle

What exactly constitutes
impact investing?

Liias pictures SRI and impact investing as straddling the space between
philanthropy and traditional market investing (see FIGURE 9 below). This
space is a messy middle, though, as the lines between it and the two ends of
the spectrum are blurry. In this space, investors seek to balance desires for
financial and social return. In Liias’ depiction, investors associate the “do no
harm” approach of SRI with higher financial returns than impact investing,
while the latter is associated with greater social impact.
Liias’ diagram highlights the first of three debates that Ormond Center
observed among faith-based impact investors. (The others are outlined
on the next pages). This debate focuses on what constitutes impact investing.

FIGURE 9

Investing Spectrum
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| Endel Liias, The Landscape for Christian Investing: A Brief Introduction, 2019.

Investments made through DAFs with
charitable capital are not always viewed by
Christians as impact investments; instead,
they refer to this as a form of philanthropy.
Others, though, consider everything in the
messy middle as “investment,” whether
done with DAF capital or personal wealth.
They often refer to DAF investments as
“performance,” “venture,” or “strategic”
philanthropy.
Aimee Minnich, co-founder of the Impact
Foundation, argues against having to
choose. “The choice is not between charity
or investing,” she says. “There are things in
the middle. There are things that look more
like charity, where there is a return of capital,
rather than a return on capital.”

FIGURE 10

Aimee Minnich on the Twin
Goals of Impact Investing
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Minnich envisions impact investing in
terms of a simple 2-by-2 graph depicting
the balance of social impact and financial
return (see FIGURE 10 ). 101
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Impact Investing
& Poverty
Reduction:
The Naysayers
It’s easy to find enthusiasm for
impact investing, with both secular
and faith-based thought leaders,
poverty-fighting organizations,
and investment firms touting its
promise for poverty reduction.
There are naysayers, though. In
his 2012 essay for Stanford Social
Innovation Review, Kevin Starr of
the Mulago Foundation concludes:
“Few solutions that meet the
fundamental needs of the poor will
get you your money back. Scalable
rural livelihoods, basic health care,
basic education solutions ... with
very few exceptions, you don’t
make money off this stuff, sorry.”
Thomas Dichter (self-described as
having “a long career in foreign aid”)
agrees. In a 2018 essay for Forbes,
Dichter argued that “the history of
poverty reduction interventions
contains countless cautionary tales
that should dampen the [impact
investing] movement’s enthusiasm.
The chances are slim that poverty
and profit can produce a lasting and
happy marriage, or that infusing
start-ups with capital will create
growth, or that people can be trained
to be entrepreneurial, or that small
promising cases can be scaled up to
large nation-wide successes.”

returns

Can investors achieve social, spiritual,
& financial gain?
The second debate concerns whether an investor can earn
both a strong social (or “kingdom”) return and a financial return
simultaneously. Some involved in impact investing believe high
returns on both are possible. Others, though, contend that investors
will typically have to take a concessionary financial return in order
to achieve social impact.
Minnich is an interesting personal case study. In a 2017 interview,
she asserted that in terms of addressing global poverty, “hedonistic
capitalism just isn’t going to work.”102 Instead, in order to jump-start
new markets or get capital to those traditionally shut out, “somebody,
somewhere has to sacrifice some returns.” That, she continued, is “one
of the roles impact investing can play.”
A few years later, Minnich expressed greater optimism regarding
the possibilities for achieving solid financial and social returns
simultaneously:
It seems intuitive that systemic poverty would be difficult
to address without sacrificing financial return at some level.
[However], we are beginning to see businesses that tackle
the toughest, most entrenched social issues of our time—
issues that charities aren’t sufficient on their own to handle—
and produce strong profits too. These businesses have Super
Impact because they are in a position to scale significantly due
to their profitability. 103
Tony Chen, partner at Verdant Frontiers, agrees with that optimism.
“Some people say that impact investing is like a houseboat,” he says.
“It’s not a great boat and it’s not a great house, so why do it? But I think
we’re just not aiming high enough. Business’ purpose is to create value
in the world; and if you do that well, with excellence, you’re also going
to be profitable.”104

Dichter suggests that many small
business owners in the Majority
World want to stay small. The
unbanked poor are not necessarily
interested in taking on the debt
obligations of microcredit, he
adds. Those entrepreneurial
The third debate focuses not on whether dual, high returns can be
individuals who are willing to
attained but on whether investors should be seeking those strong
take risks are more inclined to
financial returns in the first place. Some believe that impact investors
finance their start-up themselves,
should accept concessionary financial returns in order to maximize
or with friends and family capital.
social impact.
On top of that, the developing
world is plagued with systemic
For example, says Sister Corinne Florek of the Adrian Dominicans,
challenges to business success:
“If you have money to invest, you’ve already done well. You have enough.
government corruption, inadequate
Now it’s time for you to give back to the community.”105
infrastructure, political instability,
unclear property rights, tribal
conflicts, and “the lack of an
institutionalized rule of law,”
to name a few. Impact investing,
Dichter concludes, “is at best
just one small part of the answer
94conundrums of poverty.” chris tian enterprise solutions to povert y
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Should investors expect market rate
financial gains?

Moreover, some academics and economic development professionals doubt
that impact investments aimed at poverty reduction are capable of generating
any significant financial return (see “Naysayers” sidebar at left).
Others contend that achieving high social impact can require significant
investment where the risk is high. “Our large-scale model means we have to
raise a lot of capital,” says Scott Friesen of Verdant Frontiers. That scale enables
his company to take on large projects, like its citrus farm in Mozambique. That
enterprise has created hundreds of jobs and has generated income that the
company then puts into water and health projects. Verdant has projected a
25 percent rate of return to its investors. “The investments are risky,” he
argues,“and so the reward offered has to be commensurate.”

Impact Investment Strategies

Two Approaches

Ormond Center research identified two general approaches to social impact
investing from the faith-based investor community: what we call “entrepreneurbased investment” and “enterprise-based investment.”

Entrepreneur-Based Investment

Some investors base their decision to invest primarily on the characteristics of
the entrepreneur. While these investors are not indifferent to the nature of the
enterprise (e.g., its product or service or its hiring practices), that is not their
primary focus.
For example, some faith-motivated investors support an entrepreneur because
he/she is a mature Christian seeking to lead the enterprise with key Christian
values such as integrity and humility. Sovereign’s Capital, for example, advertises
that it matches private equity investors with “values-motivated entrepreneurs.”

Investors
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Commonwealth

Enterprise Solutions “to the
World’s Biggest Problems”
ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

LLC
E S T.

2017
LOC ATION

Indianapolis, IN
MI S S ION

Connecting
investors to
opportunities
IMPAC T

Over $8M
invested in 28
companies

Jay Hein has been talking about money
for three decades. As the head of a nonprofit, that may not sound unique. After
all, aren’t they always asking for money?
The difference is that Hein’s asks are likely
to excite, confound, and ignite a spark—
simultaneously. Like many leaders in the
“generosity movement,” he can speak eloquently on biblical stewardship. But Hein’s
“donor discipleship” goes far beyond the call
to give more. He’s interested in better, smarter giving—and, even more passionately, in
better, smarter investing for kingdom impact.

INVE S TORS

In fact, Hein wants Christian investors to set
their sights on tackling some of the world’s
biggest problems: the racial wealth gap in
America, peace in the Middle East, and the
ravages of mass incarceration and prisoner
recidivism. This man is not afraid of a BHAG.
In 2017, Hein launched an LLC called
Commonwealth to advance impact
investing. In 2021, Commonwealth put
over $8 million into the hands of entrepreneurs from 28 companies, 67 percent
of whom were minorities. It’s on track to
do nearly twice that in 2022.

96

The Beginning:
Performance Philanthropy
Commonwealth began with an emphasis on
what Hein calls “performance philanthropy.”
He wanted a solution to two pressing issues.
First, the problem of latent capital. “There’s
over $120 billion in capital just sitting in
donor-advised funds [DAFs],” Hein says. “We’ve
got to activate that for the common good.”
Second, the problem of donors too easily
satisfied with one-and-done gifts. “Donors
need to be more strategic in how they deploy
their charitable dollars,” Hein argues. For
him, that means loaning out funds—even if at a
zero or highly concessionary interest rate—so
that returned capital can be used again.
“It can’t be just a philanthropy story;
it has to be an investment story.”
Through Commonwealth, individuals
open a DAF, fund it, and then put that
capital to work—investing their charitable dollars in entrepreneurial ventures
executed by for-profits and nonprofits.
For example, individuals can invest in businesses launched by “second chance entrepreneurs” who have graduated from the Prison
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Entrepreneurship Program (see profile,
page 60). Commonwealth works with PEP
to host the Barbed Wire to Business Accelerator Pitch Competition, showcasing
the best of these business ventures. After
investors make low-interest loans from
their DAFs to businesses like PEP, they

receive their capital and modest interest
back at the end of the agreed-upon term.
At PEP’s 2019 pitch competition, Ruben
Mauricio presented his business, RPM
Diesel Repair. Despite tremendous
traction—over $1 million in revenue the

first year—many traditional lenders would
deny a loan application due to Ruben’s
criminal record. PEP’s lending arm, Entre
Capital, gathered capital from Commonwealth and other impact investors and extended a $100,000 loan. Entre also provides
ongoing oversight and support to Ruben.

Good business creates a better society.
Enterprise has always provided the surest path
out of poverty for the most disadvantaged.
JAY HE IN
CEO, Commonwealth

Investing in GodInspired Solutions
Performance philanthropy—using
the same capital over and over again
in multiple investments—reflects
the “better, smarter” giving that Hein
advocates. Yet it’s not enough. “To solve
the biggest problems, we won’t get there
with DAF capital alone,” he says.
So Commonwealth made two new moves.
It created a Special Purpose Vehicle to allow investors to deploy either private capital or DAF capital in showcased businesses.
It also moved from one-off investments to
strategic partnerships—where investors
make multiple, ongoing investments
directed toward some huge social problem.
Commonwealth now has such a relationship with PEP to try to make a notable
dent in prisoner recidivism. Another of
its strategic partners works overseas: the
Integrated Business Roundtable. IBR’s
BHAG is to foster shared prosperity
among Israelis and Palestinians in the
West Bank, thus contributing to peace.
In efforts to shrink the racial wealth
gap in America, Commonwealth forged
a strong partnership with the Minority
Entrepreneurship Institute (MEI). It
is channeling capital and connections

to minority entrepreneurs so that
their businesses can create new jobs
and wealth in their communities.
Commonwealth works with each operating partner to develop investment
ecosystems and host pitch competitions.
Gradually, it is growing into the role of
a portfolio manager. As part of its work
with MEI, for example, Commonwealth
paired minority entrepreneur Marcus
Cooksey and his software business
with a business accelerator in Tampa.
Commonwealth also helped develop a new
MEI Fellowship initiative with COhatch,
an Ohio-based co-working firm. MEI
will select 10 minority entrepreneurs
from five cities for the inaugural Fellows
cohort. The Fellows will receive two
years of free co-working memberships
at COhatch locations, and participate in
quarterly training and networking events.
“Enterprise has always provided the
surest path out of poverty for the most
disadvantaged,” Hein says. The enterprise
ecosystem, though, has to be inclusive.

receive at least a percentage of requested
bank funding, only 66.4 percent of Black,
indigenous, and persons of color who
own business do, according to 2020 data
from the Federal Reserve.106 Moreover,
the Minority Business Development
Agency reports that when Black business owners do secure loans, they pay
higher interest rates than whites.107
Despite disadvantages, minority-owned
firms generated some $1.4 trillion in
revenue in 2017 and employed nearly
9 million people.108 And since these
firms are more likely than others to hire
minority workers,109 they play a special
role in addressing high rates of unemployment in minority communities.
Through its strategic partnership
with MEI, Hein says, Commonwealth
is helping impact investors connect
with and accelerate entrepreneurs
“whose businesses are a powerful force
for good in their communities.” +

Hein points out, for example, that less
than 2 percent of venture capital ends
up in the hands of Black founders. While
about 80 percent of white business owners
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Others within this investor group are interested
in supporting business leaders who promise
attentiveness to “gospel opportunities.” Those
might include opportunities for evangelism or
spiritual support.

a “second chance” entrepreneur, or a refugee/
immigrant entrepreneur. The businesses these
entrepreneurs may be starting or growing are
usually rather prosaic: engine repair, landscaping,
a food truck, or a software app.

For example, the entrepreneur may be
establishing a business in a country closed to
traditional missionaries and sees a chance to
build relationships with local employees who can
provide avenues for speaking about Jesus. For
some Christian investors, this is the heart of the
attractiveness of “business as mission” (BAM).
These investors might also be enthusiastic about
investing in a business where the company owner
has engaged a workplace chaplain or promotes
on-site Bible studies.

Broadly speaking, the investors pursuing this
approach seem to be marked by a confidence
that business is generally a positive force in
society and that successful businesses are the
lynchpin of economic development that can
“lift all boats.” They may be enthusiastic about
the positive influence these entrepreneurs can
have in the culture. These investors also tend to
believe in the legitimacy of seeking market-rate
returns commensurate with the level of risk the
investment embodies.

Other Christian investors in this category
might consider the “social impact” of their
investment to be fulfilled when that investment is made into a previously marginalized
person—perhaps a minority entrepreneur,

At the risk of oversimplification, our interviews
and research suggest that investors identifying
as evangelical are commonly found pursuing the
entrepreneur-based approach.

Enterprise-Based Investment
Other Christian investors are not indifferent to the business leader, but their principal
interest lies in the nature of the enterprise itself. These investors want the venture to
embody a social purpose. They may be looking, for example, for enterprises that:
→ Produce “pro-social” goods/services

e.g., affordable housing,
affordable day care, grocery
store in food desert

→ Provide employment opportunities

for vulnerable populations
e.g., a new coffee shop
employing homeless teens

→ Serve as a wealth-creation vehicle

for underserved
e.g., Community Financial
Development Institutions (CDFIs)

→ “Leave some margin in the field”

Involve sacrifice on the business
owner’s part to enable greater
blessing to the company’s employees or the local community

→ Prevent possible abuse

e.g., jobs for women / youth
vulnerable to sex trafficking

→ Strengthen the sustainability

of a nonprofit organization
by investing in its earned
income venture

→ Enable a needed network

for advocacy purposes
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These investors tend to be more concerned
with the ways in which modern capitalism has
created harmful disruptions and are looking for
enterprises self-defining as more inclusive or
democratic. These investors may believe that
the free market has left too many people behind,
and they are enthusiastic about economic
arrangements such as co-ops, CDFIs, and
community land trusts. They may also

be concerned about potential trade-offs between
financial and social impact, and believe that
impact investors should be willing to accept
concessionary returns.
Again, at the risk of oversimplification, our
research suggests that these investors are
more likely to identify as mainline Protestant
or Catholic.

ES2P Survey Snapshot

Listening to Christian Investors

Faith Identity

Two-thirds of the investors surveyed indicated that their
organization formally articulates Christian beliefs in its mission
statement or other self-descriptive materials. Nearly that many
(64% ) reported that their organizations applied religious criteria in
the selection of senior leadership. Over half (56% ) of the investors
said that a person reading their organization’s website or other
materials would “definitely” or “probably” conclude it was a
Christian organization. Similarly, 79 PERCENT indicated that “all
or nearly all” of their clients knew the organization was Christian.

FIGURE 11

Operationalizing Faith

Eighty-nine percent of the investors indicated that
Christian beliefs influenced their organization’s dayto-day decision-making either “a great deal” or “quite
a bit.” Similarly, 91 PERCENT reported that Christian
beliefs influenced their organizations’ big-picture
decision-making “a great deal” or “quite a bit.” Faith
was also operationalized by most of the investors
by frequent prayer during meetings (67% ) and/or by
frequent discussions about faith (also 67% ).

Asset Allocation by Investing Strategies by Faith-Based Investors

88%

dive s tment & negative screening
61%

e sg screening
11%

impac t inve s ting
impac t-agnos tic ac tivitie s

6%

other

2%

0%

2 0%

4 0%

n o t e | ‘Other’ includes biblically responsible investing, Christian faith-based investments with
intended spiritual return strategies, and environmental screening.

60%

80%

1 0 0%

s ou r c e | Global Impact Investing Network
(GIIN), 2020. n=32.

GIIN 2020 Survey of Faith-Based Investors

In 2020, the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) conducted a modest survey of
individual investors (n=32) and interviews with several dozen faith-based impact investing
organizations (of all faiths).

GINN’s study concluded that “faith-based investors, as a whole, have yet to pursue major
impact investing portfolios.”110 Among its sample, GIIN found that faith-based investors were
far more likely to engage in negative screening than in impact investing (see FIGURE 11 ).
—
Continued on page 104
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CHRIS TIANS INVE S TING FOR IMPAC T

Key Moments
& Milestones
CHRI S TIAN

1892

1898

S ECUL AR

The african methodist
episcopal denomination
establishes the Department
of Extension to make
small business loans.

quaker friends
fiduciary corporation

founded to make responsible
investments, screening
out those related to war.

1987

1998

1994

1997

united methodist
credit union
association founded.

Praxis Mutual Funds
established by everence.

social venture partners
and the roberts enterprise
development fund

beacon fund

established as the
first social enterprise
venture capital fund.

(REDF) are both founded.

2006

2006

2007

2003

us conference of
catholic bishops

issues comprehensive
Socially Responsible
Investing Guidelines.

rockefeller foundation

launches “impact investing”
approach, and the term
emerges globally.

rosa lee harden,
an Episcopalian priest,
launches socap with
fellow serial social
entrepreneur Kevin Jones.

2020

2020

calvert impact capital

reports that 15% of its
$500M capital base is from
faith-based investors.

GIIN launches faith-based
investor hub.
—

Rosa Lee Harden launches
faith+finance .
—
faith-based credit
union alliance founded.
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urwego opportunity
bank founded in Kigali,

Rwanda, by a group of
Christian entrepreneurs
and World Relief, OI, and
HOPE International.

2018

The US impact investing
market reaches $228
billion, according to
Nexus Impact Advisors.

1902

1971

1928

maggie lena
walker founds St.

Luke’s Penny Saving
Bank in Richmond, VA.

Ecclesial leaders in Boston
establish the pioneer
fund to make “socially
responsible” investments.

1983

1973

interfaith center

for responsible investment
(SGI) founded.

1977

1981

Faith-based investors committed
to shareholder advocacy and
economic justice found the
leviticus fund to support
community development projects.

seventh generation
interfaith coalition

on Corporate
Responsibility launched.

christian brothers
investment services

founded to do SRI investing
with screens shaped by the
Catholic Church’s teachings.

The Adrian Dominican Sisters
begin impact investing, making
“first-in” investments in
Chicago’s shorebank , a credit
union, and a day care center.

2009

2011

2008

2010

eventide funds founded

to “fund investments that
make the world rejoice.”

ross baird founds
village capital to

harvard launches Initiative
for Responsible Investing.

The white house
convenes an impact
investing roundtable.

fund social businesses.

2018

2011

2016

faith driven investor

launched.
—
resilient ventures

catholic credit
union association

founded.

vatican holds

first conference on
impact investing.

is founded to provide
investment capital targeted
to Black founders.
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Praxis Mutual Funds

Impact Investing for
the Ordinary Investor
ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

Mutual Fund
E S T.

1994
LOC ATION

HQ in Goshen, IN
MI S S ION

Stewardship
Investing
IMPAC T

INVE S TORS

Over $20M
annually in
community
development
investments,
influence
through shareholder advocacy
and social/green
impact bonds
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Today, a remarkable one in every three investment dollars in the overall investing marketplace is categorized as “socially responsible”
or “sustainable.” According to the Forum
for Sustainable and Responsible Investment,
that translates to some $17 trillion dollars.111
Catholic- and Protestant-affiliated funds
have been pioneers in the socially responsible investing (SRI) movement, particularly since the early 1970s. Praxis Mutual
Funds, a company launched by Everence in
1994, illuminates and leads in the denominationally related mutual funds sector.
Everence (formerly Mennonite Mutual
Aid) began as a fraternal benefits society over 75 years ago, providing various
forms of insurance to members. It grew
over time into additional services including banking and financial advising.
Everence launched Praxis to create ways
for Christians to practice investing aligned
with their values, what they call stewardship
investing. “Stewardship really sits at the
heart of an Anabaptist perspective on how
to engage with resources of all kinds—time,
talents, natural resources, and our own
productivity and money,” says Mark Regier,
vice president of stewardship investing.

Given the Anabaptist commitment to pacifism, it’s not surprising that one of Praxis’ core
values involves building a “world at peace
and free from violence.” Other key values
include demonstrating a concern for justice,
practicing environmental stewardship, and
respecting the dignity and value of all people.
Embodying these values requires intentional
strategies. Like other Christian investment
organizations, Praxis began with negative
screens, filtering out investments in companies involved in things like weapons production, alcohol, and gambling. But from the
beginning, according to Praxis’ Stella Tai, the
company “has been committed to moving
beyond just the simple avoidance of certain
stocks … to using all the tools at our disposal to
make a real difference in the lives of people.”
Regier explains that while negative screens
allow Christ-followers to avoid participating
in firms whose values conflict with their own,
this SRI strategy has limited impact in the real
world. Consequently, he explains, “We don’t
restrict all companies of concern … because
we believe that engagement is really the true
path to change in many of these companies
and the communities and people they impact.”

Stewardship Investing

Such engagement—or shareholder advocacy—is
one of seven impact strategies Praxis employs.
As shown in TABLE G , its peer organizations in
the field tend to be involved in fewer strategies.
Additionally, Praxis leads the way in investing
in “positive” (social/green) impact bonds.

This approach, Regier continues, requires
balancing the tension between the biblical
value of productive use of resources and the
truth that God is the ultimate owner of all
those resources—and, as such, possesses a
vision for their use and impact. Praxis sees
itself as a co-steward alongside its clients,
seeking to invest God’s resources in ways
that benefit the world and its people.

In 2020, Praxis released its first annual Real
Impact report to show clients more clearly
the range of impact its investment strategies
have. “Picking ‘good’ companies is just a start,”
Regier explains. “It’s not just what you hold but
what you do with what you hold that can really
make a difference in terms of lives changed,
environments protected, and hope restored.”

“So it’s important that the concept of holistic
stewardship be at the heart of our investing.”
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TA B L E G

Impact Strategies Employed by Faith-Based Funds

funds

aum

praxis
Anabaptist

$2.3B

ave maria
fund
Catholic

$2.8B

thrivent
Lutheran

$162B

guidestone
funds
Southern
Baptist

$16.3B

new
covenant
funds
Presbyterian
Church USA

$368B

timothy
plan
Evangelical

$1B

negative
screens

Tai says the Real Impact report helps the
team focus and serves as “an important
accountability tool for our investors,
who are trusting that we’re delivering
the impact that we’ve promised.”

Impact for the Poor
In terms of direct impact on poverty
reduction, Praxis highlights its Community Development Investing (CDI) as the
most influential of its seven strategies. Tai
oversees this work and notes that, for over
20 years, Praxis has committed 1 percent of
its total funds to CDI. These investments
are about providing patient, concessionary
FIGURE 12

esf
integration
—
positive
screens

positive
impact
bonds

shareholder
advocacy
—
prox y voting

capital; the primary goal focuses on social
rather than financial return on investment.
Praxis now boasts nearly $2.3 billion
total assets, so its CDI reached just over
$22 million last year. Projects range
from microfinance and affordable
housing development to small business
loans and support for projects in sustainable agriculture (see FIGURE 12).
That 1 percent commitment to CDI
investment will hold steady for now,
Regier says. To increase the percentage
could harm the firm’s overall investment

Impact Strategies Deployed by Faith-Based Funds

24% Community development
22% Small business

Portfolio
breakdown
by sector
As of YE 2019

s ou r c e

19% Microfinance

company
engagement

advocacy &
education

communit y
development
investing

returns as well as the company’s competitiveness and “the ability to deliver the
performance our investors depend on.”
Praxis is “the common person’s mutual fund,” he adds. “Our products are
for ordinary investors: moms and dads
saving for their kids’ college expenses or
for their retirement. They want a stable
return that also supports their values.”
Looking forward, Praxis will increasingly focus on other investing strategies,
including positive impact bonds, Regier
says. Currently, its Impact Bond Fund
holds some 154 bonds, such as social
impact and green bonds that advance
creation care. Regier states that at the
end of 2021, “about 34 percent of
the fund is in positive impact bonds
that are going toward projects that
benefit the climate and low-income
communities around the world.”

17% Affordable housing
7%

Environmental sustainability

6%

Health

3%

Renewable energy

1%

Sustainable agriculture

1%

Education

Last year, for example, Praxis invested in the African Development Bank’s
Fight COVID-19 bond. At $3.1 billion
dollars, Tai notes, it is “the largest-ever
US dollar-denominated social bond. Its
goal is to mitigate the negative social and
economic effects of COVID-19 in Africa.” +

| Praxis Mutual Funds, Real Impact 2020, p. 15.
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Christian investors
in our sample were
more likely to support
development-oriented
strategies (lifting
people out of poverty)
than relief strategies
(ameliorating the
effects of poverty).
Only 16% were equally
involved in both.

Partnering

Over half of the investors surveyed by Ormond Center indicated
willingness to partner with non-Christian organizations . 65 PERCENT
said they would definitely do this, while another 21 PERCENT indicated
they probably would.

Evangelism

Only 29 PERCENT of the respondents reported that evangelism was
part of their organization’s mission. Among those, evangelizing was
“very central” for two-thirds.

Engagement in Fighting Poverty

We asked investors what definition of poverty (if any) they used and
whether they directed their investments activities toward any particular
dimensions of poverty. As noted earlier, nearly two-thirds of all survey
respondents indicated that they did not define poverty in any specific
way. Among the investors, only 23 PERCENT operated with a specific
definition of poverty.
We also explored their relative involvement in relief and development.
As shown in FIGURE 13 , only 2 PERCENT were focused mainly on
ameliorating poverty (relief); 16 PERCENT were involved about equally
in relief and development; and about 71 PERCENT focused primarily on
lifting people out of poverty (development).
About 47 PERCENT of the investors surveyed reported being focused
“quite a bit” or “a great deal” on upstream causes of poverty.
In terms of their geographical focus, over half (53% ) were active in
financing endeavors both in the United States and internationally.
About 36 PERCENT reported investments solely in activities inside the
United States, while less than 10 PERCENT were involved solely abroad.

FIGURE 13

Investors’ Approach to Addressing Poverty
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FIGURE 14

Ways Investors Help the Organizations in Which They Invest
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| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021.

Investors’ Activities and Methods

We asked investors to indicate which strategies
for achieving impact they were most invested in.
Investors could choose three from a list of nine
possible strategies (including “other”). Respondents
indicated that their three top strategies for
achieving impact were:

Increasing Quantity

Increasing the number of people employed, people
served, products made, investments made, etc.

Increasing Quality

Increasing impact by improving quality of products
and services to achieve greater sustainable impact.

Establishing a Supporting Ecosystem

Increasing impact by creating or joining a larger
network or movement to support and strengthen
individual enterprises.

We also explored the methods investors use to
help the organizations in which they invested. As
shown in FIGURE 14 , the most common response,
selected by 89 PERCENT, was helping entrepreneurs
gain increased access to capital by “making
introductions to other capital providers.” Fortyeight also reported making introductions to
potential customers / clients in their networks.
PROFILE
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provided. The most common response was
“funding,” noted by 94 PERCENT. Next was
networking, chosen by 61 PERCENT. Roughly
24 PERCENT were involved in capability development, 18 PERCENT in research, and 46 PERCENT
in advocacy.

Relatedly, we examined what services Christian
investors are providing to the enterprises they
support. Investors were asked to review a list
of five possible services (funding, capability
development, research, advocacy, and
networking) and indicate which ones they

About 47 percent of investors surveyed
reported being focused “quite a bit” or “a
great deal” on upstream causes of poverty.

Financing

As regards their financing of enterprises, for this group of Christian investors, equity investments were
the most common, followed by convertible loans (see FIGURE 15 ). Notably, almost 40 PERCENT made
grants or donations to enterprises.

Returns

Generally, the investors in the Ormond survey reported strong financial performance. Fourteen
percent indicated that in the previous year they had achieved “at market rate” returns. Another
43 PERCENT reported achieving “above market” financial returns on their investments. One-third (33% )
percent reported attaining “below market” returns. Among those with certain expected returns
in mind, roughly a third indicated they expected below-market returns and a quarter said they
expected above-market returns.

FIGURE 15
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FIGURE 16

Types of Returns Most Desired by Christian Investors
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| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021.

Investors surveyed indicated that spiritual, financial, and social
returns were all important to them. Asked which was most important,
4 4 PERCENT chose spiritual, 30 PERCENT chose financial, and 22 PERCENT
chose social. However, very few investors specified what they meant by
spiritual return. Achieving environmental returns was the lowest priority
(see FIGURE 16 ).
We also inquired as to whether these investors would choose to be
involved in an endeavor that promised large spiritual or social return
but little financial return. Approximately 68 PERCENT of investors said
yes. Asked whether they would invest in a project promising large
financial reward but little spiritual or social impact, approximately
48 PERCENT said yes.

Screen Out the Bad,
Promote the Good
Those who claim to be Christ-followers have long desired that their
financial investments “do good” in the world. Some turn to socially
responsible investing (SRI)—bypassing organizations with harmful
influences. Others emphasize social impact investing—to bring
economic uplift where it’s desperately needed. Experts debate the
balancing act of each and whether financial return or social impact
should define the greater goal. +

Investors

Christian
investors
in the
sample
ranked
spiritual
returns
over all
other
types of
returns.
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C A SE S TUDY

1K CHURCHES

Churches
Engaged
in Microlending
C ATEGORY

Investor
T YPE

Emerging
Pioneer
E S T.

2012
LOC ATION

United States
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Through microlending,
congregations multiply the
good they do in the community
with their finances and reach
more people.
t wo

The relational model of microfinance enables congregations
to invest fruitfully in their
local communities in ways
that are just, faithful, and
transformative for lenders and
borrowers alike.
three

With “plug and play” models,
churches can better leverage
their financial power for
community good.
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Criterion Institute is a nonprofit, activist
think tank on a mission: to convince more
people and organizations to envision themselves as changemakers, deploying finance
as a strategy for social good.
While Criterion is not a faith-based organization, people of faith spearhead its growth:
Joy Anderson, president and founder; and
her mother, Phyllis Anderson, leader of the
1K Churches initiative. The latter is a pastor
and former president of Pacific Lutheran
Theological Seminary.
1K Churches emerged in 2014 from conversations with church leaders and members
who wanted to make the connection
between faith and finance and explore using
finance for social change.

in economic relationships?” she asks. “And
two, how can they use their power, including
financial power, to empower others who
are making their community better? It’s
all about relationships, bringing faith and
finance together.”
Church of the Good Shepherd in Ruxton,
Maryland, has embraced the project enthusiastically. Retired banker Robert Locke,
a longtime parishioner, leads the effort.112
He and nine others from the church completed the 1K Bible study in 2015 and moved
forward with a microlending strategy.

The program has two parts. The first is a
five-session group study on biblical economics. This explores key biblical themes—
creation, sin and alienation, salvation, sanctification, and hope—all with a view toward
understanding their economic implications.

The church started making loans in 2016
and, within a couple of years, had lent out
$50,000 in 15 loans. At that point, only
$400 from one loan had to be written off
as a loss. Eight had been repaid and the
capital recycled; the others were still active.
Loans have ranged from $750 to $4,500. To
keep things administratively simple, the
loans are interest-free. Church of the Good
Shepherd’s business manager serves as
loan administrator.

Second, the study includes a call to action
and prepares the group to answer that call
through making a loan to a small business
in their community. These loans range from
$500 to $5,000.

Locke says the church’s biggest challenge
initially was identifying promising loan
candidates. Few members from the affluent
congregation had personal relationships
with low-income individuals.

Phyllis Anderson says 1K Churches helps
address two important questions. “One, how
do these followers of Christ want to engage

Locke turned to old contacts from his days
as a banker, including staff from the local
Habitat for Humanity office. Eventually
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Frontier of Practice
WH0

An ecumenical Christian initiative to build a
base of congregations and individuals committed
to discovering God’s economy and transforming
their own.

WHAT

Equipping churches to live out their
faith through making microloans to
local entrepreneurs.

WHY

HOW

When congregations help local businesses
that are strengthening the community—
empowering those often shut out from
opportunities—those congregations more
closely embody God’s own economy.

Churches connect their faith with economic
justice by participating in a Bible study and by
investing in microbusinesses that are furthering
positive social change in their locale.

How can followers of Christ use their power, including financial
power, to empower others who are making their community better?

he built a network of people he calls “champions”—individuals the church trusts to
make recommendations of potential loan
recipients.
A loan committee consisting of Locke and
six other congregants reviews each loan
request and interviews the applicants.
One of the early loans went to Bill, a 60-yearold Black man who owned a small business
in the Sandtown community providing
transportation for his neighbors to medical
appointments. Bill knew that his community desperately needed jobs; he wanted a loan
to help him expand his business and hire
a second driver.
Over the next few years, the church made
two more loans to Bill, and he has created
three new jobs. Bill also served as a champion for his friend, May, from Sandtown.
A trained accountant, May used a $2,500
loan from Good Shepherd to purchase a
new computer and to fund some advertising to generate additional business.
Two churches in Baltimore—Amazing
Grace Lutheran Church and First English
Lutheran Church—teamed up several
years ago to implement microlending
after completing the 1K study.

Pastor Gary Dittman of Amazing Grace,
in the economically depressed community
of McElderry Park, characterizes the church
and neighborhood as rich with “resourceful,
smart, and innovative” people. 113
The church is committed to listening well,
and one thing they have heard is that residents in the neighborhood have entrepreneurial dreams but no access to start-up
capital. Dittman reached out to First
English, a predominantly white, affluent
congregation 15 minutes north, to see
about collaborating. First English agreed
to provide no-interest loans up to $2,000
to community members, with a repayment
period of up to 18 months.
Amazing Grace recruited a volunteer team
of members, called “shepherds,” who interview loan candidates, hear about their
business ideas, and determine the loan
amount and repayment schedule. Eventually, Amazing Grace started funding some
of the loans too.
The loans have been diverse. One went
to a grandmother who’s raising her three
grandchildren. She used the money to secure a vendor license to sell plates of food
from a grill in front of her house. Another
went to a young man who’d recently been

released from prison. He was a licensed
electrician but needed funds to buy tools
to help him secure employment. Another
loan went to a painter from the community who bought equipment, enabling him
to begin his own painting service.
Phyllis Anderson estimates that over
300 congregations have utilized the study
materials. Churches report that the project
has been transformational.
The project also multiplies the church’s
ability to do good. Through revolving
loans, Good Shepherd has transformed
its initial $15,000 loan fund into $50,000
in empowering loans. By being willing
to embrace some risk, the church has
put the biblical parable of the talents 114
into action.
While small loans made through 1K Churches are not going to “change the landscape
on poverty,” according to Phyllis Anderson,
they could still “change the church and
people of faith to use their financial power
for social good. Collectively, they will have
impact beyond what we can measure.” +
—
Adapted from Agents of Flourishing by Amy L.
Sherman. Copyright (c) 2022 by Amy L. Sherman.
Published by InterVarsity Press, Downers Grove,
IL. www.ivpress.com
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1K CHURCHES

PHYLLIS ANDERSON
Project Lead, 1K Churches Initiative

C A SE S TUDY

BLUEPRINT LOCAL

Investing in
Opportunity Zones
C ATEGORY

Investor
T YPE

Emerging Pioneer
E S T.

2019
LOC ATION

Southeastern US
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

With their tax advantages,
Opportunity Funds can successfully attract “patient capital” to
places and projects previously
neglected by many investors.
t wo

Successful OZ projects involve
deep partnerships with locally
embedded, knowledgeable
partners who can ensure development projects are aligned
with local community priorities.
three

Since “place-based” investing
is unfamiliar to conventional
investors, Blueprint packages
opportunities benefiting specific
neighborhoods in readily understandable terms like “multifamily,”
“mixed-use development,” and
“workforce housing.”
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With the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, over 8,700 low-income communities in the US were each designated an “Opportunity Zone”
(OZ). Some 35 million people live in these localities. The Act provides tax
benefits for investments in economic development projects there, using
what’s called “patient capital”—investment without expectation of turning a quick profit.
People invest in these economic development projects through Qualified
Opportunity Funds managed by certified companies like Blueprint Local.
Individuals and corporations can invest unrealized capital gains in OZs
and defer paying capital gains. Plus, they’ll pay no capital gains taxes realized on their Opportunity Fund investments if they hold those for
at least 10 years.
Blueprint Local, founded in 2019 by Ross Baird, was named by Forbes
magazine in late 2019 as one of the top 10 Opportunity Funds nationwide.
To date, Blueprint Local has deployed nearly $154 million in OZ projects
in six cities—in each, over a third of the residents live in poverty.
“Opportunity Zones are a means of unlocking private capital that has not
been interested previously in these distressed communities,” Baird says.
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Frontier of Practice
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A private investment company that operates an
impact-oriented Opportunity Fund.

WHAT

Achieving social and financial impact by
investing in real estate projects in Opportunity
Zones (federally designated, economically
vulnerable communities).

WHY

HOW

Investment in Opportunity Zones can spur
economic and job growth in traditionally
overlooked, under-invested communities.

Blueprint Local earned certification as a
Qualified Opportunity Fund and provides capital
for experienced local partners who lead and
execute real estate projects.

Opportunity Zones are a means of unlocking
private capital that has not been interested
previously in these distressed communities.
ROS S BAIRD
Founder, Blueprint Local

Two factors in the law make him skeptical
Given those facts, Baird says, “the vast
of the critique that investors are just doing
majority of projects that are being done
stuff they would have done otherwise. “One,” would not be done without the tax incenhe explains, “you have to put in a ton of mon- tives of the OZ.”
ey doing very significant renovations and/or
ground-up development. Two, you have to
hold the money for a long time—10 years.”

BLUEPRINT
LOCAL

The OZ legislation has been criticized
by some as not genuinely spurring new
investments or not benefiting local residents. Baird says he’s heard a few highprofile examples of “bad apples” but
doesn’t “personally know anybody in
this space who’s not doing something
well-intentioned and transformational.”

OZ Projects
The projects Blueprint Local has supported have already created nearly 4,000 new
housing units in mid-sized, fast-growing
cities. A portion of these are designated
as affordable housing—some for families
making under 80 percent of area median
income and others for households earning
less than 120 percent of AMI.
Increasing local housing stock is one
of Blueprint Local’s goals. The company
also “looks for projects that address
community needs or bring in new services
that strengthen residents’ well-being,”

says Maegan Moore, a manager at
Blueprint Local.
Illustrating this is the Current—a mixedincome, mixed-use development in an OZ
in Richmond, Virginia. Blueprint’s local
partner, Lynx Ventures, developed a property aligned with a “quality of life” plan
that community residents had articulated
several years earlier. Residents wanted a
mix of workforce and market-rate housing
as well as new retail spaces and offices,
to create jobs and attract more people to
the neighborhood.

To further serve the community, Lynx
designed “Hatch Local,” a ground floor food
hall. It offers affordable retail space for
local, small-business food entrepreneurs,
the majority of whom are minorities. The
food hall enhanced the Current’s leasing
strategy since tenants are attracted by this
immediate access to good eats.
Moore says the key to successful OZ projects are local partners “motivated to do
something meaningful for the community
and investors who are equally motivated.”

Continued on page 112
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Continued from page 111

In Richmond, for example, “it would have been easier if the developers had just
signed a Panera Bread into their retail space,” she says. “That would have made
traditional investors happy. Instead, Lynx did a lot of extra work to create a space
for local food entrepreneurs.”
Investors don’t always recognize “local” or “place-based” as valuable categories for
an investment. So Baird and his team often find themselves serving as translators—
returning to traditional, familiar investment language such as “workforce housing”
or “mixed-use development” to better explain their projects.
But Blueprint Local never loses sight of the significance of its name. “When you
put money into something locally, you have to live with the outcome every day for
good or for bad,” Baird says. “If it’s in your neighborhood, you’re going to feel that
much more; you’re going to work harder to make it an awesome and redemptive
project.”115
One statistic Baird’s particularly proud of is that, so far, 41 percent of the investors
in Blueprint Local have put their money into projects in their own locality.
Baird jokes that topophilia, the Greek word for love of a specific place, “may be my
favorite word.” That sets him apart from many investors, for whom place-based
investment is a foreign concept.

What about gentrification?
Economic development projects in distressed communities are often criticized
for displacing local residents through gentrification (changing the character of
neighborhoods through the influx of wealthier residents and new businesses).
Baird acknowledges the harm done by various urban redevelopment efforts.
But he adds, “If you have money coming into a neighborhood that does not have
a lot of money coming in, that can be a very good thing—if residents who do not
have wealth are able to build equity.”
He cites three ways that can occur: through home ownership, through the
ability to remain in homes whose property value appreciates, and through
business creation.
To mitigate against displacement, 100 percent of Blueprint Local’s investments
are in projects built on vacant lots or abandoned structures. The company has also
partnered with local developers to grant a portion of capital to nonprofits that give
property tax assistance to low-income residents in gentrifying areas, to enable
those families to remain.
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Baird never advocates a copy-and-paste model,
because local context matters too much. “We
don’t go into a city and say, ‘Here’s what we
would like to do.’ We find local partners with
deep experience and put capital behind them.
We want to support and resource our partners,
while offering them a tremendous amount of
discretion.”
Baird’s faith influences everything about how
he works and how he loves local. And he has a
great role model.
“It’s noteworthy,” he says, “that Jesus never left
a 30-mile radius his entire life.”

BLUEPRINT
LOCAL

As part of a project in East Austin, Texas, for
example, Blueprint Local and its partners
pledged $250,000 to the East Austin Conservancy Fund. It was the largest single gift the
Fund has ever received to support its work in
preserving housing affordability.

The key to successful
OZ projects are local
partners motivated
to do something meaningful for the community
and investors who
are equally motivated.
MAEGAN MOORE
Manager, Blueprint Local

Instead, Jesus empowered others to go
and make a difference in their own 30-mile
radius. +
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C A SE S TUDY

FAITH DRIVEN INVESTOR

An Online Marketplace
for Accredited Investors
C ATEGORY

Investor
T YPE

Emerging Pioneer
E S T.

2019
LOC ATION

Registered in NC
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Many Christian investors lack
knowledge about and experience in impact investing.
t wo

With only a binary view of
stewardship—one that separates
investing from charitable giving,
seeing only the latter as relevant
to kingdom impact—many
Christians miss the dramatic
good they could achieve with
their wealth.
three

To grow the field of Christian
impact investing, we need a
comprehensive ecosystem that
offers inspiration, education,
connections, counsel, community, and technical skills.
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Many Christians now grasp that “they
can’t earn money in ways that cause
‘non-shalom’ and then try to rectify that
through their charitable giving,” according to Reuben Coulter of Faith Driven
Investor. FDI’s mission is to move Christians toward a holistic approach that
aligns all their assets in the promotion
of shalom.
The biggest obstacle they face is what
Coulter calls a binary mindset. “Many
Christians have two compartments
in their brains,” he explains. “One is
focused on philanthropy and the other
on investing. Our experience is that
it’s very difficult to [get] them thinking about the synergy between them.”
Most who join the FDI community possess
significant wealth and have just begun
exploring impact investing. “They’ve
gotten excited about the idea that they
can advance the kingdom through their
investments,” Coulter says, “not just
through their charity.”
However, he continues, when they ask
their financial advisors how to do this

and inquire “about things like transforming nations or evangelism and discipleship
or even investing in renewable energy or
clean water, their advisors just look at
them blankly.”
To help accredited investors find fresh
opportunities, FDI created an online platform called the Marketplace. There, users
can browse a wide variety of potential
investments, learning more about the domestic and overseas ventures of Christian
social entrepreneurs.

Connecting Supply and Demand
Faith Driven Investor is the sister organization to Faith Driven Entrepreneur, both
founded a few years ago by Henry Kaestner. A serial entrepreneur and active investor,
Kaestner wants both networks to produce two things.
The first is disciples of Christ who understand that “God owns it all,” Kaestner says,
“and cares deeply about the how, where, and why behind our investments.”
To nurture these “kingdom impact” investors, FDI hosts a podcast and a content-rich
website, and organizes Investor Groups—weekly gatherings to walk through a video curriculum that’s culled from the best of the presentations at FDI’s annual fall conference.
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Frontier of Practice
WH0

WHAT

A faith-infused educational network
that provides discipleship and community
for Christian investors exploring “investing
for impact.”

Equipping accredited investors through an online
platform that showcases opportunities and tools
for aligning investors’ and entrepreneurs’ goals.

WHY

HOW

There is growing interest in impact investing
among Christians, but most lack knowledge
of investable deals and the infrastructure
for deploying capital into them.

The Marketplace receives referrals of
investment-ready impact deals and profiles
them on a searchable online platform open
to accredited investors.

Nearly 150 investors participated in these
six-week groups since they launched at
the beginning of 2022. “Many investors
feel alone in this [endeavor],” Coulter
says. “Being able to create communities
of like-minded peers just moves the whole
movement forward.”

FDI created a 4x4 grid to help investors
identify how they want to balance financial
and impact goals (FIGURE 17 ).
Coulter describes the spiritual integration
levels as:
PERSONAL

According to FDI’s Katherine Trout, the
Marketplace features about 200 “live”
deals at any one time—most requiring
direct investments into companies. The
Marketplace also lists about 20 real estate
funds and 60 private equity funds. To date,
the Marketplace has helped directly mobilize over $30 million in new investment
capital to entrepreneurs.
FIGURE 17

| The entrepreneur is

a Christian.
| The company’s internal
operations are shaped by Christian values
(e.g., generous care for employees).
INTERNAL

| The product/services of
the venture are having a positive impact
on the world.
E X TERNAL

BE YOND | The business’ whole purpose
is to create impact.

“So we help our entrepreneurs and investors have that conversation at the earliest
possible stage.”
The Marketplace is addressing a frequently
voiced desire from Christian investors for
promising deal flow. It does so, though, in
a relational context built on the foundation that “it’s all God’s money, and our job
is to steward it for the highest kingdom
impact.” +
FAITH DRIVEN
INVESTOR

Kaestner’s second goal for his networks is
that they create more partnerships between
investors and entrepreneurs—fueling ventures that promote human flourishing.

Coulter finds this tool helpful in preventing
potential conflicts between investors and
entrepreneurs because of misaligned expectations. One example, he says, might be
when “the investor is expecting commercial
rate returns and the entrepreneur wants
to create really great impact and is actually
looking for more concessional capital.

FDI Impact Goal Template

spiritual integr ation

Beyond

External
Internal

Personal
Philanthropic

Concessionary

Market

Aggressive

financial re turn
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INVE S TORS SEC TOR

KEY TRENDS

1

3
Christian investing has been evolving over
the past 200 years: from negative screens
introduced by Quakers in the colonial
era to modern-day socially responsible
investing (SRI), to SRI plus shareholder
activism to positive impact investing.

Venture philanthropy, in which investors deploy
charitable capital from their Donor Advised
Funds into impact investments at concessionary
rates, is growing rapidly:
→ The Impact Foundation has seen an increase

in venture philanthropy investments from $33
million in 2015 to $261 million in 2021. Over
one-third of this capital has been directed
toward poverty-fighting efforts.

→ Commonwealth Impact, established in 2017

2

as a vehicle for venture philanthropy and
market-rate impact investing, has gathered
a community of about 100 investors and
deployed over $8 million.

Currently, interest in/practice of impact
investing is increasing among Christians (but
is far from dominant):
→ A 2021 study of Judeo-Christian

institutional investors (e.g., denominational pension funds) found that these
“were increasingly shifting their focus
from negative screening and shareholder
engagement towards more impact driven
investments such as private market impact
funds investing in emerging economies.”116

4

→ Christian Investment Forum’s 2019

survey of Christian financial advisors
found that 64 percent were using faithdriven investing (which includes impact
investing) with some of their clients, an
80 percent increase from its 2013 survey.

→ In just 18 months, Faith Driven Investor’s

5

Marketplace initiative has registered over
500 accredited investors.

→ Yet, GIIN’s 2020 survey of faith-based

investors found that “faith-based
investors, as a whole, have yet to pursue
major impact investing portfolios.”

116

Venture philanthropy appears to be the first step
in impact investing that many Christian investors
make. Over time, they move into investments
that deploy their noncharitable capital too. This
is what Faith Driven Investor has observed from
conversations with investors generally and the
behavior of the investors on the FDI Marketplace.

Gradually, a modest number of large, secular
philanthropic foundations are engaging more
in impact investing through their Program
Related Investments (PRI). The Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, for example, has spent
over $1.5 billion in PRI. 117 Ford Foundation has
committed over $600 million in PRI; David and
Lucile Packard Foundation over $750 million;118
Kresge Foundation $70 million; and McKnight
Foundation $50 million. 119 Notably, 12 percent
of investors who responded to Ormond’s 2021
survey indicated involvement in PRI, and this
included the Presbyterian Foundation (which
has $1 billion in total assets under management).
Given the small sample size, though, clearly more
research is needed on the role that PRI plays
among faith-based foundations.
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INVE S TORS SEC TOR

SUMMARY INSIGHTS

1
2

3

Christians were forerunners in socially responsible investing and remain some of the most
active voices in shareholder advocacy today.

Christian investing activity represents breathtakingly enormous potential in terms of the
sheer capital resources available. The Christian
Investment Forum estimates that Christians—
individually and institutionally—hold some $11.9
trillion in total mutual fund assets alone. What
proportion of that could be labeled SRI or impact investing is unclear. The Interfaith Center
for Corporate Responsibility is a leading SRI
and shareholder activity organization, and its
coalition of over 300 institutional investors
(mainly, though not exclusively, Christian) represents $400 billion in managed assets. The
GIIN estimates the US impact investing market
at $228 billion dollars.120 Endel Liias of Nexus
Impact Advisors estimates that the faith-based
subset of that is $7 billion.121 Our research identified $13.8 billion in Christian impact investing,
and this is likely an underestimate.122

Some Christian impact investors focus
primarily on the faith of the entrepreneur/
founder, while others are more focused on the
venture itself and how it integrates spiritual
and/or social impact in terms of internal
operations (e.g., employee care) and through
the goods/services it produces.

4
5

Unlike the entrepreneurs surveyed by
Ormond (for whom social impact was the
highest priority), Christian investors in the
survey prioritized spiritual returns first,
followed by financial returns.

Among the Christian impact investors
Ormond surveyed:
→ Faith plays a strong role in operational

decision-making (day-to-day and bigpicture).

→ They are more involved in development-

oriented responses to poverty than relieforiented ones.

→ Nearly half (47%) report being engaged in

upstream strategies addressing poverty.

6
7
Investors

Christian impact investors disagree about the
possibility and legitimacy of pursuing social,
spiritual, and market-rate financial returns
simultaneously.

In the impact investing field as a whole, there
is increasing attention to measuring social
impact, but much more progress is needed.
For the faith-motivated subset of the field,
methods for measuring spiritual impact are
barely in infancy.
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CAPACITY
BUILDERS

The ecosystem of Christian
enterprise solutions to poverty
(ES2P) includes not only the
entrepreneurs doing the frontlines work and the investors
who fuel them, but also a vital
group of organizations we
call capacity builders. These
organizations strengthen both
the actors in the ecosystem and
the ecosystem itself.
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Christian Capacity Builders & the
Growing Maturity of the Field
While Christians have a long and pioneering history working to
address poverty, the growth of an ecosystem of capacity building
organizations is new—and a sign of evolving practice.

Five Foci of Capacity Builders
one

Capacity Builders for Entrepreneurs

The largest group of capacity builders in the enterprise solutions field
are those focused specifically on individual business founders and
social entrepreneurs.
Some of these capacity builders are primarily trainers: teaching business
and entrepreneurship skills. Their efforts typically focus more on startups—helping founders with market research and developing a viable
business plan. These trainers range from premier universities with
specialized entrepreneurship centers and MBA programs to individual
congregations and nonprofits teaching 8- to 12-week classes using “Lean
Start-Up”123 principles.
Other capacity builders operate business (or social enterprise) incubators
or accelerators. These capacity builders are sometimes referred to as
“catalyst” organizations.124

Incubators

Incubators support young ventures through what some have called
“buffering” and “bridging.”125 They can help protect young firms from
competition by offering practical aid (e.g., shared back-end services)
that enable fledgling firms to keep costs down. Incubators also create
connections for entrepreneurs—connections to fellow entrepreneurs,
as well as connections to additional resources and social capital such
as mentors, industry veterans, early buyers, or suppliers. The former sets
the stage for peer-to-peer learning and emotional support.

Business Accelerators

Business accelerators work with established entrepreneurs to assist them
in growing their enterprises. According to research from the UNC
Entrepreneurship Center, accelerators are “aimed at high-growth
startups and generally provide more structure and programming for
a fixed term, usually ending with a pitch competition or demo day with
potential investors.”126

The format and length of their programs vary. Some are cohort-based
and relatively short (around 12 weeks). Others are longer and/or more
focused on individualized mentoring. The Praxis Business Accelerator,
for example, lasts nine months. Some of these programs are open to
anyone while others are highly competitive, with acceptance based on
rigorous applications. Most but not all programs require commitment
from the participating entrepreneur (such as tuition fees or willingness
to accept equity investment from the capacity builder).

Capacity Builders

Capacity
builders
strengthen
the actors
in the
ecosystem
and the
ecosystem
itself.
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Role of Faith

The relative emphasis these training organizations
place on explicitly faith-oriented topics also varies.
Some mainly teach practical business skills while
weaving in essential biblical principles. OCEAN’s
Genesis program for start-ups is such an example.
Other capacity builders are faith-inspired and
led by Christians but not explicitly faith-based
in their curricula. LAUNCH Chattanooga, for
example, offers a 10-week program of business
basics including market research, business
planning, customer development, financial
planning, marketing, and branding.
Rising Tide Capital (see profile, page 128) offers
both a community business academy, mainly
helping start-ups, and one-to-one coaching
for established entrepreneurs. Its curriculum is
not faith-based, but its highly relational model
emphasizes “emotional and spiritual support,”
says co-founder Alex Forrester.
Other groups more directly incorporate
theological reflection. Praxis, for example, has
developed a robust theology of “Redemptive
Entrepreneurship.” Its redemptive frame explores
three “ways to work” (from exploitative to ethical
to redemptive) and three “dimensions of work”
(including strategy, operations, and leadership) to
guide entrepreneurs toward their highest callings.
Praxis argues that “creative restoration through

Creative restoration
through sacrifice … not
only describes Jesus’
work to save the world
but also our daily work,
especially as people of
faith, to serve the world.
PR A XIS ACCE LE R ATOR
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sacrifice … not only describes Jesus’ work to
save the world but also our daily work, especially
as people of faith, to serve the world.”

Size

In 2016, the International Business Innovation
Association recorded over 1,400 business
incubators in the United States. 127 Meanwhile,
research by Engineering for Change published
in 2020 recorded 309 incubators specifically
for social enterprises. 128 The number of faithmotivated business incubators/accelerators is
unknown. Ormond Center research identified just
two catalogs of Christian business incubators/
accelerators:
→ Faith Driven Entrepreneur has listed 20 “top

capacity builders for entrepreneurs,” including
some already mentioned in this field guide
(e.g., Praxis, OCEAN), as well as some serving
entrepreneurs from the Majority World,
including Agora Enterprises and JoyCorps. 129

→ A 2015 report by the Business as Mission Think

Tank Group business incubators highlighted
21 organizations. 130

Clients

Among the faith-motivated capacity builders
we observed, some focus on specific types
of entrepreneurs. For example, organizations
like Opportunity International and World
Vision’s Vision Fund assist microentrepreneurs
in the Majority World. Here in the United States,
Hustle PHX and Own Our Own come alongside low-income urban entrepreneurs, Rising
Tide Capital mainly assists the working poor,
and Prison Entrepreneurship Program teaches entrepreneurial skills to returning citizens.
Other Christian capacity builders focus particularly
on entrepreneurs whose ventures are of a certain
size or stage of development. For example, Sinapsis
and Partners Worldwide seek to grow established,
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
through accelerators, recognizing these enterprises as powerful job creators.
Founders of Color provides coaching and networking to minority-owned, solo entrepreneur ventures
generating six-figure revenues. Its efforts to help
such businesses scale up, says CEO Kelly Burton,
can “have a catalytic effect in communities of color
around the country because these are the potential
job creators.”
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Capacity Builders for Frontlines Poverty Fighters
A second, smaller, group of capacity builders in the ecosystem focuses not on individual
entrepreneurs but more broadly. These capacity builders provide training and technical
assistance to nonprofit social service organizations or congregations that tackle
poverty in their communities through sustainable enterprise solutions. They may work
abroad, domestically, or in both geographies.
Some, like the Oikos Accelerator, help congregations launch new social enterprises.
Academies for Social Enterprise does similar work, but with nonprofit organizations. Still
others, like Jobs for Life, develop model programs focused on topics such as employment
skills or financial literacy and train nonprofits and churches to implement them.
The Chalmers Center is perhaps the best-known organization providing training in ES2P
to congregations. It works with leaders in the United States and the Majority World. In
2020 alone, Chalmers assisted 572 congregations in West Africa and served 340 US
congregations through digital trainings. 131
The Christian Community Development Association, founded by John Perkins in 1989, is
another leading convener, network, and capacity builder. CEO Cecilia Williams reports that
among CCDA’s 1,800-plus member organizations, “10 percent list business development,
social enterprise, and/or economic development as focal to their organization [and] there
is another 5-7 percent, we deduce, who operate actively in these realms as a secondary
or sub-focus.”132
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LoanWell

Strengthening
CDFIs
Justin Straight (left) and Bernard Worthy (right)

ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

Private Company

On a three-hour car ride across north Texas
in 2015, Bernard Worthy and Justin Straight
hashed out the company that would become
LoanWell.

E S T.

2017
LOC ATION

Durham, NC
MIS S ION

Affordable
Capital for All
IMPAC T

$138M in loans
made in 2021

“
C APACIT Y BUILDERS

Our preference
was to get to
the right stage
missionally first.

BERNARD WORTHY
Co-Founder, LoanWell

Over the next several years, the enterprise’s
signature product would change, as would
its basic sales approach: from business-toconsumer to business-to-business. But its
mission never wavered: make capital affordable and accessible to people too often shut
out from it.
Worthy, a software engineer, had recently
completed a coding bootcamp before that 2015
car ride. He was frustrated that many of his
fellow participants had to go into significant
credit card debt to access the same opportunity. He himself hadn’t been able to get a loan
for the tuition money; he’d had to co-sign with
his father. It was yet another example of the
difficulty many minorities faced in accessing
affordable credit.
Worthy envisioned building a Kickstarterlike platform where individuals could raise
capital by requesting donations to help with
code school financing. Straight, experienced
in nonprofit management, suggested incorporating peer-to-peer lending. Worthy
loved the idea, and the two began designing
the product.
“We were on a mission,” Straight says, “to
provide access to capital for wealth generation for those that typically are left out of
the financial markets.”
By 2019 the two had raised some money
and built their product, then received several
invitations to join business accelerators.
Two paths lay before them.
One path was to keep moving forward with
the “Kickstarter-for-friends-and-family-loans
product,” Straight recalls. But he and Worthy
had become concerned that growing that B2C
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(business-to-customer) model to scale would
cost a fortune and might not have the substantial social impact they desired.
The other path involved participating in a
training cohort with Praxis, being coached
in “redemptive entrepreneurship.” That’s the
path they chose.
“Our preference was to get to the right stage
missionally first,” Worthy explains.
The choice paid off. Through Praxis, the two
co-founders deepened their own partnership,
learned a framework for applying their faith
to their venture, and pivoted to a B2B (businessto-business) approach.

Traditioned Innovation
That Texas car trip had deposited Worthy and
Straight at a weekend retreat at Laity Lodge
featuring Duke Divinity School’s Greg Jones.
Years later, the two would remember Jones’
teaching. It would reshape their thinking on
how best to get affordable capital into the
hands of those small business owners being
turned down by conventional lenders.
“There’s a Silicon Valley approach to entrepreneurship where the goal is to disrupt an entire
market,” Straight says. “What Jones talked
about was different.”
Jones voiced the concept of “traditioned
innovation.” He encouraged them as Christian
social entrepreneurs to consider the people
who’d gone before, laying the groundwork and
establishing pioneering institutions. Further
innovation in the space might be needed, but
that didn’t mean radical disruption was the
best way forward.
As they researched, Worthy and Straight
discovered community lenders who were
under-resourced, lacked the necessary
technology, and were currently unable to
scale and meet the demand for their services.
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“We realized,” Straight says, “that we
could have a disproportionately influential
impact within that space.”
Worthy began working on a SaaS (software as a service) product for community
lenders such as Community Development
Financial Institutions (CDFIs), Community
Development Corporations, credit unions,
and other social impact organizations.

Finding That Sweet Spot
Now, LoanWell staff work with lenders
to understand their entire loan workflow,
and their criteria and risk thresholds for
determining whether or not to lend to an
applicant. LoanWell then tailors an automated decisioning model that incorporates
information from outside datasets (e.g.,
cash flow records, tax returns, and bank
transaction histories).
“Our product is fully end-to-end,” Worthy
adds. “On it the loan applicant can apply,
the lender’s team can do their due diligence
on the applications and the financials, and
they see the data points that help them
get to a decision. Then our platform can
move the money if the answer’s a yes. It
automates the repayments and provides
the reports the lender needs to assess the
health of the portfolio.”
LoanWell keeps community lenders in their
sweet spot: where they can bring relationships and local knowledge to bear. “These
lenders know whether the beer at the brewery that’s applied for a small business loan
is tasty,” Straight emphasizes. “They know
that corner lot where an entrepreneur
wants to open up her storefront and what
the foot traffic’s like there.”
So LoanWell’s product frees up those
community lenders, Straight says, to
spend less time evaluating bank statements and “pour more into those
human relationships.”
By strengthening these lenders, Worthy
adds, “LoanWell is building muscle in communities that need it.”
Demand for affordable credit far outstrips supply. “Loans made to small and
midsize businesses are down about 40
percent since 2008,” Straight says. “Some
70 percent of small business owners say
that they do not have access to the level
of funding they need.”

He and Worthy are passionate about
helping community lenders who are trying
to fill the gap—and who are willing to give
a chance to minority and female entrepreneurs who are “typically left out of the
financial market.”
A CDFI in Raleigh called Thread Capital
began using LoanWell’s service two years
ago. “In 2019, Thread Capital made around
100 loans,” Worthy says. “In 2020, they did
something like 3,000.”
According to Jonathan Brereton, executive director at Thread Capital, “Our
old systems never would have made this
possible.”133

Data Could Rewrite the Narrative
Worthy and Straight are thrilled with
LoanWell’s growth in the past 18 months:
from three clients to 22, with annual recurring revenue at over $800,000. And they
are helping the organizations they set out
to serve: 70 percent of their customers are
CDFIs, while another 13 percent are social
impact lenders.
But what excites them the most is the possible role LoanWell could play in proving a
better way to do the business of lending.
“The really big play here is data,” Worthy
emphasizes. Unlike many other fintech
products that perform pieces of the work,
LoanWell’s system collects all the data involved in the story of a business loan. Over
time, data will show whether or not community lenders made a good bet on people
that traditional banks turned down.
He believes the data will show that it’s
good business after all to wager on these
business owners.
“I grew up in a neighborhood two blocks
from the projects,” Worthy says. “And there
was a lot of great stuff going on in that community.” So he’s frustrated by outsiders
who view the average business owner in
these neighborhoods as “lesser.”
What they need, he emphasizes, is opportunity. If in 10 or 20 years LoanWell can show
the data that undergirds a new narrative—
one that moves banks away from overreliance on people’s credit scores or thin
credit histories—Worthy says he can retire
a happy man. +
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A Tale of Two
Ecosystems
LoanWell illustrates
the necessity of
supportive ecosystems
for enterprise solutions
to poverty in two ways.
FIRST, SUCH AN ECOSYSTEM
NURTURED ITS OWN
DEVELOPMENT.
→ Co-founders Bernard Worthy
and Justin Straight benefited
from officing at American
Underground in Durham,
a nationally known start-up
hub and co-working space.
“We’ve loved the community of
entrepreneurs there,” Straight
says, “and appreciate AU’s
intentionality in attracting
diverse founders of companies.”
→ The Praxis accelerator shaped
their imagination for redemptive
enterprise and connected them
to Christian investors.
→ Commonwealth, a faith-friendly
impact investing initiative,
promoted one of LoanWell’s
funding campaigns, securing
11 new investors.

SECOND, LOANWELL HAS
CARVED A NICHE WITHIN
THE COMMUNITY LENDING
ECOSYSTEM.

→ Rather than trying to offer its
own platform for affordable
credit, it partners with existing
community lenders to strengthen
their capacity for reaching small
business owners. “In 2021 alone,”
Worthy reports, “we partnered
with our clients to move over
$138 million to small businesses
across the US. We could never
have had that kind of impact on
our own.”
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Capacity Builders Serving Impact Investors
A third group of capacity builders serve investors through such activities as:
Providing education
(e.g., on biblical
financial stewardship,
venture philanthropy,
and various forms of
impact investing)

Facilitating networks and events
to connect investors
with entrepreneurs

Performing due
diligence on potential
deals and bringing
such opportunities
to investors who might
be interested

During our research, Christian impact investors voiced that access to “trusted
deal flow” is their number one need. We observed a variety of approaches used by
capacity builders for addressing this hunger.
One approach: curated pitch competitions. Groups like the Lion’s Den DFW and
Commonwealth host these events to showcase entrepreneurs before investors
who might wish to engage with them.
A second approach involves making more personalized introductions between
entrepreneurs and investors in smaller settings. Praxis has facilitated such
connections for the entrepreneurs in its business accelerator.
The consulting firm Nexus Impact Advisors also aids Christian investors eager
to engage in social impact investing. It conducts market research and performs
due diligence on potential deals, then works with clients to align their interests
to particular investment opportunities.
A third approach involves hosting searchable online platforms that showcase a
wide variety of enterprises. Two examples are illustrative:
Faith Driven Investor’s recent
Marketplace initiative (see case study,
page 114) is a tool by which accredited
investors can learn about Christian
entrepreneurs and their businesses.
Over 500 accredited investors have
been using the Marketplace, which
according to FDI has showcased
over 50 funds and 400 deals. In the
Marketplace’s first year of operations,
over $30 million in capital was
invested in various deals.
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Impact Foundation built a system for
enabling high net worth investors to
practice venture philanthropy using
DAF capital. The Foundation has
sourced investment opportunities,
identifying companies engaged in
a range of impact ventures related
to health care, poverty alleviation,
environmental stewardship,
evangelism and discipleship, and
other themes. Depending on the
particularities of the deal, an eligible
investment may include a loan, a
direct equity investment, or a limited
partner interest in a real estate/
private equity/venture fund. As of
October 2021, 302 investors had
invested over $260 million in 279
different enterprises.
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Christian
impact
investors
voiced that
access to
‘trusted deal
flow’ is their
number
one need.

Public Policy and
Entrepreneurship
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four

Thought Leaders and Policy Advocates
A fourth foci of capacity builders involves strengthening the ecosystem
as a whole by promoting enterprise-focused strategies for addressing
poverty and encouraging “pro-entrepreneurship” public policies. These
organizations serve as thought leaders, facilitating networks, convening
educational events, or lobbying government agencies or other
constituencies to support ES2P. They encourage Christian individuals
and institutions to adopt and practice sustainable solutions to poverty—
going beyond alleviation to transformation.
For over 30 years, Acton Institute has educated religious leaders on
classical free market principles. Significant Matters hosts gatherings
urging churches to move toward more development-oriented programs
to address poverty. Chalmers Center trains congregational leaders
in the United States and abroad to pursue economic development
ministries that dignify poor people by shifting from mere Band-Aid
approaches to truly holistic, relational ministry.
The Criterion Institute works with “social changemakers” (including
congregations) to educate them on global finance issues. It encourages
leaders to support policies and practices around financial inclusion
and gender diversity, and to “address power, expertise, and bias in
investment strategies.”134
Faith + Finance similarly hopes to help people of faith “reimagine God’s
economy,” working for economic policies and practices that advance
justice for working people and historically disadvantaged groups and
address growing inequalities.
These diverse groups vary in their level of support for or critique of
the free market system. Nonetheless, they all champion creativity,
innovation, economic empowerment of the materially poor, and assetbased, asset-building strategies.

Capacity Builders

For years, the entrepreneurship and innovation
community has regarded public policy as an
annoying distraction or
irrelevant at best. ‘Leave
me alone and let me build
my business,’ was the
standard posture with
regard to Washington and
even local government. In
recent years, however, it’s
become more and more
clear that public policy is
not only relevant to the
success of entrepreneurs
and startups, but critical–
especially because research has shown that
startup rates in the United
States have been falling
for several decades. Policies regarding research
and development funding,
commercialization and
tech transfer, education
and work-force development, immigration, access
to capital, regulatory
burden and complexity,
and taxes all matter to
entrepreneurs and their
chances of success.
JOHN DE ARIE

President, Center for
American Entrepreneurship
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Networkers Strengthening the Ecosystem
Finally, we observed capacity builders
that focus on creating linkages between entrepreneurs and investors
and/or gathering individuals within the
same sector for collaboration and peerto-peer learning. These groups may
facilitate member associations or more
loosely defined “online communities.”
Faith + Finance, for example, creates
communities among faith, business,
and nonprofit leaders to encourage
fresh thinking about economics
and stewardship as well as new
collaborations for social impact.

78%

Faith Driven Entrepreneur and Faith
Driven Investor, online communities of
marketplace leaders, desire to better
connect their Christian faith with their
work and deepen their role as stewards,
not owners, of their resources.
These networking/linking organizations
host a number of strategic convenings
that serve investors and entrepreneurs
and serve as a rallying point for a host
of capacity builders. Faith Driven
Investor’s and Faith + Finance’s major
summits, for example, aim to deepen
investors’ understandings about

strategically stewarding capital as
Christ-followers.
Their content and speakers overlap
at some points and diverge at others.
Faith + Finance leans toward an
emphasis on economic justice and
“inclusive capitalism,” showcasing a
variety of economic arrangements
including cooperatives and nonprofit
ventures. Faith Driven follows a more
traditional focus of strengthening the
biblical knowledge and personal faith/
moral character of the investor.

The Value of Capacity Builders
Starting and sustaining a social business is incredibly difficult. According to the US
Bureau of Labor Statistics, about 50 percent of all new businesses fail within their
first five years. 135 Less is known about the failure rates of social enterprises, but it’s
likely that they are similar. As a writer for the Stanford Social Innovation Review
comments, “Capitalism is an amazingly creative system for providing goods and
services, but it can also be cold-hearted, weeding out enterprises that aren’t
efficient users of capital, ideas, and labor. Having a social mission does not insulate
a business from the forces of capitalism.”136

2 01 7

A 2017 study by the Failure Institute
found that 78% of the social
enterprises they examined that had
shuttered had not been involved in a
business incubator or accelerator.

Research does suggest that, generally, enterprises that participate in incubators
or accelerators “have a positive effect on job growth in participating firms, and
that firms in incubators receive more business services than firms not associated
with an incubator.”137 Anecdotal reports from faith-motivated incubators suggest
this holds for social businesses as well. Moreover, an oft-quoted study on failure
among social enterprises, conducted in 2017 by the Failure Institute, noted that
78 percent of the failed ventures studied had not participated in an incubator
or accelerator. 138
Many scholars agree that social entrepreneurs face even greater challenges than
conventional founders, largely because of the complexities of holding in tension
the twin drives for social and financial return. As two German scholars of social
enterprise explain, “Social entrepreneurs have to be at least as careful at planning
their businesses and revenue streams as normal businesses and beyond this, in
many cases, need to consider a complex network of interdependent interests of
many stakeholder groups.”139
These realities, they say, make social enterprises “a very peculiar and fragile breed
of startups” that need specialized support services.
In short, the need for effective capacity builders is plainly evident.
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Outfitting for Success
As noted earlier, Christian social entrepreneurs face several common challenges—
some of which mirror those of other entrepreneurs and some of which are unique:
→ Lack of access to capital
→ Deficits in business/

management skills

→ Isolation and burn out

→ Wisdom about how best to integrate

faith values into operations

→ Lack of connections to knowledge-

able individuals who can speak
to general business challenges or
to industry-specific issues

The stress and intensity of founding and leading
a business, especially … when working with and on
behalf of vulnerable people, leads to a lot of burnout.
This is why I believe that building community with
people who understand is so important, usually other
entrepreneurs on a similar journey.
TOM DAWKINS
CEO of StartSomeGood

Christian capacity builders generally target their programs to address these areas.
Different groups, though, have different emphases and provide more value in
certain areas than in others.
For example, some, but not all, faith-motivated capacity builders offer seed
capital or make introductions to potential investors. Hustle PHX is an example,
as it has raised capital and operates in part as a CDFI. As noted earlier, Praxis
and Faith Driven Investor both help broker connections between entrepreneurs
and investors, though in different ways.
Alfa Demmellash and Alex Forrester, veteran capacity builders with Rising
Tide Capital, say they have found that helping entrepreneurs build social capital is
an even greater need than finding financial capital. “We believe that the problem
of poverty in the midst of so much wealth around us,” Forrester says, “is not merely
an issue of the absence of money.”

—
Continued on page 130
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for the Working Poor
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and communities
through entrepreneurship
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Over 1,000
entrepreneurs
served annually;
80% business
survival rate
at 5 years out;
on average,
participants
grow household
income by 62%
within two years.

The typical participant in Rising Tide Capital’s
(RTC) programs is a mom with two kids. She’s
employed full time but struggles to make
ends meet on around $38,000 a year. Through
RTC’s 12-week Community Business Academy,
this woman can learn how to turn a personal
hobby or talent into an income-generating
small business. On average, RTC clients see a
62 percent increase in their household income
within two years from these side ventures,
reports co-founder Alex Forrester.
Forrester and his wife, Alfa Demmellash,
launched the nonprofit while in their early 20s.
They were inspired by Demmellash’s entrepreneurial, immigrant mother, who’d fled Ethiopia in the late 1970s during the “Red Terror”
under dictator Mengistu Haile Mariam.

Most RTC clients start a small venture, and
80 percent of those enterprises are still surviving five years later. That clobbers the 50 percent
national survival rate for small businesses.

Forrester says that RTC can’t take a lot of credit for that. Instead, he applauds the entrepreneurs’ persistence, creativity, and endurance,
In the US, she started a small sewing business— as well as the type of ventures they pursue.
eventually saving enough to both educate
Even how they define success.
her daughter privately in her homeland and
then bring her to America at age 12. “Even the
“Many entrepreneurs we work with are starting
humblest of businesses can have an impact
with very few resources,” he explains. “By
that spans generations,” Forrester says. “Our
family is living proof.”
He and Demmellash both attended Harvard
as undergraduates. Neither majored in business, so when they started Rising Tide Capital,
they learned business principles along the
way, rather than from a textbook. That experience helped as they wrote the curriculum for
the Community Business Academy and their
fellow entrepreneurs.

“We had a much better sense of what information would be most practical and helpful,”
Forrester says. They could then translate that
information in a way that was accessible and
tangible for every entrepreneur they assisted—
even a mom starting a small business out of
her busy home.
The Community Business Academy launched
in 2006 with just 15 participants. By 2021, it
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had graduated 3,500 entrepreneurs. It has now
replicated its model through local partners
in nine states across the country. RTC offers
year-round follow-up to its graduates in the
form of one-to-one coaching, connections to
industry experts, and help getting financing.
On average, RTC works with an entrepreneur
for two to three years, and Forrester points
to the long-term relationship and support as
crucial to the model’s positive impact.

“

We know the
difference that
even the humblest
of businesses
makes in the lives
of families and the
children growing
up in an entrepreneurial household.
ALE X FORRE S TER
Co-Founder, Rising Tide Capital
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To heal our fragmented and
isolated communities, we need
to be proximate to one another—
both in our challenges and in the
creativity we pursue to solve them.
ALE X FORRE S TER
Co-Founder, Rising Tide Capital

necessity, they begin with flexible business
models, part-time and home-based. They
may have little start-up or fixed costs, and
this enables them to flex with the ups and
downs of the market.”
These entrepreneurs navigate through
many obstacles and challenges on their
journey, but every small step holds incredible potential. “Eventually, the business
may grow into a full-time endeavor,”
Forrester says. “In the meantime, it is
generating crucial income for the family.”
RTC invests in the business management
skills of the entrepreneurs too. “The
venture idea will likely change and evolve,”
Forrester explains, “but it’s the skills and
the investment in the entrepreneur herself
that we are focused on.”
RTC is committed to the vision that
entrepreneurship plays a powerful role in
the context of working poverty. Observers might not initially see the benefit of
supporting such small-scale efforts—their
initial size and growth curves appear too
modest to make a difference.
“The counter-cultural message that we’ve
been trying to lift up,” Forrester says, “is
that we shouldn’t apply the same evaluatory logic of size, scale, and speed to
these ventures that is typically used in the
commercial world.
“If you look at what that small enterprise
means to a family navigating the challenges of financial insecurity and instability,
the extra $500 a month it brings in can be
absolutely life-changing.”
RTC has invested significantly in its ability
to track the impact of its work, including
longitudinal analysis of key metrics: number of businesses and jobs created, business

revenue, and household income. Its track
record is impressive: serving about 1,000
entrepreneurs annually across several
training sites in New Jersey and helping
them more than double their sales revenue
within two years.
Those businesses also have positive ripple
effects in their communities. In 2019,
for example, program graduates started
97 new businesses, strengthened 398
businesses, and expanded 305 businesses,
leading to the creation of 219 new jobs.
Yet RTC’s vision goes beyond even these
short-term indicators, because “businesses and jobs come and go,” says Forrester.
Instead, he looks at the impact on the
extended social networks of those whose
businesses are generating economic opportunity and increased financial security.
That’s RTC’s longest lasting and most
important influence.
“Entrepreneurs are change-agents and
grassroots leaders in their neighborhoods,”
he says. “And in their families. We know
the difference that even the humblest of
businesses makes in the lives of families
and the children growing up in an entrepreneurial household.”

Proximity and relationship are the guiding
principles underlying RTC’s work, Forrester says. The key is “coming into true
relationship and forming a community
of support.” For example, RTC only hires
instructors for its academy who are current
or former small business owners. And RTC
hosts its classes directly in the communities it serves. “We started on Martin Luther
King Drive in Jersey City 18 years ago, and
we are still there today.”
“Capital” is also a crucial word in RTC’s
model—not only access to financial capital
but an investment in human capital, in
knowledge, and in social capital. “At the
very beginning of RTC,” Demmellash explains, “we emphasized financial capital by
operating a loan fund. But within a couple
years we saw that what was really needed
was a complementary infrastructure of
support for the entrepreneurs themselves:
education, business management, connections with others.”
Some of those connections are with
entrepreneurs from different life contexts.
While RTC reserves 80 percent of the seats
in its academy for low- to moderate-income
individuals, the other 20 percent are open
to anyone, Forrester says. “People with
MBAs can join and find themselves sitting
next to a single parent or someone just
returned from the criminal justice system.
And with our experiential education
methodology, everyone is challenged by the
curriculum—it’s a level playing field.”

RTC points to graduates who have gone on
to start new community-serving nonprofits
or win election to local public offices. “The
social good that these entrepreneurs can
do in their communities is directly related,
we think, to the amount of affirmation and
support they receive in their journeys,”
This mingling, RTC hopes, will foster
Forrester says. “Our goal is to come alongrelationships across socioeconomic divides.
side them and put our shoulders behind
“To heal our fragmented and isolated comthem and the vision they are pursuing.”
munities, we need to be proximate to one
another—both in our challenges and in the
“That’s our way of pouring love out into the
creativity we pursue to solve them.” +
world in concrete form.”
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Instead, Demmellash says, the entrepreneurs
themselves need what she calls “a complementary infrastructure,” with business skills as well as
avenues of connection to other entrepreneurs
from different walks of life and economic strata.
OCEAN co-founders Tim Brunk and Chad
Reynolds have shown particular attentiveness
to addressing entrepreneurs’ isolation and
high burnout rates. They pioneered a series
of gatherings called Unpolished, where
entrepreneurs shared their struggles and
aspirations, without pitching. Over 400 people
attended the first meeting—demonstrating
the hunger entrepreneurs have for authentic
community. And such groups provide not only
moral support, but also accountability and the
chance to learn from others’ journeys.
As noted earlier, one of Praxis’ key strengths is its
thoughtfulness around “redemptive” practices.
It is helping entrepreneurs with both personal
spiritual formation practices and with tools to
assess just how the goods and services they offer
contribute to cultural renewal.

We also reached
out to five
organizations—
OCEAN, Rising
Tide Capital,
Praxis, LAUNCH
Chattanooga,
and End Poverty—
to ask about
how they track
impact.

To gain further insight into the value of the work
done by faith-motivated capacity builders, our
survey asked how many entrepreneurs they
served and how they measured the impact of their
services. Generally, respondent organizations
were small, serving on average 25 entrepreneurs
per year. However, some organizations reached
hundreds or thousands of clients annually. Fiftyseven percent did attempt to measure their social
impact. The metrics they used varied greatly,
and included:
→ Number of ventures launched and

income generated

→ Number of jobs created and sustained
→ Number of women employed or

owning businesses

→ Wage rates and/or household income
→ Employment rate of program graduates

rising tide capital began with a small program in 2004 that served 15 entrepreneurs

annually. It now works with about 1,000 entrepreneurs annually through six sites in New
Jersey. In 2018, it helped 105 entrepreneurs launch new businesses. Those entrepreneurs—
as well as established entrepreneurs whose ventures RTC helped to grow—created 426 new
jobs. On average, these ventures increase their sales 112 percent within two years. Perhaps
most impressively, 87 percent of new ventures have a survival rate beyond the five-year mark.
pr a xis invites 24 redemptive ventures into its business and nonprofit accelerator

programs annually. From 2011 to 2020, it served over 190 enterprises, with foci ranging
from loan processing to AIDS care, and from indoor farming to sustainable housing.
These enterprises generated $355 million in revenue in 2019. A remarkable 94 percent
of the ventures have survived.
oce an has helped 52 high-tech businesses launch—and the firms are doing well. In a sector

where 90 percent of high-tech start-ups close within 18 months, 60 percent of OCEAN
accelerator alumni are operating and growing. Altogether, 172 founders have participated in
OCEAN’s small business training, and collectively they have created over 200 jobs. OCEAN
also tracks funding received by program graduates and reports that “alumni first-round
funding results are approximately three times the national accelerator average.”
l aunch chat tanooga has graduated 661 entrepreneurs from its business training

program, and two-thirds have gone on to start new businesses. LAUNCH tracks the
number of businesses started; the cumulative survival rate among all start-ups, which
is updated every six months (currently: 81%); the number of jobs created (485); and the
percentage of new ventures that are female-owned (66%) or minority-owned (76%).

end povert y tracks the number of businesses its loans help to create and sustain. Since

its start in 1985, the organization reports helping to build over 200,000 small businesses
in the developing world.
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Social entrepreneurs have to be at least as careful at planning
their businesses and revenue streams as normal businesses and
beyond this, in many cases, need to consider a complex network
of interdependent interests of many stakeholder groups. This
makes them a very peculiar and fragile breed of startups that
consequentially requires a very different set of support services.
J. PIET HAUSBERG AND SABRINA KORRECK
Mapping the Social Business Incubator Landscape

How Capacity
Builders Contribute
to Reducing Poverty
FIGURE 18 visualizes the various ways
that capacity builders in the ecosystem contribute to poverty reduction.
Some make a direct impact by (a)
working with low-income or historically disadvantaged people to assist
them in starting microenterprises, or
(b) supporting entrepreneurs whose
ventures are specifically aimed at
some aspect of poverty alleviation
(such as providing affordable housing
or irrigation systems).

Others more indirectly serve
the cause: they assist individuals or
organizations who go on to establish
or scale-up enterprises that create
new job opportunities for poor people
and/or contribute to local economic
development through the purchasing
of local goods and services.

FIGURE 18

How Capacity Builders Build Pathways to Poverty Reduction

pover t y
reduc tion

pathways

CBs train / support lowincome entrepreneurs in
the United States.

CBs train / support lowincome entrepreneurs in
the Majority World.

CBs train / support
minority entrepreneurs ...

... and their businesses
hire minorities.

CBs equip / support SMEs ...

... and these SMEs
create jobs.

CBs support / coach
redemptive for-profit
ventures ...

... and these ventures
increase economic
development.

CBs train frontline actors
in model ES2P programs ...

... and these actors
implement Faith
& Finance, IDAs,
or matched savings
programs that benefit
low-income participants.
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debate

Can entrepreneurship
be taught?
It is clear that many
social entrepreneurs
lack specific
business skills and
that a number of
faith-motivated
capacity builders
are addressing that
through their training
and incubator or
accelerator programs.
What’s less clear is
what can and cannot
be taught.
For years researchers have
debated the existence of
an “entrepreneurial gene,”
a certain personality type
that gives someone the drive
and creativity required for
entrepreneurial success.
Rebecca White, who directs
the Entrepreneurship Center
at the University of Tampa
contends that “you cannot give
someone the passion, resilience,
and drive they need to succeed.
[A] lot of [entrepreneurship]
comes from within.”140
In contrast, social entrepreneurship professor Scott
Sherman argues:
“For a long time, people thought
that these [entrepreneurial]
traits were fixed. You either had
them or you didn’t. There were
some people who were born
creative, and others who would
never have an ounce of creative
inspiration. There were some
people who were naturally
optimistic, and others who
just were naturally pessimistic.
People couldn’t change. But
now we know that people can
132 these competencies.”141
develop

Key Challenges
Securing Funding

Securing funding is a key challenge for capacity builders. Many are nonprofit
intermediary organizations that do not provide direct services to end users.
Rather, they train/equip/empower others to reach that ultimate beneficiary. As
such, they can struggle to attract philanthropic support. Some foundations don’t
want to fund a “middleman”; they want their money going directly to organizations
on the frontlines.

“The role of organization builder is not a familiar or comfortable one for many
foundations,” reports the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation. 142
To raise revenue, some nonprofit capacity builders use a fee-for-service model,
charging tuition for training courses or cohorts. Even so, that fee rarely covers
the true cost of the services. Moreover, incubators trying to help low-income
entrepreneurs are hesitant to charge much.
Indeed, this dilemma reveals a key similarity between many capacity builders and
the entrepreneurs they seek to help: how to balance financial and social goals.
The trainers/incubators desire to help launch new ventures while also building
sustainable revenue streams that enable them to continue providing their services.
As one study of 71 social impact incubators (SIIs) revealed, they may be more
likely to accept into their programs SEs with the most promising social impact
visions rather than those SEs with the best ability to pay for their services. 143
We expect that capacity builders will have to continue to rely on raising support
from individual donors and foundations.

Measuring Impact

Measuring impact is a second and related challenge to the funding gap. To the
extent that capacity builders fail to establish clear success metrics and then
monitor and document their progress in attaining them, they falter when trying
to make the case for support.

Our research suggests that, to be most attractive to potential donors, capacity
builders working with start-ups should track the number of new ventures
launched, the number of jobs those ventures create, and their failure rate.
Organizations coaching existing ventures could track whether their participants
are increasing in their sales and creating additional jobs. Too many capacity
builders do not do this kind of tracking.
Others track instead the amount of funding secured by the entrepreneurs they
have assisted. Writing in Harvard Business Review, Sramana Mitra, founder of the
global incubator One Million by One Million, argues this is the wrong approach:
Most incubators use funding as a success metric, which is a
somewhat flawed criterion. Over 99% of companies should
operate as organically grown, self-sustaining businesses—
bootstrapped, without external financing. For them the goal
is to achieve customer validation, not financing.
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ES2P Survey Snapshot

Listening to Christian Capacity Builders
Eighty-one respondents in Ormond Center’s 2021 survey self-identified as capacity
builders. 144 Their responses allowed us to glean insights about the form and focus of
these groups as well as their faith, activities, and clients.

Organization Type

As expected, a strong majority (73% ) of the capacity builders were incorporated
as 501(c)(3) nonprofits. Fourteen percent were LLCs. Two respondents listed
themselves as sole proprietors and two as co-ops.

Organization Size

Generally, these capacity-building organizations were modest in size, with 10 as
the median number of employees. The median number of entrepreneurs they were
serving was 25.

Client Focus

PROFILE

Photo courtesy of LoanWell.
See profile, page 122.

While the main constituency served is Christian entrepreneurs, a significant number
of respondents indicated that their organizations were also working with nonChristian entrepreneurs/organizations. For 41 PERCENT of the capacity builders,
Christians made up less than half of those they served. AbouT 12 PERCENT reported
that none or almost none of those served were Christians.

Geographic Focus

Thirty-nine percent of the capacity builders were working in the United States
exclusively, and among those, 41 PERCENT limited their operations to just one locality.
Thirty-two percent of the capacity builders were working in both the United States
and abroad. Just under a quarter (24% ) were working exclusively abroad, and of
those, the main foci was on Africa or Asia.

41%

Faith

As noted earlier, among the three main actors in the ecosystem, capacity builders
were the most likely to be identifiable as Christian. Seventy-four percent of the
capacity builders explicitly identify as Christian in their mission statement or
descriptive materials. 72 PERCENT said that people observing their websites
or other marketing materials would “definitely” or “probably” identify them as
Christian organizations. 79 PERCENT said that all or most of their clients knew they
were Christian organizations. Just over three-quarters (77% ) reported that their
organizations used religious criteria when hiring senior leaders.

41% of capacity builders were
working mostly with clients who
did not self-identify as Christian.

A strong majority of the capacity builders operationalized their faith in practical ways.
For example:

5 4%

→ 88 PERCENT said their faith influenced the organization’s day-to-day

decision-making “a great deal” or “quite a bit” (see FIGURE 19 on page 136).

→ 94 PERCENT said faith influenced their big-picture decisions “a great deal”

or “quite a bit.”

→ 83 PERCENT said that staff members prayed aloud in meetings “often” or “very often.”
→ 81 PERCENT said staff discussed matters of faith “often” or “very often.”

These practices and commitments did not mean that the organizations retreated
into religious silos. Eighty-eight percent indicated that their organizations would
“definitely” or “probably” partner with non-Christian organizations. Moreover,
54 PERCENT said they would “definitely” accept government funding, and another
26 PERCENT said they “probably” would.

Capacity Builders

54% of capacity builders said
they would “definitely” accept
government funding.

—
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ORGANIZ ATION PROFILE

Freedom Business Alliance

Scaling the Freedom
Business Movement
ORGANIZ ATION T YPE

Network
E S T.

2016
LOC ATION

HQ in US
Partners
Internationally
MIS S ION

Creating business
solutions to
human trafficking
IMPAC T

2,000-plus
Freedom
Business Jobs

Without steady employment opportunities, 80 percent of rescued human trafficking survivors will end up re-trafficked.145
Though public awareness of global slavery
has grown exponentially and more organizations have joined the fight, more
holistic, enduring solutions are needed.
Traffickers prey on specific vulnerabilities.
In the developing world, this usually means
extreme poverty. While rescue and restoration
efforts are irreplaceable, it’s vital to also
eliminate survivors’ economic vulnerability.

C APACIT Y BUILDERS

Enter the “freedom business” movement.
A host of (typically small) companies have
emerged to provide training and sustainable
employment for survivors. Some operate
as for-profits, such as Savhera (Hindi for
“new beginnings”)—an India-based social
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enterprise that sells essential oils and related
accessories. Other times these ventures are
launched by a nonprofit aftercare organization.
Tamar Center, for example, has been reaching out to “bar girls” (prostitutes) in Pattaya,
Thailand, since 1999. In addition to counseling
and its House of Peace—a safe place for the
girls to come outside of work—the Tamar Center offers vocational training and jobs making
jewelry, which is then sold in its online store.
Even as more of these freedom businesses
emerge, their overall impact is limited by their
small scale. Savhera, for example, has just nine
women on the payroll.
Enter the Freedom Business Alliance (FBA).
Founded in 2015, FBA supports these companies and helps them grow. “We’re the only
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global network creating business solutions to human trafficking,”
says Rachel Rose Nelson, executive director.
Freedom businesses face four main barriers to scale, Nelson says—
each of which FBA addresses:

Awareness
FBA shares the vision and need for freedom businesses through regular
communication, including its Freedom Business Magazine, which
publishes stories that showcase transformational impact.

We’re the only global
network creating
business solutions
to human trafficking.
R ACHEL ROSE NEL SON
Executive Director,
Freedom Business Alliance

Research
FBA brings freedom businesses together in a network and conducts
research to help identify best practices.

Training
In 2021, leaders from 18 ventures joined with FBA staff to define what
a freedom business is and does. They identified: 1) a mission to end
human trafficking, 2) transparent governance and accountability, 3)
good working conditions, 4) fair pay, 5) a healing-centered workplace,
and 6) concern for external stakeholders. FBA then crafted a training
curriculum for others interested in starting freedom businesses.

Business Development
FBA also offers training in the latest industry insights and practices,
to help with sales and marketing.

Perhaps FBA’s most powerful benefit is its “wholesale
initiative”—an eCommerce platform on which members can sell their goods, targeting independent retail
stores focused on ethical fashion and home goods. By
June 2022, FBA hopes to introduce retail sales as well.
Currently, over 100 freedom businesses, operating in
28 countries, have joined FBA. Member enterprises
range from the consumer goods sector (fashion, home
goods, jewelry) to the food and beverage industry, and
even the tech industry. For example, Regenesys 146
hires and trains trafficking survivors to do photo editing for a variety of businesses, including real estate
firms.
FBA also includes “freedom business champions,” who
might design custom products for member enterprises,
or sell or market their goods and services.

“Most businesses seek to hire the best and brightest—
people Steve Jobs called ‘A players,’” Nelson explains.
“Freedom businesses seek to employ those who are
often unskilled, uneducated, and suffering from the
effects of trauma that often negatively impacts their
work performance.”
These businesses require profitability but still put
people above profits, Nelson says. “This can look like
helping employees process their experiences in supportive community, helping them establish their first
bank accounts, and supporting them as they navigate
complex personal issues and set goals for their future.”
Nelson’s personal motivation springs from the words of
Isaiah 61:1 about “proclaiming freedom for the captives.”
That, she says, is what the member firms of FBA do
every day. +

Though faith is not a requirement, an estimated
95 percent of FBA members are faith driven entrepreneurs, Nelson reports. The freedom business model
makes no worldly sense, she adds; it embodies the
upside-down kingdom of God that Christians
are called to live out.
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Operationalizing Faith
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| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021.

Evangelism

Capacity builders were more likely than the
other two groups to report that evangelizing
was part of their mission (43%). Among that
group, 53 percent reported that evangelism
mission was “extremely” or “very” central to their
organization’s mission.

We hypothesize that this greater emphasis on
evangelism among capacity builders emerges
from two factors. First, the nature of the work
(training and coaching) typically involves multiple
connections over time, thus affording greater

opportunity to forge genuine relationships with
clients than would occasional or episodic contacts.
Second, as noted earlier, a considerable
percentage of capacity builders indicated that
they were working with non-Christians. Such
clients had chosen to receive services from these
capacity builders, the majority of whom were
explicit about their Christian identity. Staff and
volunteers in the capacity-building organizations
likely felt comfortable talking about their faith in
such a context.

Engagement in Fighting Poverty
As was the case with entrepreneurs and investors, less than half of capacity builders (43%) reported that
their organizations operated with a specific definition of poverty.
Most of the capacity builders (71%) focused completely or mostly on lifting people out of poverty.
Seventy-five percent focused “somewhat,” “quite a bit,” or “a great deal” on upstream causes
of poverty, with 38 percent of those naming it as a major part of their focus.

Methods
Respondents were asked what activities they engaged in to achieve impact, and selected from a multiple
choice list. They could pick up to three methods. As shown in TABLE H , the most common method for
achieving impact, selected by 59 percent, involved efforts to increase the quality of the leaders/
enterprises with which they worked.
The next most common method, selected by 47 percent of respondents, involved efforts to increase
quantity (such as the number of enterprises served). Forty-four percent of the capacity builders reported
they engaged in trying to build supportive ecosystems for social entrepreneurship.
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Measuring Impact
Roughly the same number of capacity
builders (57%) as entrepreneurs (58%)
had identified a specific measure for
assessing their social impact, compared
to only 28 percent of investors. The
capacity builders were twice as likely
than the other two groups to attempt to
measure their spiritual impact. Forty-six
percent of capacity builders said they did
this, compared with just 25 percent of
entrepreneurs and 28 percent of investors
(see FIGURE 20 ).
Asked what metrics they employ to gauge
their social impact, respondents gave
many different examples, ranging from
program graduation rates to employment
rates to the number of jobs created. The
most common response (though selected
by only a handful) was the number of
ventures started or strengthened.
Responses were also quite diverse
regarding metrics for assessing spiritual
impact. But here, a third of the capacity
builders who try to evaluate their
spiritual impact say their metric is the
program participant’s engagement in
church services or Christian education/
Bible studies. The next most common
metric was the number of conversions
to Christian faith.

Movement Makers
Obviously, fighting poverty effectively
requires frontline entrepreneurs
implementing solutions and financial
investors backing their work. But scaling
and replicating effective solutions,
improving entrepreneurs’ performance,
increasing the number of investors,
facilitating learning across geographies,
and strengthening collaboration among
field participants—these all require
the work of a third key actor: capacity
builders. The diversity and strengths of
the capacity builders we observed in the
Christian ES2P field are both encouraging
signs of health and indicators that the
field is maturing, evolving closer to a
genuine social movement. +

TA B L E H

|

Methods Capacity Builders Use to Achieve Impact

method

percent

incre a se qualit y
Increase impact by improving quality of products and services.

59%

incre a se quantit y
Increase the number of people employed, people served,
products made, investments made.

47%

e s tablish a supportive ecos ys tem
Increase impact by creating or joining a larger network
or movement to support and strengthen individual enterprises.

4 4%

diversif y communitie s served
Increase impact by reaching new or frontier markets or offering
products and services to new groups of people in current locations.

33%

promote model
Increase impact by encouraging the replication of your organization’s
model by promoting your organization and its activities to others.

27%

e xpand geogr aphic ally
Increase impact by offering existing products, services,
and programs in new locations.

17%

diversif y service s offered
Increase impact by providing new products, services, and programs.

17%

influence public polic y
Increase impact by changing public policy or regulatory environment.

9.9%

other

8.6%

s ou r c e

| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021. n=81.

FIGURE 20

Measuring Impact
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| Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey, 2021.
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C A SE S TUDY

BLACK CHURCH FOOD SECURITY NETWORK

A “Soil-to-Sanctuary”
Pipeline
C ATEGORY

Capacity Builder
T YPE

Emerging Pioneer
E S T.

2016
LOC ATION

Baltimore, MD
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Churches can identify and creatively redeploy existing assets
in new ways that benefit their
communities economically.
t wo

Rather than run food pantries or
soup kitchens, churches can better address the problem of food
deserts and food insecurity by
creating new markets that directly connect buyers and sellers.
three

Churches that band together
into networks for common
purposes can accomplish largerscale and more sustainable
solutions.
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For years, Rev. Dr. Heber Brown III grew
increasingly dismayed as his parishioners suffered from preventable diseases
tied to poor nutrition. Lack of access to
fresh, healthy food is one of the most
serious challenges in his economically
distressed Baltimore City neighborhood.
According to the Johns Hopkins Center
for a Livable Future, 34 percent of Black
residents in Baltimore live in food deserts,
compared with 8 percent of white residents.147
While he appreciated food pantries and
soup kitchens, Brown wanted to get to the
root. So he urged Pleasant Hope Baptist

Church to reimagine its land use for community good: converting the lawns around
the church into community gardens.
Shifting funds previously earmarked for
landscaping and lawn mowing, they instead
purchased new raised beds, seeds, and
soil. Soon, the garden was producing over
1,000 pounds of fresh produce annually.
Shortly afterward, in April 2015, Baltimore exploded into the national news
when 25-year-old Freddy Gray died
from injuries incurred while in police
transport. Frustration over years of
police abuse boiled over into riots. The
mayor mandated a curfew and closed
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Frontier of Practice
WH0

A network connecting Black congregations
with Black farmers across the Mid-Atlantic
region, addressing issues of food insecurity.

WHAT

Supplying fresh produce from Black farmers
to Black congregations in urban food deserts—
thus creating a “soil-to-sanctuary” pipeline that
serves low- and moderate- income customers.

WHY

HOW

Food deserts disproportionately exist in lowincome communities of color, and the lack of
healthy, fresh food is a contributor to several
illnesses common in the Black community.

In addition to connecting directly with Black
farmers, Black congregations gain training and
seed capital to start community gardens.

Lack of access to fresh, healthy food is one of
the most serious challenges in Baltimore City.

Brown knew that Pleasant Hope alone
couldn’t meet the needs. He contacted
the Black Dirt Farm Collective—which
farms Harriet Tubman’s ancestral lands
on Maryland’s Eastern Shore—and
asked them to spread the word.
Soon, trucks and church vans loaded
with produce began rolling into Pleasant
Hope’s parking lot. The church transformed its multipurpose room into a food
distribution center. Volunteers loaded
produce into private vehicles and set up
shop on street corners.
After two weeks, Brown realized there was
no reason this emergency network couldn’t
become permanent—marrying supply and
demand to bring economic empowerment.
Thus, Brown launched the Black Church

Food Security Network (BCFSN),148 what
he calls a “soil-to-sanctuary pipeline.”

supported agriculture (CSA) program.
Now, its website features a Black Farmer
Directory to help congregational leaders connect with Black producers.

He encouraged other Black pastors and
churches in Baltimore to reimagine their
assets, turning their land into gardens,
“They’ve opened up doors and allowed us
their kitchens into healthy cooking demon- to hit a market we would not be in otherstration centers, and their parking lots into wise,” says Herb Brown Jr. (no relation to
farmers markets. Pleasant Hope started
Heber) of Browntown Farms in Warfield,
hosting a monthly Soil to Sanctuary FarmVirginia. “It’s also a point of pride for us,
ers Market. It reinvests the profits into the
that we’re sharing our products with peoNetwork, which offers training and $1,000
ple who enjoy and appreciate it and need
start-up grants to member congregations.
healthy food.”149 +
Leading a charge like this was a natural
fit for Pleasant Hope. The congregation
has encouraged economic empowerment for years, offering financial literacy workshops to help members and
community residents address debt, and
learn to gain and manage wealth.

—
Adapted from Agents of Flourishing by Amy
L. Sherman. Copyright (c) 2022 by Amy L.
Sherman. Published by InterVarsity Press,
Downers Grove, IL. www.ivpress.com

Today, the BCFSN boasts 50-some
church members and 60 Black-owned
farms. In 2020, it launched a community
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BCFSN

the schools, meaning no free lunches for
low-income students; many corner stores
closed their doors. And hungry families
started calling Pleasant Hope for help.

C A SE S TUDY

PRA XIS ACCELERATOR

Nurturing “Redemptive
Entrepreneurs”
C ATEGORY

Capacity Builder
T YPE

Emerging Pioneer
E S T.

2011
LOC ATION

New York, NY
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

Biblical faith offers insights
for diagnosing brokenness in
particular industry sectors and
cultivating the imagination for
potential solutions.
t wo

Fostering cultural renewal
requires entrepreneurs to go
beyond the ethical (“fair play”) to
the redemptive (“creative restoration through sacrifice”).
three

Capacity builders need to help
Christian entrepreneurs with
personal spiritual formation, so
that promising strategies and
operations don’t fall short of
desired impact due to lack of
redemptive leadership.
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According to Entrepreneur magazine, the
number of business accelerators in the
United States has increased tenfold since
2008. The Praxis Accelerator distinguishes itself from some 200 others by providing
entrepreneurs with a practical, biblically
informed framework that enables them to
be agents of cultural renewal.
Praxis’ founders, Dave Blanchard and
Josh Kwan, teamed up with partners and
colleagues to call that framework “redemptive entrepreneurship.” Praxis’ leaders
coined the term after both theological re-

flection and their observations of multiple
Christian founders who “were embodying
creative restoration through sacrifice,”
says Rob Albright, director of programs.
The redemptive entrepreneurship
framework focuses attention on three
dimensions of work: strategy, operations,
and leadership. Theoretically, in each, an
entrepreneur could pursue an exploitive,
ethical, or redemptive way of working.
The exploitive way of working involves
seeking gain at others’ expense. The
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Frontier of Practice
WH0

An enterprise accelerator that supports and
equips entrepreneurs in the nonprofit and forprofit worlds to be agents of cultural renewal.

WHAT

Equipping founders with a framework to
become more imaginative and effective in
crafting ventures that are redemptive in
leadership, strategy, and operations.

WHY

HOW

Ethical business is essential but often insufficient
for bringing about genuine renewal through
innovation in broken sectors and industries.

Praxis’ mentor-coaches equip 12 nonprofit
and 12 for-profit start-up founders per year
to apply the redemptive entrepreneurship
framework through a highly selective, ninemonth accelerator.

The redemptive way is fundamentally othercentered, seeking others’ good even to our
own disadvantage through an ‘I sacrifice, we
win’ approach.
ROB ALBRIGHT
Director of Programs, Praxis

“The redemptive way,” Albright explains,
“is fundamentally other-centered, seeking
others’ good even to our own disadvantage
through an ‘I sacrifice, we win’ approach.
“This pattern imitates Jesus’ work in saving the world and it becomes the pattern
for our daily work as we seek to serve
the world.”
Going beyond the ethical is necessary if
Christian entrepreneurs want to change
broken systems, argues Andy Crouch,
Praxis Partner for Theology and Culture.
“We are not only in the world to maintain
ethical systems,” he says, “but to repair
systems that have become corrupt, or at
least places where we need to ‘beware.’”

Just 24 ventures are invited into the Praxis tions and how their venture will operate in
Accelerator annually: 12 nonprofits and 12
its particular sector.
for-profits. As they vet potential participants, Albright says, they’re “looking for
“Sometimes, the framework hasn’t necesfounders who are designing an innovative
sarily changed what these entrepreneurs
solution to something broken in their
are doing,” Albright adds, “but it has prosector and whose ventures have potential
vided language and clarity to why and how
to scale either in size or in the replication
they take a redemptive approach in their
of their core idea.”
particular industries/sectors.”
Praxis leaders introduce the redemptive
framework early on. Praxis also recruits mentors with specialized venture-building expertise to coach the Fellows over the ninemonth program. “We ask our mentors to
read about and reflect on the redemptive
frame,” Albright says, “and then apply it to
the topic they’re teaching or coaching on.”

Redemptive Entrepreneurship
in Action

He can tell when Fellows have caught the
vision: In their pitches at the end of the
program, they articulate how the redemptive frame has shaped their internal opera-

Sears explains that this is “a way to take
digital work that is being offshored and
direct it toward workers and areas that
would not typically access it.”

Mark Sears, founder of Cloud Factory,
joined the business track in the 2014 accelerator. The redemptive framework helped
shaped his company’s strategy of “impact
sourcing.”

Continued on page 142
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PRAXIS
ACCELERATOR

ethical focuses on doing no harm, playing
by the rules, adding value—pursuing “winwin” solutions whenever possible.

PR A XIS ACCELE R ATOR

Continued from page 141

His business now employs over 5,000
people worldwide. He not only wants
to create jobs, however, but also to
cultivate a redemptive culture. “At the
core of [our] business,” Sears says, “is
a desire to bless people with meaningful work where they can earn, learn,
and serve their way to becoming
leaders worth following.”150
Attorney Drew Willey of the Houstonbased organization Restoring Justice
is participating in the nonprofit track
of the 2022 accelerator. His organization is trying to bring redemptive
innovation to the criminal justice
system.
“They’re trying to address how people
get represented in the system,” Albright
describes. “They’re creating a more dignifying, rehabilitative approach, one which lowers costs and speeds up the timeline by which people get representation.
“We think their solution is really promising. Even if their venture doesn’t scale to other
locations in the near future, the lessons learned from Restoring Justice can certainly be
applied in other locations.”

Focusing on the Leader
“Praxis is similar to other accelerators in that we’re mentor-driven, peer-based, and
provide tactical advice,” Albright says. “What’s different is the attention that we place
on the leader. We emphasize that as much if not more than the venture.”
To nurture spiritual maturity, Praxis developed a Rule of Life for entrepreneurs—
described as a “set of practices to guard our habits and guide our lives.”
The Rule helps entrepreneurs intentionally think about and steward their time, money,
power, imagination, community, and decision-making. These practical applications
bring the concept of redemptive entrepreneurship to a deeply personal level.
“The redemptive frame is not just something that looks out and says, ‘The world is
exploitive,’” Albright says. “It directs us inward, too, reminding us that we—as sinful,
fallen persons—need to check our own hearts and see the places where we tend to default
to exploitive behavior or settle for just the ethical [rather] than seeking to restore and
repair by dying to self.”

Entrepreneurs as Culture Changers
Leaders at Praxis believe that all confessing Christians are called to be agents of God’s
renewing work in all of life. But they pour their energies specifically into entrepreneurs—
first, because they love working with visionaries and builders; but also because they’re
convinced that entrepreneurs are uniquely positioned to advance cultural renewal.
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But entrepreneurs can use their culture-changing creative
energies in either positive or harmful ways. According to an
essay jointly penned by several Praxis leaders, “The majority
of enterprise has been built on a belief that self-interest is the
best engine for widespread economic and social flourishing. Yet
we are reminded that unmitigated self-interest has profound
destructive power on both founder and society.”151
Changing the world isn’t really that difficult, Crouch notes
ruefully. “All it takes to change the world, per se, is 19 men, four
planes, and one morning. But if you want to change the world for
the better, that is much harder and typically takes much longer.”
Culture-shaping entrepreneurship requires leaders committed
both to ventures that enhance human flourishing and to a personal embrace of humility. Praxis’ desire is to nurture Christian
entrepreneurs who “live out of a cultural counterscript,” Albright
says. “They want to create ventures not as a means to wealth or
fame but as a practical outworking of love of neighbor.

We live at a moment
in history when
entrepreneurs have
disproportionate
influence on everything from the
social problems we
collectively work on
to what we consume,
practice, believe,
and desire.
ANDY CROUCH
Partner, Theology & Culture
PRAXIS
ACCELERATOR

“We live at a moment in history when entrepreneurs have disproportionate influence on everything from the social problems we
collectively work on to what we consume, practice, believe, and
desire,” says Andy Crouch.

“Redemptive entrepreneurs understand that their talents are
gifts from God. They’re choosing to give their lives away for the
sake of others.” +
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C A SE S TUDY

MILLER CENTER FOR SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Empowering
Entrepreneurial Women
C ATEGORY

Capacity Builder
T YPE

Veteran
Trailblazer
E S T.

1997
LOC ATION

Santa Clara, CA
LE S SONS FOR THE FIELD
one

The traditional funding ecosystem undervalues women
entrepreneurs. So new network
initiatives must specifically
focus on female founders.
t wo

Mentoring by veteran business
executives is crucial in successful
accelerators.
three

Leadership coaching benefits
female founders and increases
their confidence.
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“Businesses founded by women receive less
investment capital on average than those
run by men, yet they deliver more than
twice as much per dollar invested.”

The Center’s two other business accelerators
focus on global climate resilience and on
social entrepreneurship in Africa. Like them,
WEE aligns beautifully with the Center’s
drive to end poverty, say Center leaders.

So says Brigit Helms, executive director of
the Miller Center for Social Entrepreneur- “Everyone benefits from women’s empowership. In response to this twofold reality, the ment,” Helms emphasizes. When girls and
Center launched its Women’s Economic
women are better educated and have job
Empowerment Accelerator (WEE) in 2020. opportunities, progress naturally follows—
The program brought together female
in the form of higher household income and
entrepreneurs from around the world for
improvements in health.
a rigorous, hands-on, six-month season of
equipping.
WEE helps cohort members develop what
staff call “a strong, justifiable ask” for
Embedded at Santa Clara University—a
investment capital. These female entrepreJesuit university in Silicon Valley—the
neurs grow in their ability to document and
Miller Center is dedicated to accelerating
clearly communicate both their business
global entrepreneurship to end poverty.
practices and their social impact.
To date, its programs have strengthened
over 1,300 social enterprises.
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Frontier of Practice
WH0

A business accelerator for social enterprises
that addresses various aspects of poverty
through its Women’s Economic Empowerment
Accelerator (WEE).

WHAT

Training female entrepreneurs from around
the world and pairing them with experienced
mentors to help them grow their businesses.

WHY

HOW

Traditionally, female-led companies receive less
investment revenue yet outperform male-led
start-ups. In addition, studies show that all of
society benefits with women at the helm because
they reinvest in their communities.

WEE helps social entrepreneurs validate their
business models, gain communication skills,
and develop a strong ask for investment capital.

Women entrepreneurs still must overcome far greater hurdles for
recognition and investment compared to their male counterparts.
BRIGIT HELMS
Executive Director, Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship

The other 40 percent may be involved in
longer funding rounds or not looking for
capital at their current stage. And some,
admits Karen Runde, the Center’s program
director, end up shuttering their business.
Hearing about those is “the most difficult
part of this job,” she says. To help entrepreneurs who’ve struggled to stay afloat during
the pandemic, the Center established a trust
fund, to make bridge loans.
WEE’s inaugural cohort included female
leaders from 31 social enterprises across
Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the United
States, including Michelle Kurian from
Zambia. Her firm, the Harvest Fund, provides tech-centric agricultural services to
farming cooperatives composed of female,
small-scale farmers.
Cohort member Usri Roy from India is looking to scale up her company, Savhera (“New

Beginnings” in Hindi), which employs
survivors of sexual exploitation. The women
make and market aromatherapy and other
wellness products.
WEE takes “a 360-degree view” on
women’s empowerment, Runde explains—
strengthening women as founders, employees, value chain suppliers, and customers.
Each cohort participant is assigned two
mentors with rich business experience,
many drawn from Silicon Valley. “Our
network of mentors is our ‘secret sauce,’”
says Thao Nguyen, the Center’s program
manager.
Studies show that female entrepreneurs
possess less self-confidence than male
business founders. So, WEE built in oneto-one leadership coaching. Participants
also learn about unconscious bias and gender power dynamics through workshops
presented by Value for Women, a Miller
Center partner.
Miller Center staff say they draw inspiration
from the university’s Jesuit tradition. They
then fuse that with the entrepreneurial
spirit of Silicon Valley to catalyze innovative,
sustainable solutions to poverty.

Case Study

Runde says the Jesuit values are inherent,
not explicit, but they provide a common
imagination for all of the Center’s projects, including the Sisters Blended Value
Project—a mini accelerator for Catholic
women in Eastern and Central Africa. There,
women engage in hands-on apprenticeships
with local social enterprises and learn to
launch revenue-generating businesses, thus
bringing greater economic sustainability to
their work with women and children.
Helms marvels at the resilience she has seen
in female entrepreneurs, despite their being
repeatedly overlooked or discriminated
against. She laments that “even though the
social enterprise movement is at the forefront of innovation and sustainable change
on so many levels, women entrepreneurs
still must overcome far greater hurdles for
recognition and investment compared to
their male counterparts.”
With its powerful emphasis on strengthening women entrepreneurs, WEE proves
how the Miller Center is rewriting that
age-old narrative. +
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MILLER
CENTER

Altogether, the Center’s accelerators boast
a strong track record. According to an
August 2021 survey of program alumni,
60 percent had raised funding within one
year of graduation. By three years out, on
average, graduates had raised $750,000 in
investment capital for their ventures.

C APACIT Y BUILDERS SEC TOR

KEY TRENDS

3
1

2
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Overall, the number of enterprise “catalysts”—
an umbrella term including co-working spaces,
incubators, and business accelerators—has
exploded in the past 15 years. Research from
the Urban Institute found an annual growth
rate among such organizations of 50 percent
each year between 2008 and 2014 152 (though
the trend has since slowed to about 30 percent
per year).153 Some evidence from the Ormond
study also suggests an increase in the number of faith-based catalyst organizations. For
example, 44 percent of the capacity-building
organizations surveyed had been established
within just the past 10 years. Our research also
found examples of catalyst organizations that
had expanded their operations into additional
localities (e.g., Launch’s StartSpark network
growing from one to 15 cities since 2011).

4

Effective capacity builders are essential
to the ES2P ecosystem. Research suggests
the enterprises that participate in capacitybuilding experiences such as incubators and
accelerators receive important benefits that
contribute to their growth and sustainability.
Given that social entrepreneurs often face
even greater challenges than conventional
founders, capacity builders play an especially
important role with social entrepreneurs (SEs).
A study by the Failure Institute found that over
three-quarters of the SEs they examined that
had not participated in a business incubator or
accelerator had closed their doors.

Research suggests that many accelerators
are not doing a good job including women
in their programs. An in-depth study of 24
accelerators found that in 60 percent of
them, women comprised one-third or fewer
of participants. 154 Christian accelerators’ client
focus appears similar (e.g., OCEAN reports
33 percent female participants, and among
Praxis’ graduates, 28 percent were women). In
this context, the Miller Center’s new Women’s
Economic Empowerment Accelerator (see
case study, page 144) is notable. 155

Ormond Center research uncovered
an increasing interest in and movement
toward catalysts specializing their venture
accelerators; that is, creating cohort
experiences for entrepreneurs that are all
working in the same industry sector. 156 We
observed a little movement toward this
among Christian capacity builders too. For
example, in Pittsburgh, Bible Center Church
has operated the Own Our Own Business
Academy since May 2019. In 2020, it began
offering a special cohort training experience
specifically for food-based entrepreneurs
(and opened Oasis Community Kitchen, a
certified shared-use commercial kitchen and
education facility). Leaders from the Praxis
Accelerator (see case study, page 140) report
that they are hearing increased interest
from participating entrepreneurs for more
industry-specific coaching—such as how
Praxis’ redemptive entrepreneurship frame
applies to founders in the real estate or tech
sectors. Praxis intends to develop sectorspecific “playbooks” to meet this need.
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C APACIT Y BUILDERS SEC TOR

SUMMARY INSIGHTS

1

2

3

A variety of capacity builders are making vital
contributions to the field of ES2P. They not
only train and coach social entrepreneurs but
also assist churches and nonprofits desiring more effective engagement in poverty
fighting. Their methods include advocating
for pro-entrepreneurship policies, discipling
and educating investors, and convening and
facilitating networks that bring entrepreneurs
and impact investors together.

Some capacity builders help social entrepreneurs secure access to capital, which
many SEs note as a primary need. Many SEs,
however, also need training in business and
management skills, and capacity builders
must address that effectively with training
and coaching. We observed divergent
paths, with some capacity builders moving
away from providing seed funding (e.g.,
Rising Tide Capital) and others making
that an increasingly important part of their
accelerators/incubators (e.g., Hustle PHX).

4

Research on business training programs
indicates such programs are most effective
when they focus on hands-on (rather than
“classroom”) learning, networking and
collaborating with peers, and providing access
to knowledgeable mentors. 157 Generally, the
Christian capacity builders we identified do
incorporate these elements in their programs,
through some smaller programs are limited
in their duration and offer only classroom
education.

Capacity Builders

Capacity builders need to listen to more
than only the voice of Silicon Valley when
considering how to help entrepreneurial
ventures become genuine contributors to
long-term poverty alleviation in specific
localities. The conventional accelerator
model of rapid scale-up will not necessarily
be best for many social entrepreneurs or for
the communities they desire to influence for
good. “Scaling deep”—helping entrepreneurs
grow their venture organically, with input
from community members, and sticking to
a more patient, long-term horizon—may be
a superior way of growing that protects the
entrepreneurs’ personal impact vision and
brings lasting benefit to the community. 158
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ADVANCING THE FIELD
As the highlighted profiles and case studies illustrate,
there is much to celebrate in the field of Christian
enterprise solutions to poverty (ES2P). The trailblazing
organizations and frontiers of practice noted offer
important lessons for both Christians currently active in
the field and those newly joining the ES2P movement.
In this final section of the field guide, we examine five key barriers holding back progress
in the field. Keeping these and some specific tactical issues of concern in mind, we offer
recommendations for each of the three main actors in the Christian ES2P ecosystem and
note encouraging signs that have emerged in each sector. We then step back to consider
directions for future research and offer closing observations.

Overcoming Five Key Barriers in the Field
One of the greatest barriers to growth in the Christian ES2P field
is the continued hold of a “relief-oriented” mindset among most
congregations and many faith-based nonprofits.
Despite the popularity of important books like When Helping Hurts, most churches
continue to respond to poverty with short-term, commodity-based initiatives. Emergency food, clothing, and money may temporarily ease the symptoms of poverty but do
nothing to help empower the materially poor to rise out of poverty. In the developing
world, for example, when humanitarian relief efforts extend beyond a particular crisis
event (such as a natural disaster), ongoing aid can undercut local producers—throwing
people out of work and preventing local economic growth.
This proclivity toward relief belies a related mindset, one inclined toward charity rather
than empowerment. While compassionate generosity is essential in the Christian life,
so, too, is a high view of the dignity of each person as made in God’s image. Continual
hand-outs, rather than a hand-up, to able-bodied people suffering in material poverty
can communicate paternalism even when unintended. Enterprise solutions, by contrast,
recognize the capabilities and creativity of people in poverty and seek to provide them
opportunities and support as they design their own paths forward.
Several diverse organizations active in the Christian ES2P field (e.g., Chambers Center,
Faith + Finance, Acton Institute) are working hard to shift this deeply entrenched relief/
charity-oriented mindset. This is a notable point of convergence between organizations
otherwise marked by significantly different perspectives on public policy. However, the
labor to encourage new, Christ-honoring responses to need is uphill work. Church leaders and nonprofits need to see examples of pioneering organizations engaged in such
powerful, positive strategies as microlending, matched savings programs, and economic
co-ops. It is the hope of the Ormond Center and its partners that with these examples,
this field guide will nurture enthusiasm among Christian leaders to go beyond relief to
transformational, sustainable development.
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One of the greatest barriers to growth in the
Christian ES2P field is the continued hold
of a ‘relief-oriented’ mindset among most
congregations and many faith-based nonprofits.

The second barrier is a lack of investment in employmentoriented strategies.
Even when churches and nonprofits begin to shift away from relief to development, their focus tends to be on health care, education, or water and sanitation
issues. These all play an important role in addressing the needs of the materially poor. Yet the most effective means of helping (able-bodied) poor people
to exit poverty is through sustainable, full-time jobs. In the United States, for
example, 30.7 percent of the nonworking population lives in poverty compared
to 22 percent of the full-time working population. 159 Rather than addressing the
symptoms of poverty through food and clothing pantries, churches could focus
on root causes such as un- and underemployment. Yet less than five percent of
churches engage in employment support programs (job training, job clubs, job
creation through social enterprise development). 160
In the Majority World, “hundreds of millions living in poverty are excluded from
productive employment opportunities that could give them the power to change
their lives,” according to the Global Impact Sourcing Coalition. 161 This happens, for
example, when materially poor people are shut out of opportunities due to their
economic and social backgrounds; when unreasonable certification qualifications
are demanded;162 when entry into the formal business sector is foreclosed by burdensome, bizarre regulatory systems;163 and when would-be microentrepreneurs
cannot create their own livelihoods because they lack seed capital.
Yet many Christian relief and development organizations do not focus on
ES2P. Atul Tandon of Opportunity International cites two reasons. The first
has already been mentioned: “Most of the funding within the larger world of
Christian relief and development goes to relief response and to long-term
humanitarian development—things like food, water, health.”
Second, the work of economic development is more complex. “To do [it] well,”
Tandon says, “you often have to bring together nonprofit players, local financial
institutions and partners, and international providers of capital. … It’s not as
straightforward as relief.”
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A third barrier to progress is
lack of investment in small and
medium enterprises (SMEs).
SMEs are typically defined as businesses employing between five and
500 persons. In Europe and America,
SMEs account for about 70 percent
of jobs and produce over half of GDP.
As shown in FIGURE 21 , SMEs make up
the bulk of businesses in prosperous
countries. Lower income countries,
in contrast, typically feature many
microenterprises and some very large
corporations, with little in between.
Growing this “missing middle” is a
major key to reducing poverty. It is
encouraging that impact investors
like Talanton champion this cause and
that Christian R&D organizations like
Partners Worldwide choose to focus
on SMEs. But many more groups need
to do so.

The fourth barrier identified, specific to ES2P endeavors in the United
States, concerns lack of investment in Black-owned enterprises.
Many entrepreneurs use equity from their homes to launch their new businesses. Historic
discrimination in housing and lending, though, have contributed to low Black home ownership rates (40.6% versus 74% among whites). 164 Would-be Black entrepreneurs have less
of their own capital to turn to. Moreover, according to the Stanford Institute for Economic
Policy Research, “only one per cent of Black business owners were able to obtain loans in
their founding year.” 165
Christians should be concerned to support Black entrepreneurs as a matter of justice.
This enterprise strategy is also a vital, necessary means of advancing the fight against
poverty in the Black community and addressing the racial wealth gap. (The Federal Reserve estimates that the average Black or Latinx household owns only 15-20 percent of
the net wealth of the average white household). 166
Proposed solutions to the racial wealth gap that rely on charitable/philanthropic responses rather than wealth-building strategies fall short in at least two critical ways. First, they
cannot make a substantial dent in the problem. Second, they fail to center Black individuals and communities themselves as the solution-makers. Enterprise strategies that seek
to create market access and opportunity for Black entrepreneurs (e.g., access to affordable credit) are more dignifying .
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As noted earlier, research shows that Black businesses are much more likely
than white-owned firms to hire Black employees. 167 Moreover, Path to 15 l 55—a
coalition designed to grow Black businesses—argues that “Black business ownership is a proven path to wealth and job creation that concurrently stimulates
the US economy.” 168 It cites research estimating that “if 15 percent of Blackowned businesses are able to hire one more employee, the US economy could
grow by $55 billion.” 169
Encouragingly, the Ormond Center’s landscape scan identified several organizations focused on this issue: Founders of Color, the Minority Entrepreneurship
Initiative, Builders and Backers, Resilient Ventures, and LAUNCH Chattanooga
(and its StartSpark network of capacity builders). All but LAUNCH are relatively
new endeavors. More efforts in this area are needed.

Finally, the “two-pocket” stewardship
paradigm dominant among Christians is
another major barrier to progress in the
ES2P field.
In this perspective, investment is understood
as simply a means for generating financial gain
while charitable giving is viewed as the avenue for achieving spiritual and/or social return.
Generally, Christian financial advisors do not
challenge this mindset.
Consider, for example, how this 2021 post from
Ramsey Solutions (the media outlet of Dave
Ramsey, the country’s best-known Christian
financial advisor) perpetuates the two-pocket
message: “For those who want to make a difference, there are some alternatives to impact
investing you should consider—like investing
the old-fashioned way and making room in your
budget for charitable giving or saving with the
intention of giving to causes and organizations
you care about down the line.” 170

Proposed solutions
to the racial
wealth gap that
rely on charitable
or philanthropic
responses rather
than wealthbuilding strategies
fall short in at least
two critical ways.

Ramsey’s more traditional approach is typical:
Christian Investment Forum’s most recent
survey of some 220 Christian financial advisors
found they are slow to encourage impact investing with their clients. 171
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From Generosity
Movement
to Impact
Movement
The generosity movement has
helped us recover the Church’s
impressive legacy of sacrificial giving. And real progress
has been made. Thirty years
ago the National Christian
Foundation was an idea. Now
it’s managing $7 billion and
become one of the largest
charities in America. But the
progress gained presents a
dangerous plateau. It’s such
hard work for us to move from
a mentality of “it’s mine” to
“it’s God’s,” that we might think
the task is complete when we
give more than the world expects. But the job’s just starting. We need to complete the
process of seeing results with
our philanthropy and then we
need to upgrade our stewardship to encompass our full
balance sheet. The generosity
movement is helping Christians who are not stewards get
into the game. But we’ve got
to go higher up and further
in on the innovation curve.
We’ve got to turn stewards
into kingdom investors, into
what Chuck Bentley from
Christian Economic Forum
calls “God’s producers.” It’s
this process of learning to use
the full range of everything
that God has given you for
greater things instead of lesser
things, and finding the incredible joy that comes from that.
The generosity movement
needs to become an
impact movement.
JAY HE IN

152
Commonwealth
Impact Investing

The two-pocket mindset fails to understand that investment is in fact a
far greater influencer of potential social/kingdom impact than charitable giving, both because of its larger size and the possibilities it offers
for multiplication and sustainability.
Consider, for example, two data points regarding the size of Christian
charitable giving. One, the most generous Christians—the 10 million
who give a tenth or more of their income to charity—together give
about $50 billion annually. 172 Two, annual giving by religious donors to
education, human services, and international relief and development
is estimated at approximately $16 billion. 173
By comparison, Endel Liias estimates that Christians hold some
$360 billion in investments—and that is counting only those he categorizes as Biblically Responsible Investing. 174 Just this one slice of Christian
investment is seven times bigger than the $50 billion that the most
generous Christians give to charity annually
New organizations like the Impact Foundation, Commonwealth
Impact, Catholic Impact Investing Collaborative, and Faith Driven
Investor have championed the cause of demolishing the “two-pocket”
mindset. This is a positive development in the field, but many more
voices are needed to amplify this message.

Sector-Specific Opportunities
and Trailheads
Through our landscape scan, Ormond Center researchers identified
issues needing attention as well as encouraging signs in the ES2P field.
Below, we summarize recommendations for and observations about
each of the three main sectors in the field.

Entrepreneurs

Recommendations for Strengthening
the Entrepreneurs Sector
one

To advance ES2P, local congregations must awaken to their role as
potent economic actors. This will require congregational leaders to:
→ Preach and teach that care for the poor is a central, not peripheral,

concern of any church faithful to the Lord
Jesus Christ.

→ Take a careful, 360-degree inventory of their assets and then

reimagine the use of those assets—activating the latent ones and/
or deploying assets in fresh ways for community benefit, especially
initiatives creating new opportunities for the materially poor. This
process will require leaders to eschew a scarcity mindset.
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Despite depressing news about decreased giving to religion and falling
membership rates, most churches possess considerable assets. These
include underutilized land and buildings, and investment accounts and
endowments that could be redirected toward impact investments/projects
that bring sustainable community good.
→ Shift their local and foreign missions programs from income-support strat-

egies to wealth-building models, by adopting approaches such as matched
savings accounts and microlending.

For churches to become potent economic actors, seminaries will also need to focus new attention on preparing future clergy for fruitful engagement—what Made
to Flourish founder Tom Nelson has called “the economics of neighbor love.”175

t wo

Christian entrepreneurs could resurrect the legacy of the montes pietatis of the
medieval era, stepping into the gap on behalf of the working poor by creating
feasible alternatives to the ubiquitous, predatory payday lending industry.
→ A few pioneers have emerged—e.g., Exodus Lending (Minneapolis, MN),

Jubilee Assistance Fund (Richmond, VA), University Hope (Springfield,
MO). But with some 23,000 payday lenders operating today in the United
States, many more such alternatives are needed.

three

In response to working poverty and rising inequality, more Christian organizations should explore the promise of wealth-protecting strategies like community
land trusts and economic cooperatives.
→ Christians were part of the origination team for the US’ first community land

trust (CLT) in 1969. CLTs have been growing—from 162 in 2006 to 289 in
2021 176 —yet this innovative solution is underutilized in the faith community.

→ CLTs are a promising strategy in the face of gentrification forces that could

threaten long-term residents in economically transitioning neighborhoods.

→ Though Christians in the past played key roles in establishing worker and

purchasing co-ops and credit unions, they have been notably absent from
these endeavors in recent decades.

four

Christian social entrepreneurs and impact investors must invigorate efforts
to measure social and spiritual impact.
→ One potential opportunity lies in leaders from the same sector/ industry

creating shared standards and metrics appropriate to their particular work.
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Trailheads: Entrepreneurs Sector
one

In 2019, the Southeast Center for Cooperative
Development launched a Collaborative Inquiry
Team (CIT) to help congregational leaders
explore links between churches and cooperative businesses. The CIT hosted a series
of recorded conversations with field experts and
with co-operatives across the country. Operating
from the premise that “working for a more just
economy is not an optional charity project” but
something “at the heart of many faith traditions,”
the CIT also developed a five-module “Cooperatives and Churches” Bible study. Its aim
is to help congregational leaders learn about
points of alignment between God’s relational
nature and justice, and the principles and practices of co-ops.

→ Throughout North Carolina, Wesley

t wo

→ Faith Driven Entrepreneur (founded by

A variety of new initiatives have emerged to
assist congregational leaders in reimagining and
deploying their physical campuses for greater
community impact:
→ In New York City, LISC, one of the nation’s

premier CDFIs, began the New York Land
Opportunity Program in 2017 to help
property-owning churches and other
mission-driven groups “develop the expertise
they need to build affordable housing
on their underutilized land.” Of the initial
cohort of five congregations, three formed
partnerships with developers to build new
affordable housing and community spaces on
their properties.

Community Development helps
congregations in the United Methodist
Church better inventory their assets and
brainstorm new ways of utilizing them for
the benefit of their neighbors.

→ Nationwide, the Church Properties Initiative

of Notre Dame’s Fitzgerald Institute for Real
Estate helps Catholic congregations and
religious orders take up this conversation.

three

Christian entrepreneurs are finding increased
opportunities for discipleship, connection, and
collaboration:

the same people who started Faith Driven
Investor) is growing rapidly. Since January
2021, over 3,100 Christians have participated
in FDE Entrepreneur Groups. These groups
study an eight-week video curriculum focused on the marks of faithful entrepreneurs
whose work brings more good into God’s
world.

→ Christian Economic Forum, launched in 2011

has grown from about 30 business leaders,
entrepreneurs, and innovators to several
hundred members across 36 countries. CEF
members collaborate around specific aligned
interests and initiatives, such as supporting
entrepreneurship in Africa.

→ In Philadelphia, Partners for Sacred

Places received funding from the William
Penn Foundation and launched the Infill
Philadelphia: Sacred Places/Civic Spaces
initiative in 2018. It seeks to “inspire people
to imagine an alternative future in which older
and historic sacred places serve as inclusive
community hubs.”

→ In San Antonio, the Good Acres initiative of

Impact Guild brings together congregational
and neighborhood leaders for design
charettes and provides technical assistance
and connections to mission-minded
architects, engineers, and developers. It
notes that there are some 3,000 acres of
underutilized church land in the city that
could be deployed for positive community
development.
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four

The creation of tax-advantaged Opportunity
Zones opens up new possibilities for Christian
social entrepreneurs and impact investors to
serve residents in economically disadvantaged
US neighborhoods through innovative real estate
development projects. Christians with vision for
redemptive entrepreneurship should seize the
chance to be catalytic agents of positive change
in close partnership with local residents in OZs.
Otherwise, developers whose agendas differ
from the desires and dreams of community residents may use the OZ legislation to further their
own personal interests.
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Investors

Recommendations for Strengthening
the Investors Sector
one

Given the prevailing “two-pocket” stewardship mindset noted earlier,
Christian leaders in multiple contexts (e.g., churches, denominations,
seminaries, business fellowships, nonprofit ministries, the financial advising sector) must dramatically increase their attention to discipleship
efforts that teach about faithful investing. As Jay Hein from Commonwealth Impact says, stewardship must be understood as encompassing
“not just your charitable giving, but your full balance sheet.”
→ Christian leaders should teach that faithful stewardship is not solely

a matter of personal spiritual formation but also an issue of justice
and neighborhood love.

→ More organizations need to promote the message that investing

can be an even more powerful driver of positive social and spiritual
impact than charitable giving.

To advance
Christian impact
investing, more
organizations
need to promote
the message that
investing can be
an even more
powerful driver
of positive social
impact than
charitable giving.

→ Christians at every income level need clear teaching on the effects

of their investments. In reality, every investment is an “impact
investment,” for good or ill.

t wo

Christians need greater awareness and understanding of faith-driven
impact investment opportunities. The Christian Investment Forum reports that more than 90 funds use faith-driven investing. But two-thirds
of surveyed Christian financial advisors knew of only 30 or fewer such
opportunities. 177 Undoubtedly, the average Christian is even less aware.

three

Leaders in the Christian impact investing field need to redouble their
efforts to spread the message about the competitive performance of
many SRI funds and impact projects.
→ A meta-analysis of over 100 studies spanning four decades (1980 to

2020) concluded that “the performance of SRI funds is on par with
conventional investments and sometimes outperformed them.” 178
Simultaneously, research on managers at Judeo-Christian denominational and pension funds reveals that they “lack the expertise or
willingness to change their investment behaviors due to … misconceptions about return.” 179
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four

Christian financial advisors should be encouraged to
learn more about nontraditional investment strategies
(e.g., faith-driven real estate projects, private equity funds investing in ventures founded by Christian
social entrepreneurs) that may align well with their
clients’ desire to engage in impact investing.
→ Some advisors may face a conflict of interest that

hinders them from encouraging such investments
(since their commissions are earned through
clients engaging in conventional stock market
investing). 180 In such cases, “redemptive investing”
may require advisors to “leave some margin in the
field” by promoting investment options that return
them less benefit but that can redound to greater
kingdom impact.

five

Church and denominational leaders need to reimagine the ways their endowment and pension funds
are currently invested. Some need to be encouraged
to engage not only in negative screening but also in
impact investing. All need to wrestle with what their
fiduciary responsibilities are in seeking “the highest
and best use” of capital. From a biblical standpoint,
what should that definition be? It is likely not merely
short-term, market-rate financial return.

six

More faith-inspired impact investing vehicles need
to be created for retail (non-accredited) investors.

Trailheads: Investors Sector
one

New organizations have emerged to try to dismantle
the “two-pocket” mentality and encourage Christians
to reimagine their investing behavior. These include
Faith Driven Investor (founded 2018), Faith + Finance
(founded 2020), and the Eventide Center for Faith &
Investing (founded 2021).
t wo

Some organizations are creating new impact investing
opportunities for retail investors. Faith Driven Investor
added a new section to its online platform, connecting
such investors to faith-related investment opportunities on WeFunder. Significant Matters is in the process
of establishing the first explicitly faith-based equity
crowdfunding platform (called EquityVest). Meanwhile, extant funds like Praxis Mutual Funds and Eventide provide opportunities for individuals to invest as
little as $1,000 in funds that are intentionally promoting comprehensive human flourishing. Retail investors
willing to accept concessionary financial returns can
also engage in impact investing through organizations
like the Leviticus Fund and Calvert Impact Capital.

network, many social enterprises serve what’s known
as the “Base of the Pyramid”—the estimated 2.7 billion
people who live on less than $2.50 a day. Because 80
percent of those enterprises do not operate at scale,
they are neither ready for outside investment nor able
to become self-sufficient. Philanthropic capital, alone,
cannot provide sufficient resources to help them
scale up. But impact investors could help underwrite
that mission, enabling these firms to become selfsufficient.181 Impact investors can participate in blended
financing through traditional investing or by offering
loan guarantees or participating in social impact bonds.
four

There appears to be growing interest in crafting
sector-specific impact financing, for advancing social
entrepreneurship in health care, tech, education, and
so forth. This represents an opportunity for collaboration between entrepreneurs and potential impact
investors who share a common interest in/passion for
a particular sector .

three

More attention is being focused on “blended financing”
—combining impact and philanthropic capital to help
scale-up social innovation, particularly in povertyreduction efforts. According to Ashoka, a leading SE
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Capacity Builders

Recommendations for
Strengthening the Capacity
Builders Sector

An Example of
Blended Finance

one

Numerous Christian entrepreneurs benefit from
Praxis’ redemptive entrepreneurship framework.
We urge other incubators and accelerators to
encourage their participants to learn from it.
The redemptive frame is practical and encourages
entrepreneurs to resist worldly patterns and
reach for higher purpose as they pursue the calling
of business.

Imagine a social enterprise
operating in Africa that
requires an investment
of $100,000 to build new
clinics. It expects the clinics
to earn $5,000 per year, a
return of 5 percent. Rather
than seeking all of the
funding from a philanthropic
foundation, the enterprise
requests $50,000. It then
seeks investment capital
of $50,000 and offers a
10 percent return. It can do
so because the foundation
demands no repayment, so
the financial return can
go solely to the impact
investors. The foundation,
meanwhile, has $50,000
that it did not grant to the
health clinics to give away
to another worthy project.

t wo

The Jesuit-inspired Miller Center for Social Entrepreneurship provides catalyst services to social
entrepreneurs focused particularly on ventures
that address poverty. Other capacity builders can
benefit from lessons learned by the center. Based
on its 13-year track record in working with over 560
entrepreneurs, Miller Center leaders suggest these
as the top three success factors for social business
accelerators:
→ Having a clear idea of the kinds of social

entrepreneurs the capacity builder wants
to work with, and understanding their stage
of development.

→ Offering stage-specific support programs

customized for entrepreneurs at various
developmental stages (e.g., seed, early
validation, growth).

→ Providing in-depth, long-term support by

executive-level mentors.

SOURCE | Adapted from
Antony Bugg-Levine, Bruce
Kogat, and Nalin Kulatilaka, “A
New Approach to Funding Social
Enterprises,” Harvard Business
Review (January-February 2012).

three

Ormond Center research found that both secular
and Christian capacity builders are increasingly
skeptical of focusing solely on funding acquisition
by graduating entrepreneurs as the measure of a
catalyst program’s effectiveness. While that remains
an important metric, others are worthy, too, such as:
→ Graduates’ start-up survival rate and growth

post-graduation.

→ Graduates’ engagement in their communities as

local leaders and changemakers.

→ The number of graduates returning to the cata-

lyst’s program as mentors or investors.

Conclusion
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Trailheads: Capacity Builders Sector
one

New organizations and initiatives are helping
church and denominational leaders understand
and engage more in sustainable, developmentally
oriented (in contrast to short-term relief) community programs.
In terms of thought leadership:
→ Jobs for Life promotes a short, “sticky”

message called “Flip the List.” JFL notes that
most Christian benevolence addresses the
symptoms of poverty and offers food and
financial assistance. But if employment assistance were at the top of Christians’ “how we
help” list instead of the bottom, more poor
people could find jobs that help them meet
their own needs.

→ The Chalmers Center continues to promote

the message of When Helping Hurts and has
published a sequel, Becoming Whole. The
new resource offers an even deeper theological grounding for transformational development and is paired with a practical field
guide to assist practitioners in implementing
its principles.

→ Acton Institute’s week long “Acton U” gathers

Christians (Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox,
and Evangelical) from around the world for
lectures and workshops on combining faith
and economics, with attention to enterprise
solutions to poverty.

In terms of training and implementation coaching:
→ Criterion Institute’s 1K Churches initiative offers

congregational leaders both biblical reflection
tools and guidance for launching microlending
programs with local entrepreneurs.

→ RootedGood’s Oikos Accelerator helps churches

reimagine their real estate assets and launch new
social enterprises, leveraging those assets, while
its Make Good Accelerator helps early stage entrepreneurs gain clarity on their vision and strategy.

→ Sent Ventures created a community for Catho-

lic social entrepreneurs operating in both the
for-profit and nonprofit space.

→ Seed to Oaks offers training and turnkey projects

that help churches implement social initiatives
focused on long-term impact.

→ Thriving Cities Group’s Community Craft Col-

laborative provides tools and training to congregational leaders through a cohort-based learning
community focused on effectively responding
to local socioeconomic problems.

→ The Reformed Church in America established a

Local Missional Engagement team to provide
coaching and consulting for churches in the denomination that want to start or grow community
impact ministries (including social enterprises and
community economic development projects).

→ Faith + Finance created a Neighborhood

Economics and a Church Economics curriculum and continues to convene religious leaders for conversations to reimagine economic
engagement.
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New organizations and initiatives have emerged
specifically to serve women and minority venture
founders. These include, for example, Founders of
Color, the Minority Entrepreneurship Institute, and
the Miller Center’s Women’s Economic Empowerment Accelerator. +
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CLOS ING OBSERVATIONS

THE WAY AHEAD
Locating the Christian ES2P Field
A decade ago, Jane Nelson, director of the
Corporate Social Responsibility Initiative
at Harvard’s Kennedy School, reported a
number of shifts in the field of global development that signaled greater enthusiasm for
market-driven solutions. These shifts included a “growing awareness of social entrepreneurship and fast growth entrepreneurs as
key drivers of development,” the increased
“mainstreaming of corporate social responsibility,” growth in “venture philanthropy,” and
the continued maturation of “socially responsible investment and impact investing.”182

generates benefits for all stakeholders,183 not
only for shareholders. Just how substantive
a change this will make in their companies’
lives is yet to be seen. Yet a general consensus seems to be growing that Milton
Friedman’s reigning shareholder paradigm is
passing away. Meanwhile, social enterprise
continues to increase, and impact investing
has become mainstream.

Ormond Center’s exploration of the ES2P
landscape today found these trends continuing. This is good news for Christians
engaged in this field, as their work on the
ground is influenced by the overall public
policy climate and by trends in investor
preferences.

Indeed, shifts in both the for-profit and nonprofit sectors have created what scholars are
calling a new “Fourth Sector”184 —emerging
as lines blur among the public, private, and
nonprofit sectors. Organizations within the
Fourth Sector are said to have “formed a
growing global movement that leverages
the power of business and markets to solve
social and environmental problems.”185 Much
of the Christian ES2P ecosystem resides in
this vibrant and growing Fourth Sector.

Since Nelson’s report, we’ve noted further
developments. In 2019, over 180 CEOs in the
Business Roundtable signed a new statement on the purpose of a corporation, calling
for a more inclusive form of capitalism that

Taken together, these various movements all
point to an increasingly fair-weather climate
for enterprise solutions to poverty. Our landscape study found people of faith participating in all these trends.

The Fourth Sector
The fourth sector is an emerging sector of the economy, one consisting of “forbenefit” organizations that combine market-based approaches of the private
sector with social and environmental aims of the public and nonprofit sectors.
This sector interacts with but is separate from the government, nonprofit, and
for-profit business sectors. Expert observers believe this fourth sector is likely
to reshape the future of capitalism.
SOURCE | 4th Sector Solutions, Inc., “What is the Fourth Sector?”
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Some Directions for Future Research
Ormond Center’s examination of the ES2P field identified several burgeoning initiatives that hold
promise for people living in material poverty—and some entrenched barriers hindering growth in the
field. Our findings suggest at least six directions for fruitful, ongoing research:

1

2

The role of entrepreneurship training in the lives of people in the ranks of the “working poor”
and their communities.
Field participants from different backgrounds agreed
on the inherent value of entrepreneurship training,
particularly for residents of economically vulnerable
communities. Rising Tide Capital, for example, has
trained over 3,500 individuals, many of them members of the working poor (see profile, page 128). RTC
believes that the entrepreneurial journey increases
participants’ self-confidence and leadership abilities
and enhances their social capital. This growth enables

We need further study, however, to investigate the
influence of entrepreneurial training/coaching in the
lives of individuals in “working poverty.” This study
could shed light not only on the household effects
of entrepreneurship but also on its role in promoting
neighborhood stability.

The personal, family, and business influences of Christian business accelerators.
Founding and operating a business is hard, and doubly so for those trying to “go beyond the ethical” to
sacrificial, restorative ventures aimed at creating new
opportunities for vulnerable people. Observers note
that divorce rates are 5-10 percent higher for business
owners than other married couples. 186
Some researchers posit the existence of “entrepreneurial addiction” and call this and its related addictive patterns a ”dark side” of entrepreneurship. 187 Entrepreneur
magazine warns that business owners are particularly
“susceptible to gambling, drug use and other vices
because these activities mimic the highs and lows of
turning a startup into a multimillion dollar enterprise.”188
Consequently, spiritual practices that can help entrepreneurs strengthen their personal and marital health
are welcome. As noted earlier, Praxis has developed
a theologically robust “redemptive frame” to help
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these entrepreneurs to become local changemakers
for positive good.

founders articulate the ways their faith can shape their
businesses (see case study, page 140). It also coaches
participants in a “Rule of Life” for developing healthy
habits of spiritual and personal discipline. Other Christian business accelerators, such as OCEAN, also try to
attend to the personal challenges entrepreneurs face,
such as social isolation. One of its key aims is to facilitate “sustainable, holistic founder health.”189
We recommend a study of alumni of Christian business
accelerators that focuses on “founder health.” Such
a study could shed light on how these redemptive
elements shape not only founders’ business ventures
but also their personal and family lives. How do spiritual
practices encouraged by these accelerator programs
get incarnated in both domains? Are these practices
associated with healthier, more stable marriages? Are
these practices generating resilience that enables superior business outcomes (e.g., business survival rates)?
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3

The lessons learned by leaders who have successfully mobilized their congregations
around ES2P strategies.

4

How lessons learned by the US “generosity movement” could illuminate effective
strategies for addressing the barrier of the “two-pocket” stewardship mindset.

Ormond Center’s research identified some pioneering congregations that, unlike the vast mainstream,
are pursuing ES2P solutions instead of charity/
relief. Learning more about these churches and
their leaders could shed light on effective strategies for mobilizing more congregations. What
motivated these pioneering congregations?

This field guide concluded that the “two-pocket”
financial stewardship mindset serves as a fundamental barrier to growth in Christian impact
investing. How could this prevailing perspective be
replaced? One potential source of illumination is
the experience of the various institutions that comprise the so-called “generosity movement” within
evangelical Christianity: Crown Financial Ministries,
Ronald Blue & Co., National Christian Foundation,
Kingdom Advisors, Women Doing Well, Generous
Giving, Generous Church, The Gathering, and
Leadership Network’s Generous Churches Leadership Community, among others.
These organizations represent the kind of “dense
network” that sociologist James D. Hunter calls

5

The role technological innovation is
playing in the Christian ES2P field.
This field guide noted only a few technological innovations, such as Faith Driven
Investors’ online Marketplace platform
for connecting social entrepreneurs and
impact investors (see case study, page 114)
and the technologies developed by LoanWell to grow the capacities of frontline CDFis (see profile, page 122). Likely, additional
technologies played a role in the field and
more such innovations will prove important
in the future. What innovations are already
facilitating greater reach or effectiveness by
social enterprises fighting poverty? What
current solutions could go to scale through
technological innovation? What promising technologies should impact investors
be supporting?

What organizations/coaches/networks helped
them? What tools and resources shaped their
thinking and their active responses to poverty?
How did leaders mobilize their congregations
to embrace a “development” instead of “relief”
approach? What lessons have they learned that
are relevant for other congregations?

fundamental in spurring cultural change. 190 Over
the past several decades, these institutions have
succeeded in shifting the thinking and behavior
of many affluent Christians. The most concrete
expression of this shift is the fact that the National
Christian Foundation, established 30 years ago, has
deployed over $14 billion from its DAF account holders to various charities in the US and abroad.
What strategies did these institutions employ to
encourage more Christians to embrace the conviction that their wealth truly belongs to God? Who
were the most effective champions? What lessons
could be helpful in the next needed frontier of
changing how Christians think about stewardship?

6

Questions around fruitful measurement of
the social and spiritual influences of impact
investing and redemptive enterprise.
Currently, many organizations are focused on
measuring the influence and results of their social innovations. This already difficult evaluation becomes
even more complicated when considering additional
metrics for “spiritual impact.” Ormond Center’s study
indicated that some investors and entrepreneurs
won’t even attempt to document their results, given
the complexities and time investment required.
What role does measurement actually play for both
for-profit and nonprofit social enterprise? How
does the press for “data-driven” solutions advance
the field or overly complicate it? What assessment
frameworks look the most promising and why? And
even more basically, what do Christian leaders in the
field think about the role measurement should play?

Conclusion
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The Christian ES2P field is well-defined, full of
vitality, characterized by ‘traditioned innovation,’
and maturing. Simultaneously, it is marked by an
enormous gap between what is and what could be.

Closing Observations
Our research indicates that the Christian
ES2P ecosystem is well-defined. It is marked
by distinct (if sometimes overlapping) roles
as people of faith engage in business, capital,
empowerment, and policy activities. Christians operate social businesses, make impact
investments, train and coach entrepreneurs,
connect entrepreneurs and investors, and
serve as thought leaders and idea champions,
promoting inclusive capitalism. While we have
noted important tensions and debates within
the field, it is also marked by a set of shared
core convictions:

→ That poverty is relational and multidimensional,

The field is also full of vitality. We found evidence
of increasing activity, with many new enterprises
and initiatives birthed in just the past five years,
and growing numbers of Christians engaging as
entrepreneurs and investors. Increased fuel is
flowing into the ecosystem in the form of growing
amounts of financial capital into both venture
philanthropy and impact investing.

field’s three sectors. Major platforms and summits
now garner increased participation.

The field is characterized by what Greg Jones
calls “traditioned innovation.”191 Our exploration
uncovered a rich legacy of Christian engagement
and leadership in 10 enterprise solutions. Today,
the field’s leaders are incarnating new forms of
these old solutions.
The Christian ES2P field is also maturing. New intermediary organizations have formed, increasing
the amount of networking, convening, ideasharing, and collaboration within and between the
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not solely material.

→ That wealth creation through business activity

is the most effective and sustainable pathway
for overcoming poverty.

→ That poor people, like all people, are image-

bearers who possess talents and creativity
enabling them to create solutions for themselves and their communities.

At the same time, the ES2P paradigm has not
achieved its potential—neither in the general
“poverty fighting” world nor in the narrower field
of Christian strategies for ending poverty.
A huge gap exists between what is and what
could be. Hundreds of thousands of US congregations are conspicuous by their absence in the
ES2P field. Most continue to implement relief-oriented programs that help people manage
their poverty, not escape it. Moreover, enormous
amounts of human and financial capital in the
hands of millions of practicing Christians is presently outside of the ES2P field. Some Christians
give generously, but without sufficient attention
to whether their charitable activity is beneficent
as well as benevolent.
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Additionally, many Christians passively put money into investment
accounts with little thought to “the better good” they could be doing if
they intentionally aligned those investments with Christian values—or
with little awareness of the harm they may be doing through their ignorance of the companies they are funding. Church leaders do not on
the whole understand their congregations as potent economic actors
operating in an economic world. They thus offer little vision or guidance to their members as to how the full array of the resources God has
entrusted them could be deployed to lift billions from poverty.
For Christians, achieving the “what could be” is a matter of both calling
and urgency in our world today:
→ Here in the United States, the official poverty rate in 2020 was 11.4

percent, up one percentage point from 2019—“the first increase in
poverty after five consecutive annual declines” according to the
Census Bureau. According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics,
some 6.3 million people in 2019 were among the “working poor.”192
Millions of Americans lack a rainy day savings account; one survey
found that only four in 10 US adults could cover the cost of a $1,000
car repair or emergency room visit using savings. 193 Moreover,
income inequality is more stark than ever: the wealth gap between
America’s richest families and poorer families more than doubled
from 1989 to 2016. 194 Income inequality in the US
is the highest among the G7 nations. 195

→ In the Majority World, 1.3 billion people (22% of global population)

live in what the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative
calls “multidimensional poverty”—experiencing “poor health, lack
of education, inadequate living standards, disempowerment, poor
quality of work, and the threat of violence.”196 The worldwide economic crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has increased global unemployment to some 200 million people. 197 An astonishing 60
percent of the world’s employed population works in the informal
economy, bereft of formal social protection, labor rights, and, often,
decent working conditions. 198

For Christians, love of neighbor demands effective action in tackling
these sobering realities. Success will not be accomplished through
philanthropic effort alone. As a veteran poverty fighter who participated in the Ormond Center ES2P Field Survey says, “Business is not
secondary in helping the poor. It is primary.”199

Our hope is that this Christian Enterprise Solutions to
Poverty Field Guide will help illuminate paths toward
invigorated conversation, increasingly effective practices,
and future needed research.

Conclusion
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Project Team
Josh Yates
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Josh Yates is the outgoing director of the Ormond Center for Thriving Congregations
and Communities at Duke Divinity School and incoming executive director of the
Transformational Innovation Hub at Belmont University. He is also founder and CEO
of the national nonprofit Thriving Cities Group. Dr. Yates weaves together two decades
of academic research and social practice in an ongoing quest to understand what it
means and takes to thrive in contemporary community contexts.

Amy Sherman
LE AD AUTHOR & RESE ARCHER
Amy Sherman joined the Ormond Team as a fellow in 2021. The author of seven books
and over 100 articles, Dr. Sherman has been engaged in Christian community development and capacity building for more than 25 years. She directs the Center on Faith
in Communities at Sagamore Institute. There, she provides training and consulting to
congregations and nonprofits seeking to advance justice and effective compassion in
their communities.

Kashmiri Schmookler
PROJECT COORDINATOR
Kashmiri Schmookler works at the intersection of theology and community development. She holds a master’s in international development practice from University of
St Andrews, and will be pursuing a master of arts in religion at Yale Divinity School
starting in fall 2022. She has worked for various organizations focusing on the advocacy side of development projects—communicating international and local community
programs to diverse stakeholders.
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Cate McLeane
DIREC TOR OF STR ATEGIC DEVELOPMENT
Cate McLeane serves as director of strategic development for the Ormond Center,
focusing on (1) leading the development of the center’s strategic planning, operations,
and evaluation; (2) facilitating communications and fundraising capabilities; and (3)
overseeing new initiatives. McLeane brings to Ormond more than a decade of experience working at the intersections of organizational design, public relations, social
entrepreneurship, business strategy, and community development.

Diane J. McDougall
COPY EDITOR
Diane McDougall specializes in magazine writing/editing and in overall magazine editorial coordination as founder of McDougall Editorial. She also coaches writers toward
greater clarity and impact through her online writing course, “Write Your Life Lessons.”

Alex Fulton
DESIGNER
Alex Fulton is a graphic designer, illustrator, and founder of Composition Studio,
located in Richmond, Virginia. With over 10 years of experience, she specializes
in utilizing both print and digital mediums to work with many community-oriented
organizations and businesses.
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Rosa Lee Harden
E XECUTIVE DIREC TOR
Neighborhood Economics
Rosa Lee Harden is the founder of Faith + Finance and executive producer of
Neighborhood Economics. She was one of the founding directors of Social Capital
Markets (SOCAP), the global conference at the center of impact investing and
social entrepreneurship. An Episcopal priest, Harden led the congregation at
Holy Innocents’ Episcopal Church in San Francisco for 10 years and also served
as Canon for Money and Meaning at the Cathedral of All Souls in Asheville,
North Carolina. Her work primarily exists at the intersection of spirituality
and business, money and meaning.

Henry Clay McKoy, Jr.
DIREC TOR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND FACULT Y
North Carolina Central University School of Business
Henry McKoy is a seasoned professional in business, community and economic
development, policy, government, finance, philanthropy, and the academic worlds. He
is a faculty member and director of entrepreneurship at NC Central University in the
School of Business. He is also on the faculty of the Kenan-Flagler School of Business
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he is professor of practice in
strategy and entrepreneurship. In addition, he teaches in Duke University’s Sanford
School of Public Policy and is part of the faculty of Duke’s Executive Leadership Institute, where he teaches on public-private partnerships. McKoy has been a fellow of the
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at UNC-Chapel Hill, as well a senior municipal
innovation fellow at Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government.

Dato Kim Tan
CO - FOUNDER
Transformational Business Network
Dato Kim Tan is the chairman of SpringHill Management, a private fund management
company specializing in biotech and social venture capital investments.
He is a partner of several social impact funds including Inqo Investments (South
Africa), SpringHill Equity Partners (US), Novastar Ventures (Kenya), and Garden
Impact Investment (Singapore). He is the co-founder of the Transformational Business Network and is a trustee of the John Templeton Foundation, Templeton Religion
Trust and the Centre for Enterprise, Markets & Ethics (Oxford). He was the founder
chairman of NCI Cancer Hospital (Malaysia) and the inventor of sheep monoclonal
antibodies. Dr Tan is a Pro-Chancellor of Surrey University (UK) and a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Medicine (UK). He is a former board member of the Saracens Rugby
Club and the APEC Life Science Innovation Forum.
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JoAnn Flett
E XECUTIVE DIREC TOR
Center for Faithful Business, Seattle Pacific University
JoAnn Flett started at Seattle Pacific University in August 2021. She is a frequent
speaker, collaborator, and organizational consultant, teasing out the intersection
of faith and business that promotes human flourishing. Dr. Flett was a 2019–20
Fulbright Teaching Scholar to Trinidad and Tobago. Her dissertation is titled
“Reshaping the Goals of 21st Century Business: A Grounded Theory Study of the
B-Corporation Movement.”
She has served on various boards and advised numerous nonprofit organizations,
including: The Accord Network, Ormond Center at Duke University, and the Coalition for Christian Social Innovation. She was formerly board chair of Capital for
Good–Geneva Global (a performance philanthropy firm) and Broad Street Ministry
(a nonprofit serving vulnerable Philadelphians). Dr. Flett continues to serve as a
business advisor to Everence Financial, Initiate Australia, the Network of Christians
in Business, and the US Embassy’s Entrepreneurship in Trinidad and Tobago.

Endel Liias
FOUNDER & PRINCIPAL
Nexus Impact Advisors
Endel Liias is the founder and managing principal of Nexus Impact Advisors, a
boutique consultancy specializing in faith-driven impact investing, where he is
responsible for setting the firm’s strategic vision. Nexus Impact Advisors works with
a range of clients—from individual investors, angel networks, and impact funds to
foundations, nonprofits, and investee companies—to increase the flow of capital from
purpose-driven investors to high-impact organizations that create wealth, reduce
poverty, and effect meaningful change.Having traveled to nearly 60 countries, Endel
has broad experience in the areas of impact investing, international development,
and global health. While living and working as a missionary in Cochabamba, Bolivia,
he founded Niños con Valor, an organization working to improve the lives of at-risk
Bolivian children. Endel attended the University of Pennsylvania, where he received
both his undergraduate and graduate degrees. He is fluent in Spanish.
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Greg Jones
PRESIDENT
Belmont University
Greg Jones became president of Belmont University in Nashville, Tennessee, in June
2021. He previously served as dean of Duke Divinity School (1997-2010 and again 2018–
mid 2021). Between 2010 and 2018, he served in a variety of roles, including vice president and vice provost for global strategy at Duke University, and provost and executive
vice president of Baylor University.
Dr. Jones is the author or editor of 19 books, including the recently released Navigating
the Future: Traditioned Innovation for Wilder Seas (with Andrew P. Hogue). Other works
include Christian Social Innovation, Forgiving as We’ve Been Forgiven (co-authored with
Celestin Musekura), Resurrecting Excellence (co-authored with Kevin R. Armstrong),
and Embodying Forgiveness. He is an ordained United Methodist minister.

Evan Loomis
CO - FOUNDER
Saturn Five
Evan Loomis has been an entrepreneur for more than 20 years and most notably as
the co-founder of ICON, where he currently oversees business development for the
Austin-based start-up that develops construction technologies that advance humanity.
ICON has been named one of the “Most Innovative Companies in the World” by Fast
Company and is continually setting new standards for delivering resilient, dignified
housing at higher speed and lower cost. Raising $59 million to date in funding, ICON
has delivered communities of 3D-printed homes in the US and internationally and
forged partnerships with world-renowned architects, builders, and housing organizations missionally aligned to shift the paradigm of home building. In fall 2020, ICON
was awarded a research contract through the US Air Force, which included funding
from NASA to begin research and development of an off-world construction system
planned to support future exploration of the Moon and beyond.

Rebecca Lilly Brooks
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Morgan Stanley
Rebecca Brooks worked in the Private Wealth Management division of Morgan
Stanley Wealth Management for her first five-plus years at the firm, where she focused
on ultra high net worth private clients, foundations, and endowments.
Brooks has a background in high net worth client investment management derived
from experiences in the art market at Sotheby’s, as well as investment analysis from
being a management consultant for corporate executives and a director of PR and
advertising for an international private family-owned company. She received an
MBA from the Yale School of Management and her undergraduate degree from Tufts
University with majors in economics and art history.
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Matt Nash
MANAGING DIREC TOR FOR SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Duke University
Matthew T.A. Nash designs and manages university-wide social innovation and entrepreneurship programming for the Duke Innovation and Entrepreneurship Initiative.
Nash is also an adjunct professor of the practice at Duke’s Sanford School of Public
Policy, where he teaches undergraduate and graduate level courses in social innovation
and entrepreneurship. He also leads the Duke-UNICEF Innovation Accelerator, directs
the DukeEngage summer program in Detroit, leads Duke’s participation in the Ashoka
U Changemaker Campus Consortium and the Clinton Global Initiative University programs, and leads the Executive Certificate in Nonprofit Leadership program for Duke
Continuing Studies. Previously, Nash served as executive director of the Center for the
Advancement of Social Entrepreneurship (CASE) at Duke’s Fuqua School of Business
and as founding center director of the Social Entrepreneurship Accelerator at Duke
(SEAD), a USAID-funded development lab for scaling innovations in global health.

Hogan Bassey
FOUNDER
LivFul
Hogan Bassey grew up in Nigeria and had several bouts of malaria before age 10. Motivated to change his situation, he created his own repellent in his bathroom from simple
household products. Only later did he learn that repellents already existed—he just didn’t
have access to them. As he grew up, he realized that this lack of access was all too common
in the global health care industry. He founded LivFul with a vision to change that.
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SENIOR FELLOW
Transformational
Enterprise & Investment

PROJEC T ADVISOR
Transformational
Enterprise & Investment

Jordan Baucum brings over a decade of experience advising and coaching
business leaders through critical business and communication events to
maximize stakeholder value, strengthen relationships, and build credibility.
Baucum is senior director of brand strategy and communications at First
Republic. He previously worked for Chevron’s corporate affairs team,
serving a wide variety of nonprofits, cultural institutions, and media
organizations. Baucum received a BBA cum laude from Texas A&M
University and an MBA from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He previously co-founded a 501(c)(3) nonprofit based in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras, and an MIT-launched social enterprise based in Seattle,
Washington. He lives in San Francisco, California.
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Charles Merritt is working with Ormond Center
on transformational social innovation while
he pursues a master of theological studies at
Duke Divinity School. He is interested in the
intersection of investment, entrepreneurship,
education, and Christian faith. Merritt spent
most of his professional career in several aspects
of private equity investing, working in investment
banking and direct private equity investing before
transitioning to institutional investing.
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The sheer scale
of poverty in the
world today begs
for redoubled
engagement by
Christians.
Few things can
rival the power
people of faith
have to mobilize
responses to meet
this challenge.

